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Joseph Frank
Introduction

of NEW MEXIGO QUARTERLY speaks for
itself. It does not speak for the University of New Mexico-though
many UNM faculty and'students worked hard for McCarthy. It does,
of course, speak for me, and in this Introduction I. will try briefly to
speak for it.
:i
.
.
, . '
Last December, having 16ng been nauseated by American action§ in
Vietnam, I attended the Chicago Conference of Concerned Demo-,
c'rats. Like picketing a federal building or bowing',o~e'shead in a peace
vigil, going to Chi~agb seeme~an'appropriate if fufilegesture. Also, I
i was Doing Something. It was 'at this Confer~~we that the McCarthy
Presidential ca~paign ,was launched, and, I've bee~ traveling with it
eve~ since.
. '
~
The 'first New Mexico McCarthy for Pre~ident meeting was held in
our smoke-filled fmnt room. My wife was appointed secretary of the
embryonic organization, and for several months our kitepen func-.
tioned as the informal headquarters. What I ldst-in proteins I gained'
in political e~perience. But I won:t, anticipate' the New Mexico story,
.as told by Bert lindsay and Sterling Black later in this magazine,
except to say that I was in on most of the. excitement and seryed as a
delegate to the State C~nvention. ~s a fitting climax I joined the Sat- _
urday night revelry in Santa Fe following our Convention victory.
Driving '!Jack to Albuquerque the next d~y I suddenly had the idea
that it might be worthwhi~e to try to exchange my own political 'experiences with other~. Coincidentally, I h:jld ;ecently volunteered 'to
become editor of NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY fot a year. So on
Sunday June 30 The New Look)n Politics:- McCarthy's -Campaign
spra'ng half-born from my throbbing forehead.
That first week in July I now reme~ber as a tangi'e of telephone , l
calls -and hasty conferences. Various local friends' and colleagues exTHIS SPECIAL ISSUE
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pressed immediate enthusiasm. Since then they have been towers' of
strength' and, on needed occasions, retaining ,:walls. Indeed, everyone
I talked to that week, whether at short' or long distance, was enthusiastic and cooperative.
I began~by calling a few friends in various parts of the country who
I }mew ",ere actively pro-McCarthy. Those I asked to do a piece usually
m~lle<i the idea over for two or three ~econds, then said yes. Those 1
asked to find someone, promptly did so. With only one exception.Jevery
cOJtributor and every scout came through splendidly and on time~-The
result is that the prospectus '1 drew up on July 5 is missing only a
single ar.tide,
that it happily turns ourt. would have been redun.dant.
Three anecdo es from that first week are indicative of the affirmative
response~engend red by the McCarthy cafIlpaign. When I finaIl}:;inanaged to "track down my college roommate of many years ago, Professor
R. W. B. Lewis, he was on a Cape Cbd oeach. He said ot1course
he'd write something, momenta~iIy forg~ttihg that he was leaving for
Europe in a few days. His articI~ nonet~eIess arrived well b~Iore my
deadline, having been typed on an electric typewriter in the 'qffi,ce of
our Ambassador to The Hague. I also phoned another collea~ue. He,
tragically, is desperately sick. But he ~anaged to. summon 11 latent
streng~~ three hours later he phoned b~ck to say that he~-d found a
friend Ito write the article and they'd kIiscussed it fullo/. And, Ben
Shahn!s lawyer, when I 8sked his permission to reprint the Shahn litho, graph, was at first sus icious. But the mOl[e I told him about the magazine, the more coop rative he became, ending up with volunteering
any of *s legal servi s we might need. Finally, one biographical foot.' note: Biill Mauldin's sister-in-law, I subsequently discovered, was one
of the McCarthy stal arts who survived the Santa Fe County Conventon and went on to fi ht the good fight at.the State.S::onventio.n. ,
For me as editor, t e next two weeks were mor,~·tranquiI. Then the
.articles started to arri e, the Press to ask quest~s, the correspondence
to avalanche. Today '(August 5), except for a' stack of galleys to be
corrected, my desk is clear and the furwws along my brow seem to be
getting shallower. The New Look in Politics: McCarthy's Campaign
is about to pass from me to you, via an alerted and alert UNM printingplant.
But before it leaves me, a few editoria.l words are in order. First, I
have deliberately avoided doing a lot "of rewriting. Though the majority of authors represented are not professional writers, each has his
own story to tell, and to tell in hi~ own words. Undoubtedly there are

0i
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~ome rough spots; and as a~tofess~r of Ep,glish I ofteh' tOlfnd my finger

itchi~g to add a comma m,w-ove a verb. Usually, though, I wa~ able to
restrai* myself. Th!S 'y0~:¥ill find a good:.dea-l of stylistic div~rsity in
·the foIlowmg artIcles...;c_: _,".
'-<...
,
You will also find minor typographical variations where, again, I did
not want to apply too'heavy hand. Some' of the author~, for instance;
see the middle-class as a hyphenated group; others d<.m'f. So be it, Most
view "Conventions-," at ~J)ious levels, as upper-case; 'a few regard them
as more common or lower-case gatherings. And there are other similar,
permissible discrepancies. I
}
I did, however, have to tluow some editorial weight around by shortening,several of the articles'so that this.issue would not be prohibitively
long. I also tried, to eliminate certain repetitions between articl@S of
which the separate authors could not have been aware. There is,
though, one exception: I couldn't resist looking over Bert Lindsay's .'
shoulder as he wrote a~out the campaign in New Mexico. l,lecaus~ we'd"
done so much together, I felt: that I could be, if not an intrusive editor,
~t least an active kibitzer.
'
' . " .
Second, despite the f.acLthat this' special issue is obviously proM9Ca~thy, it is in no way a handout from him or his organization. His
role and that of hi~ staff was entirely passJve.' I solicited his Senatorial,
office for permission to reprint his poems. I got to know Jeff tynford .
through a series of' semi-accidental phone calls (I was trying to get a
press pass for the National Convention)', and I ask~d him to do the
Chi,go piece. 1 met Bruc~' Gordon when he ~a~ passing throug?
Albqquerque; then, after hed gone back t1J Washmgton from CalIforni~, I urged him to write'about his fdventures in ooe of the primary

f

a

"

battl~s.

TIiird, this issue is not intended to be anti-Humphrey. Instead 'its
thrust is affirmative: the stories and reactions of those who were generally new to politics and whl(-went to work for McCarthy because, for
many reasons, they saw him as the challenger of what they disliked ,and
as the torchbearer for their aspirations. Even so, they are hot invariably
eulogistic 6f thy Senator and his organization. Marc· Acuff takes a
jaundiced look at how the campaign was run; J9hn Adler is self-deprecatory and skeptical; Beulah Roth tends to be facetious; and Larry
Shaw, amid the turmoil of New York City, a<iiopts a passive rather than
an active stance. Even Bruce Gordon, the co'ntributor most personally
involved with McCarthy, sees him in a complimentary but by no means
reverential light. Yes, McCarthy has stirred us, often inspired u~"This
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does not mean that we have to acclaim him uncritically, nor would he
e~pect or desire such acclai~. Perhaps this is one. of the secrets of his
strength.
. The Ne~ Look in Politics: l\1cCarthy's Campaign i&~evertheless a
tribute to his outspoken courage and subdued charisma. At the same
time, it may reveal the basic weakness of his campaign. Though everyone I asked to help responded splendidly, my circle oJ friends and
friends-of-friends is limited. After all, I am an upper-~iddleclass (regardless of wheie you put the hyphen) professor. As a result, this magazine leans in the direction of the affluent and the academic. None of
the contributors is subsisting on the edge of poverty; many are in some
way involved in higher education. Is this true of the majority of McCarthy'S followers? Is his "Movement" economically and educatiorially
too highbrow? In working for him in New Mexico I encountered very
few people wearing blue collars. Is this tyPical of the "new look" in
American politics? I don't know:
. But I started this Introduction by mentioning my trip to Chicago
last December. In the ~nsuing eight months McCarthy and his "Movement" Have, I think, won, regardless of what happens n~xt. The Conference of Concerned Democrats and its candidate had three aims : to
replace LBJ as the party's nominee, to~hange AmeriCan policy in
. Southeast Asia, and to show that our democratic system could be responsive to the wills of people-which is something quite different from
the will of the people. JOhnson's withdrawal as a Presidential candidate
and the Paris peace negotiations dre proof that two of these aims have .
been accomplished. In regard to the third, tpe constituencies of the
contributors to this issue of NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY,:even if
these constituencies are limited, are now actively engaged in the political process. Housewives, professors, college kids and graduate stu. dents, ministers, journalists, artists, scientists-all of them are proving
to themselves and to the nation that democracy can works that the
United ~tates is not musclebQund. Whether'McCcfttny wins or loses in
August and November, he has thus, in a very significant way, already
won. Most' of us who served in the ranks have found that march to
victory congenial and inspiriting-and fun..

• t
I
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The morning after equably writing'this Introduction, I suddenly discovered that Chester Kerr's piece had somehow somewhere someway
been lost. My wife borrowed a neighbor's tape-recorder, I managed to
get Kerr on the phone, and from his kitchen in New Haven to our
kitchen in Albuquerque he ol;>ligingly dictated A Connecticut Yankee
in King John's Court. Such has. been the spirit of the McCarthy camp~gn.
I
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accompanied by the usual fanfares,
applause, and ~tanding ovation. He looked, as always, hand.
some, distinguished, arid, if not4iffident, slightly detached..
We backstage ,could hear only parts ofl his speech, but it'seemed to
be one of his better ones and, again as always, he made complete sense.
But once more I felt like a rooter at a fight begging him silently to make
more of what he saiq, to use the. simple arts of persuasion---:-pau~e, emphasis, occasional rising volume, oecasional heat-and to embrace his
audience with his own conviction:
But he is not made that way. 'And the miracle is that lie.has needed
none of tpese arts to go as far as he has arid to forge a passionate. link
with the young and with a great number of older Americans, .
Strangely enough, the magnetism that, he seems to lac~ in public he
'has an abundance of in f*e-to-face encounter. The Senator came,backstage to thank all ofus, and again,hts warmth, his vigor,imd his manliness were pervasive. It does no good to a Presidential c~ndidate, I know,
to mention such things as wit a.nd sensiqility, but one can only ho,e
that the new1l(jlitics which the nation deserves and ne~ds will honor
them (along with a free mind and an incorruptible. conscience) as fitting attribufes for a White House resident.
.'
• '
HE CAME DOWN THE THEATRE AISLE

cheers~

o

.

~.

.

.,

Marya Mannes
I

i'
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EUGENE MCCARTHY

THE DAY TIME BEGAN

'.
••

\.
I
I

I

Our days were y,ellow and green
we marked the seasons with respect,
but spring was ours. We were shoots
and sprouts, and greenings,
We heard the first word
that fish w~re running iIi the creek.
secreti,ve. e went with men into sheds
.
for torches and tridents"
for n~ts an traps.
We share ,the wildness of that week,
, in men an fish. First fruits
after the w nter. Dried meat gone,
the pork b 'rrel holding only brine.
Bank clerk carne out in skins,
teachers in1loin clouts,
while gamawardens drove in darkened cars,
watching the vagrant flares
. beside the fish mad streams, or crouched
at home to see who came'and went,
.holding their p~ce
surprised by vioience.
We were spendthrift of time
A day was not too much to spend
to find a willow right for a whistle
to blow the greenest sound the world.
has ever heard.
:
Another day to search the oak and hickory thickets;
geometry and experience run together
to choose the fork, fit
fora sling.
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Whole days long we pursuedthe spotted frogs
and dared the curse of newts and toads.
New adams, unhurried, pure, we checked the names
given by the old.
.
SQme things we found well titled
blqod-root for sight
skunks for smell
crab apples for taste
yarrow fOt sound
m;Jllbw for touch.
Some we found named ill, too little or too much
or in a foreign tongue.
These we.challenged with new name~.

I

Space was our pre-occupation,
infini:ty, not eternitY our coneern.
We Were strong bent on counting, i.
the railroad ties, so many to a mile, !
the telephon~ poles, the cars that pas~ed,
marking our growth against the door!frames.
i

•

The sky w~s a kite,
I flew it on a string, winding
it in to see its blue, again
to count the whirling swallows,
and read the p~tterned scroll of blackbirds turning.'
to check the mi;lrkings of the hawk,'
.
and then letting it out to the end'
of the last pinched inch of
string, inthe vise of thumb and finger.
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One day the string broke,
the kite fled over the shoulder of the world,
but reluctantly, reaching back in great lunges
as lost kites do, or as a girl running
in a reversed movie, as at each arched step, the earth
set free, leaps forward, catching
her farther back
the treadmill doubly betraying,
Remote and more remote.
Now I lie on a we~t facing hill in Octeber
the dragging string having circled the world, the universe,
crosses my hand in the grass. I do not grasp it,
it brushes my closed eyes, I do not op~n
That world is no longer mine, but for remembrance
Space ended the.n, and time began.
/j

(

,-
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Gilbert H arrisan
It's Not Politics

. I DON'T· UNDERd.rAND EUGENE MCCARTHY'S campaign, and never met .
any,one who dir History books are no help. President. Truman ask~d l
Adlai StevensoJ to become a candidate; even so, Gover~or Stevenson
had to. be draft~d, or so we were told. Estes Kefauver wasn't asked to
run and didn't ~xpect to be drafted] so he did what politicians are expected to do. H~ werit from state to state, s1:)aking hands, smiling, talking about cropstor
price of meat or bread. He sent Christplas cards
by the thou~an~s, ~ondilcted splendid i~vestigations in "the Senate. He
was a proper ca:ndldate, as was John F. Kennedy. Mr. Kennedy began
warming up f0t:" the race long before election year. And by the time of
his formal ann uncement, he had already assembled a large, efficient
staff. He had al ies among the big city Democratic pt<;>fessionals, as well .
as among the ,nt€llectuals and organized labor. He had money and
ambition, as Will a.spersonal charm and intelligence. W.e all saw that.
Now Eugen McCarthy has charm and intelligence, too. And he has
traveled, talke , issued a position paper or two. But there'the resemblanc~ to a pro~er c~ndidate ends. That is why reportersaI!d columnists
said from the;tart that his performance wouldn't go beyond- opening
night. When~~ did, they said it wouldn't last a week. And when he
persisted and e audience responded, they said . . . . And they were
. right to say so. For McCarthy wa$ too detache¢l, he wrote poetry, and
he wasn't well known outside Washington, D.C. and Minnesota. As
late as ttte In iana primary, people told student canvassers that they
wouldn't thin of votiag for McCarthy because he was a Red-baiting
Republican I ~
" '
Who was t is man, and what had he done to deserve the nomination? Other se ators had denounced, earlier and more passionately than
he, U.S. interv ntion in Vietnam. He had been in Congress for almost
two decad~s wfthout setting either House on fire. He didn't haveene-.
mies, on e~the~ side of the aisle. His colleagues said he was a: pleasant
fellow, ana. his record was all right, but nothing exceptional. He ,.Wa~
from- a rel.atively sJIlall state, and he was a Roman Catholic.· He hadn't

the
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toured the world and come back with reports to the people on 'wh~ther
Africa was or was not in'danger of Communist subversion, or whether
foreign aid was good or bad. No historic legislation had his name on it.
He picked up peculiar, stray, unpromising issues: for example, the unaccountability of the Central Intelligence Agency to C~mgress. Some of
his colleagues said that McCarthy wasn't keen on committee assignments; they said that he'd only made one seat-lifting speech in his life,
for Adlai Stevenson's nomination in 1960, Obviously not.a serious
candidate.
Then Senator McCarthy entered the :New Hampshire primary. Or
rather, he backed into it. For at first he resisted going in~ and that, as it
turned out, was an uncharacteristic hesitation, an impulse that betray~d
the Senator's occasional resp'ect for the conventional political realit~es.
For nobody then doubted, with the possible exception of James Reston
of The New York Times" that Lyndon Johnson was going to be the
Democratic nominee. Did th~ Senator count on Vietna~ t9 pull him
through~ Many people were unhappy about the war, but that was not a
guaranteed bonus for McCartpy. Many of these same people would
just as ~oon have had the U.S. invade North Vietnam or bomb'Hanoi, .
than to pull back as McCarthy was advising. Oddest of all, how could
this relatively obscure Senator announce his candidacy before he had
. picked a campaign manager. a finance chairman, a press man; indeed
before there was any orgalllzation? And whoever heard of challenging
an incumbent President of your own party without first taking a poll,
sending emissaries around the country to make spot ch~cks of public
opinion, or getting some advance commitments.from tt' people who
' .
count?
Well, the decision to go into New Hampshire could ,e chalked up
to ignorance. But why, having got into the Ca~ign, didn't he walk
around the ghettos the first week, so that the Bl s (a~d white liberals
too) would k.now that their heartbeat was his, in tead iOf~' asking voters
to look at his record and, ~ake their judgment on the basi of that? The
last man to talk about looking at the record was AI Smit ,and. he lost.
Most people' don't read the record, and if they do t,hey forget it. It's
image that matters. \Vhat was McCarthy up to in playing the race issue
so cool? Was it a calculated strategy to win middlec1ass whites in suburbia, on the theory that they could give mm the nomination and all the
rest would follow? The trouble with that explanation was that it was
out of character, it was too political, It didn't square with other things·
McCarthy said: for instance, his statement that J. Edgar Hoover ought
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to be red. J. Edgar Hoover is god to millions of midd[edass whites.
And t e remark about firing Dean Rusk-didn't go down well in suburbia
either. A st{ange kind of calculation, if that's what it was.
Proper candidates are positive. But there were all those sentences
that began, "Well, I don't know ..." A reporter asked him what kind i
of a President he would be, and he replied, "Adequate." Someone asked
whether he wished that all the young people who are with him were
old enough to vote. The right answer would have been, "Yes.'" McCarthy's answer was: "Not particularly . . . . In some cases, instead of
getting one indifferent vote from someone Who was over 21, I ge~ two
votes from peopJe who are influenced by someone who is ~nder 21." ~'
A mediocre high school student could tell you th;;J.t Democratic Pres~~
idential:nomin€es have to be liked by the leaders of organized labor,-:
and 'that in our generation they more or less have been. Any Democrat
who hopes to be nomiIjat~d should respect the executives of~e AFLCIO. S~ McCarthy told reporter that "all labor leaders ar old-line
now." Democratic Presidential candidates, moreover, must be careful
not to qffend the few big-city Demotratic b6sses who are still around.
So McOarthy said of Mayor Daley's order to the Chicago police to shoot
jf they'liad to, it was "a bad statement and a bad policy."
It's wtong to be so unsolemn (and serious). Would the Senator con:
sider ac¢epting the Vice Presidential nomination: "Who;s offering \t
today?" Then later, a "Vice President is the last thing yeu need. Last
week I chose a stewardess be on the Civil Aeronautics Board; that is
much more important." Who would be his Secretary of State? Well, he
didn't know, but perhaps the best thing would be to leave the position
vacant for six 11l0nthS and see if it mattered.
'
'f!1us McCarthy move~ through the primarie~~ and ,along the: way
said something even more outrageous for a twentieth-century Democrat: "I don't look upon the [Presidential] office as one in which you
should have a kind of incarnation.of all the hopes and aspirations of
the country. I thinklthat is putting too much of a burden on the office'
itself." Hadn't he rectd Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., or Jal,llesMcGJ.:egor
Burns? Constitutional separation of powers? What Democrat has been
talking about that lately?
.
It was all wrong. At a neighborhood rally in Washington he did only
one right thing for a ca4tdidate: he was late. But he ruined it by arriving'
alone, in a car he drov~ himself, with no prells, no photographers trailing him, no prepared text He didn't even thank the people for cOI;ning.
(\Ve're all in it together, for all of us. So who's to thank whom?)
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He was at home with the kids, and they with him. Mine was one of
the teen-agers who went on the road to campaign for the Senator. I
never fould find out exactly why. The young are not expert a~ explaining their dedication. There was Vietnam, of course. But the young
people stayed with McCarthy after Robert Kennedy came into the
race, an~ he wa~ against Vietnam, and they staye~ after the Paris peace
talks had begun, and Vietnam was no longer supposed to be an issue.
They stayed, working their hearts out for a grayhaired, 52-year-old candidate, a' square. The kids went to the barber, put on ties, <rode buses
to remote places where they slept in some sfranger's living room,
knocked on doors, ,and told the astonished but hospitable folk why they
ought to support Eugene McCarthy. The old folks began to feel better
about the young, and the young better about themselves.
But is that any way to run. for the Presidency? Let"s return to the •
rules of politics; Candidates should have several high-class sp(;ech
.writers and know how to deliver the lines written for them. They
~ould identify with the discontented, and simultaneously comfort
the comfortable. They should defer to their campaign managers, have
a score of advisory groups, do whistle stops, and know how to shake
down money at fund-raising rallies. (McCarthy wasn't in the room,
when they raised"a million dollars for him at a New Y,ork dinner.)
They should go to Vietnam. Why don't you go to Vietnam, Senator?'
-"I don't think a vi$it to Vietnam is particularly pertinent. I dpn't
know any Senator who has gone over who has come away with his positiOll, changed signIficantly by virtue of the visit." Candidates should
call on the President and the Secretary of State for inside information
. abgut crises-"I met with the President, and I think what he gave me
. was a briefing on a briefing, which seemed to me to square pretty much
with what I knew in any case, and I saw no need to spend any additional
. time with Secretary Rusk. What you hear is pretty much what you've
been hearing for a year and a half or two years." Candidates should have
at least i~~ortant party leaders working for them. Yet only on<r of his
col1eague~n the United States Senate had, by mid-July, expressed public support for McCarthy, and only 10 members of the House were
publicly on his side.
.
.
So the press must have. been right all along. Senator McCarthy has
never been a serious candidate. And if the .polls three weeks before the
convention showed that he was a stronger candida~e against any Republican than Vice President Humphrey, it must mean that you can't.
trust the polls. Or the people.
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M

arthy and the College Students.

I

·McCarthy showed up in
the very nick of time. The stud nts who turned to him seve)] and eight
months ago were the same on s who had, been activdy opposing the
Vietnam War ;md the draft policy for a year or Q1ore. One had seen
them assembling on the New Haven green and elsewhere, and marching in ;the city streetspursue'd by jeering loudspeakers. One had watched
them in the Yale Chapel listening to William Slqane Coffin. They had
demonstrated outside the induction centers and been arres~ed, and
heard their effort to stop an insensate war defined as a disturbance of
the peace which would cost them each twenty-five dollars.
:
They had gone to Washington· in October and confronted their
armed, uniformed, and sometimes Savage countrymen on the steps -of
the Pentagon. But by the end of 1967 most of them were frustrated,
weary, and consumed by a ]cind of dull rage. Nothing, it seemed, had
been accomplished. The war they hated had been escalated almost as
often as fhey had protested it. The Administration orushed them aside
as a minority of lawless and maybe treacherous extremists, and refused
to engage in the faintest beginning of a democratic conversati'on about
Vietnam. The treatment of their activities by the ne~s media---e.especially the march on the Pentagon-was an unparalleled example of bad
reporting, not to say of falsification and hypocrisy. Students felt reduced to brooding hopelessness, an'd their parents called long distance
to ask the authorities why their childn:;n weren't working harder at
their studies and getting the most out of their college experience. Then
came McCarthy.
Here was a distinguished United States Senator who not only felt
much as the students did abou,t Vietnam a.nd related issues, but.saidso
with a strong.and simple eloquence, and then proved he meant whathe
said by offering himself as a candidate 'for the Presidency. S0 the
students went to work for him.
It is' hard to tell in what numbers they did so. A leader" of the McCarthy movement at Harvard
guesses that a quarter •of the senior "class
I
FOR COUNTLESS AMERICAN COL EGE STUDENTS
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· took some part in the primary campaigns. A Yale counterpart thinks
· fewer of hisclassmates were.active, butpoints to the vigorous endorsement of McCarthy by almost half of the Yale senior class. Some students shifted out of their "honors" program and went for a bachelor's
degree requiring the minimum amount of ac;ademic work. Others made
special individual arrangements. One of the ablest seniOI;s in my American literature seminar dropped by one spring day to bargain adroitly
over a long extension on his two term papers, then took off to continue
in California the intensive campaigning he had done in New Hampshire and .Wisconsin.\fhe term p~pers arrived special delivery yesterday,
.
and they are excellent.
Still others, both undergraduate and graduate, dropped out and
temporarily gave up their degrees altogether. Some even found they
could do more and better academic work while ringing doorbells for
McCarthy-they were no longer wasting time and energy in useless
brooding. And it would be a very blinkered educator who would say
that any ofthese involved young men and'women were not acquiring a
-k
. higher education.
They were learning about themselves, and how shut away they had
been from the confused but often heady business of American life.
They discovered that most Americans are easily accessible to courteous
political questio1ing by complete strangers. Many people, it-turned out,
were readier to talk with these amateurs than they would have been
with professionals, and said so. The power of political amateurism in
this politically wary country should never b~ under-rated.
They learned a very great deal about what is actually going on here
and abroad, for they worked hard at their politicalle.ssons and came to
have the case for McCarthy at their fingertips. The McCarthy students
are in this sense the best educated college generation in history. And
coming back from the campaigns, they reported again and'again (in a.
variety of idioms) that their most important discovery was the humanism of political activity-that it can appeal to the deepest human
thoughts and feelings. It can be a matter of man to man.
T)1is crucial discovery the students attribute in good part to the
special qualities of Eugene McCarthy himself. For his fir~t recruits,
Senator McCarthy was chiefly the spokesman for a single imperative
· issue. Before long he was revealed as a remarkably compelling human
being who appealed to the humanity and intelligence of other humans.
Students liked his views on most matters, but they liked equally his
manner, his casual directness and immediacy, the superb simplicity
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with which he met head on' thingS: other politicians had ducked (or
years-like the overdue retirement of a series of sacred cows. THey
relished the laconic honesty of McCarthy's replies to the boringly
tricky ans:l irreleva,nt questions of th,e newsmen. They admired. and
shared his ~istaste for cant ~nd worked-up emotionalism.
'
The students wo~king lor McCarthy began to feel related to each
other in ways that, even as members of the same college class, they
never had been. Some had been moderate Republicans-or came from
families that were, some were middle-of-the-road DemQcrats, some,
belonged to t]le New Left, and a good many had'belonged nowhere.
Now they were members of the McCarthy Party.
They sensed a community in the making, but it was and is much
larger than themselves. Perhaps the most eye-opening experience for
the McCarthy students was campaigning in their o1"n cities, of which
most of them had known next to nothing. There were s,!rprises. One
Yale student, going from door to door late one evening in the New
Haven "Hill District" (flhe local ghetto), he9.rd a car screech to a halt
behind him, doors flung open, men leaping o.ut. He braced himself for
a mugging-but the two Blacks, eagerly patting him on the back, only .
wanted to know where they could get McCarthy stiGkers, where they
should register, what was next in the campaign. The student, a sunirha To
cum laude in literature, came back to his room dazedl~ mutteri~g
\Vhitman's lines about human brotherhood as though he had nevi:r
heard them before.
-Some students were inspired by the McCarthy movement to run for
IO,cal office. Neither they nor their fellow-workers were interested in
power as such. What they all most passionately wanted and felt above
all else they were entitled. to was a voice in their own destiny. The worst
feeling ten months ago was that the young had absolutely no say ih
what 'happened to them, that they could be sent to their death in k
monstrous war or jailed for years or forced to flee the country, without
having a word to say about it. It was this more than anytlling that had
aroused the apocalYPti~ciOdamong students.
'c:;;:
The students don't ant power so much as democ~acy. Under tht:
leadership of Senator M Carthy they were-so they felt+-just beg~nning
to get it, and they don!t ~lan to give it up. Quring the1195~ campaign
someone remarked that, win or lose, what Stevenson had already dori-e
was irreversible. Senator McCarthy and the students arld the rest of us ~
have to ensure that the same can be said about th¢ student-based
McCarthy movement in 1908.
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John Adler

New Hampshire: "A Youthful, Clean,
Enthusiastic Volunteer"

\.

My GUESS IS THAT YOU'VE READ something about me in the newsweekly
of your choice, or possibly in an editorial in 'your morning paper on
MarchI 3th of this year. I was described as one of those faceless "youth"
ful, clean, enthusiastic" McCarthy volunteers who over-ran New Hampshire like ,so many thousands of scrubbed-faced carpetbaggers.
My work began very early ~ March when at seven one .saturday
morning I puned myself out of bed and struck out in a half trot for
Harvard Square. rvly apartment was a mile away from where I was to
·meet with other volunteers, and I quickly gave up my trot, resigning
myself to tardiQ.ess. I felt neither youthful nor committed at that point,
and my sleeping bag, held together only by my b,elt, began to unravel
and spill razor, toothpaste, hairbrush arid a copy of Ulysses onto the
cobbled streets of Cambridge. Also I was cold. I chastised myself
silently for my selfishness. Nobody else would be concerned with th€se
things at such a time. Especially none of those spunky volunteers I had
been reading about. I stopped for coffee and (for strength) a sa?dwich
and cheesecake for breakfast. Aft~r playing a quick game on the pinball
machine I continued on my way. A few individuals were just beginning
to shout instructions at the people grouped on the comer when I ar- \
rived. The bus waited across the street to take us to the snowy north
where with semi-masochistic efforts and no doubt worthwhile results
. we would walk from door to door and then sleep (segregated sexually,
rumor had it) on the chilly floors of New England churches.
.
I was not to be so lucky. They had all the people that they needed in
New Hampshire, and most of us would have to stay where we were to
begin fork on the ~as~achusetts primary. I resen~ed being kept from
the frCl'nt, from th~ actIO.n, but after some muttenng I walked over to
the health services and deposited my sleeping bag with a nurse who :
promised to watch it for me. It was an uneventful begi~ning of what '
I

was an uneventful ca,ee, in the McCa,thy campa\never became a

,.
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central figure. I never was in.a position of p.ower. Still lilm convinced
that this picture of my experiences in the campaign does not· represent
a historical perversion of,the event, for my own actions. !aI19 feelings and
those of 'my colleagues may well have been typical. F<i>r ~he most part
those students I met were as confused and amateurish as I. But I ao
think it is true that we were the s.ingle IhOS~ important .factor in McCarthy's early primary victories.
In Boston that morning~ ten days befqre the primary in New Jlampshire, I was put into the "ugly room," which in this case'was the cellar
of a store front. There I could build signs and stay OlUt of the publi~
eye. Bearded as I was, I was clearly not "neat and dlean for Cepe,"
though I was dressed in coat and tie. The phrase struck me as obnoxious,
but I realized..a point was being made. Too many times we./haa allowed
t~e press to focus on our appearance and thus ignore tihe thrust of our
arguments and suggestions.
. '
Lafer in the morning a classmate'of mine arrived to head our group, .
and he quickly liberated me, asking me to go to a nearby ch\.lrch to
negotiate for some chairs. I spent an hour speaking to various officers
of the church, including the custodian and the pastOli, and finally we
struck an agreement. It was in the eyes of any rationa] man a waste of
time, and yet I felt that I had done something that, if trivial, was still
necessary. Having; demons~rated my extreme sensitivity in matters
spiritual, I was put at a front desk where, with two phones, I was to cpntact all of the convents and churches in the area. Ar the time I could ijot
think of any single group of people that I'would have ]~ss in commQn
with. Yet for the most part we shared a moral OUtrag~ about the war,
and so with some success I stressed this in our phone talks.{
Our group was being joined by girls from Emmanual,'Wheelock,
Simmons, and MIT, and by virtue of my position at'thed~sk I was
asked for advice. I enjoyed ten br.ief minutes of power lhefOI;ebeing discovered at my fraudulent and not entirely unlecherous task.! was then
sent out for coffee. For the most part it was a day of "unalienated work,"
though I regretted that I had not been allo~ed to canvass. The one
person whom I did have a~hance to talk to w~lked into the office at
mid-day and turned out to be a professo( who only wanted a McCarthy
, buttoll for his infaqt daughter.
By March 12, the day of the primary, four of my cl(J)se friends were
willing to drive to New Hampshire vcith me. We 'were from St.
Louis and Los Angeles and New York, but we were in IlIlost wayS a very
homogeneous group. We came 'from upper-middleclasSi families. All of
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us were to the left of the political stance of the candidate we were sup~ porting. And all of us were Harvard seniors unified in the belief that our
'" actions ,at this point would be the most effective way of voicing our disf", sent with business as usual, with the Johnson Administration, and with
,",the ma¥stream of American, politics. We were not "youth" puIleq off
" the'streets and back into "legitimate behavior." Nor were we as '~wildly
'?'enthusiastic" about Gene McCarthy as the newspapers implied. We
~ were skeptical about his ability to reach the poor, the Black, and the
'tblue-eollar worker. But ~e were angered by the administration's attempt to register each New Hampshire supporter and by reports that
.the people there were being told that "The communists in Hanoi are
watching," that a vote for McCarthy was a vote for draftcard burning
and surrender: Finally, we felt that by embarrassing the administration
with~ large McCarthy turnout we might expose the fact that a large
millority had been ignored, that rational debate had been suppressed.
We drove north in an old Buick early in the morqing and first stopped ih Concord to see if we could help. The headquarters there was
croWfled with people waiting for instructions. In the corner people clustered around a TV set and booed Dean Rusk's vapid and worn responses
to Fulbright's questions. We went for breakfast in a nearby cafe. In
raincoats (the day looked threatening) and suits we stilI did not approach the "straightness" of many of the kids already on hand, and
people watched, us with no little curiosity. A barber l~out \of his
shop to solicit oU,r business. Because we had a car we we asked to
automobile could e used to
drive north to Manchester. There the
> .
taJee people to the polls. We struck but in good spirits, neglecting the
textbooks that we had brought along. One student was skipping an
exam.
\
In Manchester we waited again, this time in a loud group in the
lobby of a hotel which was being reconstructed. We stood among
wheelbarrows and planks on the sawdu~t .covered 'flaor. People were
becoming impatient. We joked about fonning a guerrilla band to attack
the Nixon sign across the street, but settled finally for an innocupus
vis~t to his headquarters, where matrons were'serving coffee and doughnuts from a silver set. Th~re were no volunteers about to add color or
noise and we must have upset the quietly polite decor, for we w~re
quickly asked to leave. We protested that we were only looking (which,
as'it happen~, was the truth) and that a sign said "Everyone Welcome:'
An affluent Negro in his late forties informed us that "Everyone is
,welcome only up to a certain point."
.
....
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

Later we were assigned to a precinct, and thirty or forty of us gathered
at a private home for endless instructions. The family was quite upset.
The McCarthy people had told thym that only two or three of us would
be there. Again I was·relegated to a desk job, and decided to get a pizza'
with a girl from Mt. Holyoke before I was really needed: I then serv.ed
as a dispatcher and general message relayer until in the !heat of the rush
hour I was atlast sent out to drive someone to, the poUs. I was accompanied by an aristocratic, white haired Jady from Boston. It was my big
chance, for r had found 'that sorting 3 x 5 cards all afternoon was something short of exciting. But I soon understood why the backroom job
had been min~. At the housiI,lg project, I walked in to tell the woman
that her ride had come, and frightened her little Brownie~Scout-out
fitted naughter to the brink of tears. I tried to reassur~ them. "You must
come from oile of them colleges," was all the wom.an said. In the car
she .asked me if the beard was part of an initiation into a club and
"When will they let you s.have it off?" I said that I just like it becau,se it
hides my face. She clidn't smile. "We don't go for beards much up here
in Manchester," she said. "I gather not," I said without malice. She
;.. showed me pictures of ,her boys in the Marines until my elderly lady
friend intervened, and they were able to agree that ."It's just the style
these days." I pretended' I was back in Cambridge. She asked if, since we .
were going right by there on the way home, we might stop at the corher
grocery and let her do a little shopping. I thought we had heen fleeced
and was flOt at all sure that she hadn~t voted for "good ole LBeeJay"
until, as we said good bye, she said "McCarthy seems like a good man"
and smiled for the first time.
, It was beginning to snow by five o'clock and ~e were ecstatic, thinking that only' the more dedicated would make the effor·t to vote. We ate
at a bar where, for everyone but the volunteers themselves, talk had
tu"rned from the primary to the weather. I was asked to sign a written
statement that I was twenty-one so that I could have a Budweiser with
my sandwich, and we traded anecdotes about our day. The petty work
took away a certain _perspective and none of us had begun to realize
just exactly what had happened.
We debated diiving back immediately after dinner to beat the ~torm,
but decided that even if it meant staying overnight we would. go to the
victory party to ",:atch the results. It was held at a motor lodge 06tside
of Manchester, and students talked with elderly couples and with reporters from the major papers and networks. All were tangled in camera wires, and all pressed to the front every time results were placed
I

'
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on the large board. An early precinct gave a three-vote plurality to McCarthy and a huge cheer filled the room. It was a sign of what was to
come; when we left, he was holding at forty percent and people were
singing "On Wisconsin." When The Man himself entered the room,
the table I was standing on collapsed, dumping three rather inebriated,
joyous people onto the floor around me. I could not see a thing. He
spoke quietly.'I wanted him to yell and laugh with us, but he only
thanked us £.or our work and in quiet tones said something about the
people who had called us a kIddie corps. I had the impression that he
did not realize what he had just done.
On the way home in the blizzard we argued about the effectiveness
of his style. I was worried about it, and I was worried about what our
success might mean for the radical mov~ment. The next morning,
eleven days after my entrance into politics, I settled back into the ranks
of the observers.
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ADA a~d McCarthy
one must stand up.forllthe ~an who
espouses it." With these words and because of its long-time' stand in
favor of ~n immediate political settlement of the Vietn~m war, Americans for Democratic Action last February endorsed S~nator Eugene
McCarthy ana became his first o.rganized political sUPB0rt. What appeared to many as an exercise in futility in those dark dalys before New
Hampshire could have been predicted by:anyone understJanding ADA's
politics of ideas and ideology and knowing how deepleatep was;'its.
oppositioI;l to the war.
The summer and early fall of 1967 had beeI} a time qt'grim despair
in Liberal political circles. President Johnson was contipuing to escalate the most unpopular and unnecessary war in Am~rican history.
Years of neglect of the cities and the hopelessness on tHe horne front
while the war continued were producing riots on the streets. The young
and the militant eQuId find no hope in political processes as a method
of change. Their despair appeared -confirmed by the a~sence of any
major figure ready to challenge an incumbent President ~hose politic~l
skill, power, and ruthlessness s~emed to awe all potenti~l rivals, even
including a man of such undaunted courage as Robert F.IK~nnedy. On
the other side of the political road, Rockefeller played \Hamlet-and
with far less reasqn.
'
But appearances were deceiving. One man was not awed "Qy the
cliche th~t an incumbent President has a lock and chain qnthe renomination qf his Party. While the press and the politicians focusedatten-'
tion on \Senators Kennedy and McGovern as the most likely challengers, $enator Mc~arthy quietly measured the extent o£ the hostility
to fresiqent Johnson and his wf!r and the possibility of others taking
the lead~rship in an intra-Party rebellion. Finding no one else who
would m~ke the challenge, he decided to ta~e the plUJ1ge ihimse'tf, and
.on N9ye~ber 30th he made the public announcement of h~s candidacy.
• Th~n~xt sixty days did not seem to go well. The polls sh.()wed Johnson ahead by four
. or five to one; one network commenta~or speaking
"IF ONE STANDS FOR AN IDEA
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from New Hampshire said McCarthy would be lucky to get five or ten
percent of the vote. The press ~nnounced that there was no hope of
closing the gap, that low-key campaigning qopld never succeed, that
the decision to enter the New Hampshire primary was a dis~ster. A
friend of mine, warning against an ADA endorsement of MqCaithy,
told me that "Gene's entry into the race is the greatest th~hg that
,could have happened to Johnson; he's so weak he makes even President
Johnson look good."
It was against this background that the ADA Board met on February
loth to chart its course. At this point President Johnson overJ?layed his
hand. Johp Roche, the President's intellectual-in-residence and a former
, ADA National Chairman, and Cus Tylerl.l~litical director for the
International Ladies Garment Workers a~,spokesman for th~l. proJohnson labor forces on the Board, started a 'public fight again our
endorsing Senator McCarthy. They turned' what would have b. en a
routine event into the -major political story of last February. 'I)reats
of resignation, of financial withdrawals, of ADA's end, made the ADA
Board action tpe political cente~ of attraction. When ADA'f Na: .
-tional Board finally expressed its deep-s.eated hostiIi.ty to JOhnso~
.. and
, the war by quite predictably endorsing McCarthy, the story was n the
front page of every newspaper, and tbeSenator had won his first. ajor
victory bver the President.
"
What the ADA faced at its National Convention in May wassofuething quite different from mere opposition to President Johnson, op- .
position whjch had escalated with every escalation of the war. By the
,time of ADA's Convention the McCarthy campaign, powerfully augmented by the @ntry into the race of Robert Kennedy,'had driven
President Johnson from the field. Now there were ~h~ee liberal candidates in the race, one of whom, \!;ice President Humphrey, was a
founder and former National Chairman and National Vice Chairman
. of ADA, as well as the persomil friend of most of ADA's leadership.
Yet the Convention did not hesitate. With almost no dissent, it reaffirmed its endorsement and support of Senator, McGartjhy in-these
words: ~'Important as was SenatdrJvfcCarthy's role:in ~orcing a change
of course in Vietnam and in obviating the deadly prospect of a JohnsonNixon race this fall, he has done even more. Senato* McCarthy has
made political participation. a viable course for thousai\ds of p,olitically
alienated Americans, both young and old. He has talk€:d sense to the
&nerican people on f<Yreign and domestic issues. He has proven a ~ .
standard bearer by whose side we are proud to stand."

t
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It was not and it is not easy for ADA to oppose Hu~ert Humphrey.

It .Wfls in sorrow, rather than anger that we watched him. become the
ever~ore enthusiastic spokesman for the disastrous poliqies in Vietnam,
l
with their corollary of neglect at home. But we recognized that the
politics of ideas and ideology left us no choice except 'to support the
candidate who stood with American liberalism on the foremost issues
of. the day-reconciliation ~broad and reconciliation at home. In th'at
. spirit we go to the Democratic National,Convention to battle for the
nomination of Senator Eugene McCarthy..W e ~xpect to win-but win,
lose, or draw, don't say itisn't fun follow principle the whole way.
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EUGENE MCCARTHY

JNDIANA I: THREE BAD SIGNS
McCarthy understandably saw the state
as a place of good signs and bad signs. "The people here don't cut down
. the lilac bushes, as, they have in other states, and they leave big trees
standing in the plowed fields. They like music, too. Those are good
signs." But then he wrote these verses:
DURING THE INDIANA PRIMARY

The first Bad Sign is this:
"Green River Ordinance Enforced Here.
Peddlers Not Allowed."
'.

J

"

This is a clean, safe town.
No one can just come round
With ribbons and bright thread
Or new books to be read.
This is an established place.
We ~ave accepted patterns in lace;
And ban itinerant vendors of new forms and whirls,
All things that turn the heads of girls. .
We are not narrow, but we live with care.
Gypsies, hawkers and minstrels are right for a fair.
But transient peddlers, nuisances, we say
From Green River musfbe kept away.
Traveling preachers, actors with a plilY,
Can pass through, but may not stay.
'~I
l?hoenicians, Jews, men of VeniceI
Know that this is the home of Kiwanis.
All y~u who have been round the world to find
Beauty in small things: read our sign'
And move on.
The second Bad Sign is t'his:
"Mixed Drinks."
"Mixed Drinks."
What mystery blinks
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As in the thin blood of the neon sign
The uncertain hearts of the customers
Are tested there in the window.
Embolism after embolism, repeating.
Mixed drinks between the art movie
Ana the Reasonable Rates Hotel.
Mixed drinks are Class,
Each requires a different glass..
Mixed drink is manhattan red .
Between the adult movie and the unmade bed. '
Mixed drink is daiquiri green
Between the gospel mission and the.sheen
Of hair oil on the rose planted paper.
Mixed drink is rememJ>rance between unshaded
4o-watt bulbs hung from the ceiling, ,
Between the light a man cannot live by,
And the better darkness. "
Mixed dr:ink is the sign of contradiction.
The third Bad Sign is this: ,
"We Serve All Faiths."
We serve all faiths:
We the morticians.
Tobias is out, he has had it.
We do not bury the
dead.
, ,
Not, He died, was buried and after three days arose.
But he died, was revived, and after three days was bu'ried alive.
This is our scripture.
II '
Do not disturb the established practitioner.
.1
Do not disturb t.he fraditional mortician:
' j'
Giving fan~ to the church, for ~ot days,
Droppinga calendar at the nursing home,
,
A pamphlet ih the hospital waiting room,
An ad in the testimonial brochure at the retirement banqiliet. .
. Promising the right music, the artificial grass.
I.
We bury faith O~Il kinds.
i
Foreverness does ot come,easily.
!'
The rates shoul e higher.
"

A
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I HAD SWORN OFF POLITICS. I had made a solemn vow to stay away
from anything and everything political after my involvement with the
Stpdent Nonviolent Co-ordinating Committee several years ago. I
thought that my days in Southern jails had taught me enough about
the legal and political system in the United States to stay out of
politics. Then McCarthy came along.
.
I was a chemistry major at the University of California Berkeley,
quite happy amid all my strange colors and smells. My wife, Claire, is
a social worker and we live in a small house dear a hippy colony on the
edge of Berkeley. My political troubles started again when my wife
met Katie Odine. From the start it was two against one.
Politics is favorite topic in Berkeley, and long hours are spent trying
to find sOJTIething good to say about them. 'But '1968 looked as if it
.. would be another dull political year,-a good year to stay out of politics.
~ Then Eugene McCarthy came out of nowhere and into New Hamp.
shire. 1968 might not be such a. dull political yeat after all. No one
really expected McCarthy to last through New Hampshire, but it
wopld be'interesting to see how the system destroyed him. To speak
out against the administration's foreign and domestic- policies was one
thing; but to enter a primary against the incumbent President of your
own party is another thing entirely. To top everything, McCarthy was
. banking on the American voter. This was indeed news to us in Berkeley.
Most of us under thirty had never heard of a national campaigtl th.at
took the voter into consideration. What with delegates and the elec~oral cC?I'ege to ~orry abo?t, who ~ad tim~ to worry about a guy with
Just one JVote gomg for hIm? Democracy IS democracy, but thIS McCarthy fellow was too much: Either a United States Senator had gone
completely out of his mind, or here was an exalbple of courage so rare
in modem politics that insanity seeme~ the only explanation.
On a dull mid-January day Katie and Claire ~ame dashing into the
house with exciting news. A friend of Natie's had just asked her to work
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for McOaithy in New Hampshire. Katie imin,ediately ~greed, and
managed to persuade us to buy her car so she could aff0 d the trip.
With some reluctance we purchased her VW, and off t the snowy
wilds went K a t i e : '
. . Since one of our friends was now working for McCarthy, 'fe followed
the action in New Hampshire closely. I admired the S~nator from
Minnesota for his. courage, but it .did seem at ,the time tjhat he, was
fighting a losing battle. McCarthy had little ,if any party support, little
money, a campaign staff full of amateurs, and to top it all h¢ was taking
his campaign to the people. How would the people of NewiHampshire
respond?:
' ;
:
. The New Hampsh.ire response was a hell of a surpr~~e. All 9f a
sudden a lot of us had to take. another look at ourselvles- and' the
system. There are actually people out there who. vote ,ia':1d think,. _
~illions of them. For the first ti~~ ina l?ng wh~olihcal discus- SlOns held a.note of hope., and POJltiCS agam became a clean ford. As we •
followed the campa~gn into Wisco~sin through the mass I media and
Katie's letters, I began ito feel the old familiar stirrings in my mind
and soul. This ~ean.t .o.ne thing: po~itics: ~ethei. I likedl it' or not, I
would once agam be mVQlved.
"
Then Robert Kennedy entered the race, aad I thought that now was
the time really to get involved. As much as I admired McCarthy, I
. thought ~ennedy. had the. best chance of winning the nomination and
the Presidency. So I made a nice practical choice and sig~ed up on
camp~s to be a volunteer worker for Kennedy..
Martin Luther King is dead. I was out with some friends when I
heard the news. We went to their apartment.and turned oh the radio.
It is true. He is dead. A sniper with a high-powered rifl~ fired one
bullet and killed'one man. A few ounces of lead at high vel~city ended
a life. Why? What about another man who wasn't ,pra~tical, who
believed in impossible things, who had .dreamS? Maybe, ju~tmaybe, it
was time I stopped making such damned practical decisions. Yes,
Kennedy looked like a wim~er; yes, he had the organizati n and the
money. Yes, a goc;>d practical Choice. But there was also this'mpractical
man who stood up with nothing but ideas and dreams; and the people
of New Hampshire had responded; Maybe I was reading' little too
much romance into the whole thing, but a sniper isn't I romantic
figure nor does he come bearing gifts of love.
'J
I remembered the years I had spent in the South chasiJng dreams.
Dreams ofa time when I could be me and' not a color. D r t of being
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...
the first human to accomplish something, not just the first of my race.
At that time my work in th~ South had seemed iIllpractical, but now I
know that it was a necessary step toward racial justice. If I felt the need
to become involved in politics again, then my decision should not be
based on pr~cticality. I realizeg I would be working for Kennedy simply
because he was the most likely candidate to win, not because I thought
he was the best 'candidate. But I knew little about McCarthy and I felt
I should know more about both candidates before I worked for either.
Fate stepped in with a phone call from Katie. The McCarthy campaign had reached Indiana and Katie call~d me from Indianapolis to
ask me to come there. If I wanted to find out more about McCarthy,
here was a golden opportunity. After talking to Claire:"'-Thank you
Claire for being so understanding-I cided to go to Indiana, on the
understanding .that if I didn't find M Carthy a good candidate I'd
come back home. I withdrew from s
01, quit my part-time job, and
waited for Katie to send a ticket. W: hin a week I was qn a plane for
Indianapolis. If I had known wh was in store for me I might have
changed my ~ind anq stayed in Berkeley. But I was trapped: the ticket
Katie sent was one-way.
Indianapol1s is the capital and largest city of Indiana. It is also probably America's leading city in war m~m~rials. The general architecture
is gothic, massive, ugly. Being raised in Harlem, then living in Berkeley,
I diSliked. the pa~e of Indianapolis. It's not.that the town closes down at
an early hour, it s that most of the time Indianapolis seems never to
have opened up.
The McCartny for President headquarters w~s in the Clayp001
.Hotel. The ClaWool was once one of the finest hotels in Indianapolis
until a fire, a nutnber of years ago, nearly destroyed the building. McCarthy headqua~ters was on the ground and first floors, the only floors
not damaged in the fire. Mass confusion is the only way I can describe
the scene that greeted me. People of every age and description were
rurning and shouting back and forth. I soon found out that this is
the normal way a McCarthy headquarters looks and sounds, and that
there's always enough confusion to last far it:Ito the night..
My first task was to locate Katie, then find a place to eat and sleep.
After a ten-minute search through the Claypool-':affectionately called
the Cesspool by the staff-I found her. With a phone at either ear and
carrying on. two conversations, Katie was having a ball. When'she saw
. me she shouted a general hold on both phones, dropped them onto the
nearest desk, and dashed to me for a hug and kiss.
J
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After I explained how tired and hungry ~was, she promi ed to send
me down to the housing staff, but not until she had introd\llc;:ed me to
one or two 'people. Just ne or two; she promised. Ten pe~Ple later I
pointed out that I had et more than one or two people To. Katie
those didn't count I,stilI had to meet one or two import ,nt people.
Faces swam ,toward me put of a h.az,e. A name .was ,smiled Ito me, my
hand shaken, then off we would go to .meet Just one mqre person.
Finally
Katie shoved me.
tn front.
of a thin, nervous man of aDout
thirty.
I
"Br?ce "I1ject Curt Gans~ th~ ~ational camp~i~n direetor."· ~'Hi Curt.
KatIe, I want to go to sl~ep. But Bruce .thIS IS one of the: Important
people." "Hello importapt person. \Vhere can I find'a plac~ to sleep?"
Katie and Curt s~eme~ to think I had, quite a sense of h1J!IIlor. I was
only getting desperqte. It was a job jpst to stand up. Then durt's voice
came from somewhere out of the haze. "Bruce I haven't got time to
talk to you, but we're hating a meeting later tonight in my rpom. \Vhy
don't you come up? Katiie will tell you where." Did he sayl a meeting
tonight? I guess meetingjs have to be held at night in order ~o plan the
next day's confusion. vVl1at in the hell had I gotten myself in~o. .
Katie finally navigated me to a desk. I was assigned a rooIi in a local
hotel where most of theflstaff was staying. Then she ~ashed ff back to
her phones. I caught a c b to the Antlers-affectionately known to the
staff as the Anthill-and at last found myself in a foom, a rqom with a
bed in it.
,
'
It was midnight and the phone waslinging. Katie \vas reminding me
that I had to be at a meetblg in thi!ty min,utes. "But Kat~e it's mid·
night. \\That kind of madhouse is this? Do you. usual:Jy havf meetings
at midnight?" "Sure Bruce. Midnight is when everyone's fjree." "But
when do you sleep? I've a habit of sleeping at night and wor,ing during
the day." "Don't worry Bruce, you'll get used to it." Oh how right she
was.
l
i
.
I managed to drag myself out of bed and into some cl~thes. Ten
minutes later I was in the Essex House IVlotel-never min~ what the
staff affectionately
called it. Of course the meeting started adI hour late,
•
and of course everyone was red-eyed and sleepy. But we aid have a
meeting. Curt assigned me to the state's northern Congre~sional districts. I was to trouble-shoot those areas an~d try to. keep ~he troops
quiet, happy, and productive. Also I was to see to it that sOrnjething was
done in the Black areas to get the message across that Ken~edy wasn't
the only one in the race. Our main problem was that .Mc<Carthy just
b.
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Ken~edy,

\~estion

wasn't as well known as
and too often the first
our
canvassers had to answer was "Senator who?"
'!
But we were making progress, and everyone at tjhe meeting see.med
hopeful we could make a good showing in Indiana. After progress reports and more progress reports, Curt turned tHe meeting over to
financial reports. They were all too brief. If you don't have much money,
I guess you don't have much to say. But 'we were managing tOlun a
campaign on almost nothing, and we seemed to lJe getting. away with
it. Our little meeting finally broke up, with the sun coming over one
of the war Ilnemorials.,
'.
That dat I decided to rent a car and travGl around the northern end
of the stat¢ to g~t to know the project areas and the people who ran
them. Fortunately I ran into Katie and found that we did have a trans. portation section of sort~srun b.y a guy named Richard Vanecheck.
i Somehow we had found oney to rent a Beet of cars, and there just
might be one left over.
e transportation section was located in an
old auto warehouse shared with literature distIibl!tion. By this time I
was getting used to the confusion" but the wfrehouse was something
else. There was 60 much room to spread things out that everything
looked especially confused. I finally found Richard in a small, office,
lying on a cot with a copy of Playboy and a glass of Scotch. He looked
at me o,ver the top of his magazine and said, "You probably want something I don't have, but tell me what it is anyway. Then I'll tell you I
don't have it, and I can go back to my center-fold.~' "Are you Dick
Vanecheck?" "Yes. Wh,o are you?" After the introductions were over,
I learned that Dick, out of the goodness of his heart, was willing to let
me have a car. "And save the gas slips so you can get your money
back.",I 'decided to go northeast from Indianapolis to Fort Wayne, then
north to South Bend and west to Michigan City and C1ry, from Gary
south to Lafayette, and back to Indianapolis. I figured fthe trip would
take a week and that I, could find places to stay and meajls at each town
I stopped in. I had learneq to ,live off the land during work in the
South, and this 'time it would be easier with no one shooting at me.
So armed' with a road map, addresses, and phoje numbers, off ,I went
to Fort Wayne.
,
•Doug Walcholz ran the project th~re andje'ierything was under
control. So on to South Bend. Tom Dubbs as its project directbr
and he was ,happy-to see me. Tom had as, all problem. ~e' had
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wanted to open an office in the Black community and ~~d Just rented
a store front. He then found out that the back of the place was a,
local numbers drop. "I w.as~ondering, Bruce, if it's all 1J1.•gh~.Ogo
ahead and use the place?", "No Tom I don't think that: wo
go
over well." "But who's to know that the place is a numblers
?"
"Besides the whole community and the local police, Jdjon't th k
anyone else would. ~e l!>est thing you can do is get y~>ur money back
and find someplace else." "Would you come with me and! see that I
get the money back?" A~er a quiet talk with the guy who ~ad rented'
Tom the store front, we gbt the money. So far so good. All th~ problems
only had to be as simple as this and· Ii might get through thl.l campaign
with part of my mind left.
"
Gary is a world unto itself. Next fo Indianapolis it has tle heaviest
concentration of Negroes in the staf,:, and one of the country's first
Negro mayors. Tony Pod,esta was the'head of the project thiere and he
and his crew were knoWll:as the "suicide squad." In the pre~io~s Presidential primary and election, the first Congressional district, of which
Gary is the seat, gave a ~ery, heavy vote to George Walhi~e. Now it
seemed as if :rs:ennedy wa~ going to trke it. Problems Tony had plenty
of. Unfor~unatelr I didn!t get mucH, of a chance to help. ~got a call
from IndIanapolIs that tqe Senator was due there for a sp~ech and a
wal~ through the Black ~' mmunity. Someone in Indianapo] $ thought
it would be nice if there '. ere a few bl~ck faces walking alon~ }Vith him.
So all I did for Tony w~ listen to h~s, probl~ms, then)'Vis him the
best of luck.
I · '
.
•
The normal ~haos in t ~ office had increased tenfold by he time I
arrived at the Claypool:' I soon founq this too was normal very ti~e
the Sena,tor was expecte within ten miles of a headqua ers. Mike
Rosenthal was in charge f the project in Indianapolis' ghe 0, and he
was determined that the nator's visit would be a good one. cCarthy
was scheduled to meet ith some of the leaders of the mmuriity
when he. came in from tl1 airport. Ne~t he was to go to a srriall raJly at
the YMCA in the ghettd, then walk through the area, and on to his
next stop. Mike had done all the ground work: everything was set for
the Se~ator' s visit and nothing could go wrong.
Eve~yone was gathered at the Essex for the first me,eting. ~offee and
cakes were being served, the chairs were arranged in a circle Ito provide
an informal atmosphere, all' was ready, and the Senato~ was only
'thirty minutes late. This was the first time I met the man. Tall and
easy. he came stridi.ng down the hall toward the room whe*, reryone
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was waiting. His eyes seemed indifferently to drift over faces, but then
you were brought up short when you realized that you had been seen
and acknowledged. No harsh, outgoing bit, no bone-crushing handshake, no pats on the back, just a sure quiet 10Qk and an 'easy voice.
Man, this cat was too much. He smiled when he wanted to, or when he
felt like it. No, rush, no fuss, no both~r. Just striding down the hall
toward me with everyone around him hustling .to keep up, and him
like a roek in a stream. Love at first sight.
I
"Good afternoon Senator McCarthy. My name is Bruce Gordon and
I'll be accompanying you on part of your tour this afternoon. We're
running a bit behind schedule no~ but I think that we'll make everything else on time. I'll be back for you in about thirty minutes. Everyone's waiting for you inside. Therds a seat for you to your left as you
enter." ,"Thanks Bruce. Sorry I'm late but we took more time at the
airport press conference than I thought." I open ,.the door and in he
goes. Off I go to check the car and the next stop. Mike has gone on to
the YMCA, to make sure everything 'is set there. To be doubly safe we
,have two cars and two ,drivers outside the hotel. I giv.e both sets of
keys to one driver and tell him to have the doors open when the
Senator comes out. Sjmple, can"t miss. Since we ar~ going to the
Black communitY, we have aneof
the- local ministers'
~iding
with the
,
,
!
Senator, plus two Black staff members, not to mention the driver\lnd
myself. There have been charges that there were no Negroes on the
McCarthy campaign staff: today we are going to show off some of us.
Everyone is set and ready to go. I go back to the meeting to wait for
the Senator. The meeting runs right on time, and the Senator comes
out. "This way Senator. The car is waiting to take us to the YMCA
:rally." Out through the hotel doors we go, to find nothing but a 10Gke'd
\car. The Senator stops in the door with a puzzled look. The press and
lp~ople who ~ave b~en f~llowing. us begin to pil.e up in the 900r b~hind
.lhIm. The dnver with the keys IS trapped behmd them and can t get
lthrough the door:. The local minister is still in the <;bnference room
waiting for someone to tell him where to go. The staff guy who is supposed to be riding with us is off looking for the other driver. There we
stand in the door of the hotel. People passing on the street give us the
strangest looks. Finally the driver with the keys manages to get through.
He's kind of shaken and gets the wrong set of keys out and jams the lock
trying to open the door. Around to the other side of the car he goes,
.( and this time he ~ts the right key in the lock and' the door open.
Someone has found the local minister and bas gotten him to the car.

1
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The staff man has returned with the other driver. Now the~e is a mass
of peop~e "tlosing in on the car. As soon as the dr:iver opens tlle doors, in
goes the local minister, the staff man, and myself. It sudd<mly occurs
to us that the Senator is still standing in the doorway. Out~e all pile,
then in again with the Senator. We are about, to drive o~ when the
. second driver comes up and asks for the other set of keys. ~ll the first
driver has is the end of the key hc broke off tt)ring to unloc~ the door.
The Senator seems to be having a ball, while I am losing ~y mind in
the confusion.
I
'
"Look, get
ther car. I'm sure that someone back there has one,
and bring alo everyone who should come. Let's get m?ving. The
police escort s ould be waiting for us as soon as we get out (j)f the parkin plot." I hope that,~,
~ave proper c~ntrol of my voice be~. use .at the
mOment I really don t el too well. Fmally we are out of the,parkmg lot
and behind the police es ,ort. "Senator, I'm really sorry for his mixup.
I think that everything should run okay from here on ..1. Senator,
do you mind 1£ I tell you something?" "No Bruce: Go ahead." "Well
Senator when you're talking to my folks yl!>u might raise ypur voice a
bit. You see, we're used to making a joyful noise and no~ an orderly
one like our lighter brothers. So let a little of your ~1inhesota soul
come through when you give your speech at the YMtA:' "You
think I should let a little soul into my speech?" "Not too much. Just
a little." "Well I'll give it a try." He seems calm and relaxed. If he can
smile through that mess back at the hotel, I guess he can' get through
anything.,
'i
'
"
,
At the YMCA a par~ing sp~ce in front of the entranqe has been
miraculously reserved. We 'all manage to ~t out of the ~ar without
trouble and into the YMCA. A lot of people are in the hall to greet the
Senator, including a few.of the local Black militants Mike Rosenthal
had bef~iended. They are st·anding off to one side just looking. Suddenly the Senator seesrthem and walks over. "Hello. I'm Senator 1\:1cearthy. I.'m happy to see you here." This catches them by surprise and
there is a moment of silence before one of them introdUices himself
and then the others. "I hope you fellows will stay and hear what I hav~
to say. I think there will be, time for questions and answers ~fter I talktf
Off we go into the hall. Food is b~ing served, though I had thought
this was to be a rally-type rally, not a!1 eating one. 'f,he Senator doesn't
.seem to mind, and he pauses to acknowledge the.applause. I'm looking for Mike to tell me wl~ere to seat the Senator, all the ~ime hoping
that the applause won't die down too soon. Mike is nowh:ere
in sight.
,
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I assume there will be a table somewhere down front so the Senator,
won't have to walk a mile to the stage. When he looks at me a~0ut what
to do next, I just begin walking toward t~e front of the hall, hoping to
see an empty table before we reach the stage. Finally I spy Mike off to
one side, pointing to a table set up for the Senator, and I manage to
, lead him to it.
The Senator and I have the table to ourselves. No on~ else supposed
to be there has.gotten the word. Mike is running around finding them.
Finally, by ones and twos, the table fills with all the pfoper notables:
But, before w~ can gef started with the meal the press descends on us.
Bright lights and cameras focus on the Senator, waiting for him to take
a mouthful of food. McCarthy just sits there. Everyone is looking at
the Senator, the Senator is looking at the cameras, and the cameras are
looking at him. "Com~ on- Senator, take a bite." "Yea just one bite
Senator." "A little of the roast beef is all we want." "Please fell9ws, I
just want to eat. I'll give you all the pictures you want later, b~t I hope
you don't mind if I'm not photographed eating." Finally the cameras
go away. After the meal the Senator does not raise his voice: just a normal quiet speech, full of facts and hard sense.
After the qllestion and answer period we take off into the street with
the press hard behind us. Senator McCarthy is a tall man, and a man
used to walking. It's all I can do to keep up with him. The press, with
their cameras and recording equipment, are having a much worse time.
Soon all I can hear behind us is the puffing and panting of cameramen.
The Senator spots two women standing on a lawn watching this strange
procession charge toward them. He stops suddenly to say hello, and
behind us we hear the clanking and banging of the press as they run
into each other. A quick hello and handshake, and again off we go.
There is a housing project nearby that the Senator wan'ts to see. So
between parked cars and across the street we go, with the press in puffing pursuit. A ca~etaker is gathering leaves and trash on the lawn. As
draw near, he starts to run. Here is this tall guy with a Negro next to
him and dozen pressmen behind them, al1 bearing down on him. Before he can getstarted the Senator has him by the han4 and is trying' to
intr09uce himself. The poor guy is trying to pulf away. "Can you both
smile?" "Senator how about moving closer to him?" I'm glad the Senator doesn't move. At the angle this guy is leaning, still trying to pull
,away, one step by the Senator and he would have been sent sprawling.
Off we go again, scattering his neat piles of leaves and trash. That was
I the end of the walking tour.

we
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Fortumtkly the'next
and driver were ready t.o pick
the Senator and ~tium to his next stop'. I was happy to see him I ve. I don't
think I could have lasted through .the rest of the day. I ent to the
nearest bar'and had a bill cool one.
.
I managed to recover by the next day and get back into t~e field with
literature, mail, and money for our field staff. I didn't g~t far. They
caught up with me by phone in Michigan City. Paul Newman was I;ejoining the campaign and ~s gding to open a number of st-orefronts in
Indianapolis and Lafayette: Would I come back to India apolis and
accompany him? Sure, why not? After my experience withi he Senator
you'd think I'd haveenough sense not to take another job l~.~e that. But
amovie star, what the hell! So back to Indianapolis'I went. .1
Paul Newman was a natural part of the McCarthy campaign. He got
lost egming from the airport, but eventually he did arrive ~t the right
hotel. Paul's son, who had been working as a canvasser, and ~ few others
Were waiting for him. Paul first greeted his' son with a warm embrace;
then W:lS introduced ar~)Und the room. He is.a short guy, "ijut what he
doesn't have in height he more than makes up for in muscl~. He's easy
and relaxed, and after we had passed around the beers we got down to '
the business of planning his tour. \Ve decided that since P~ul was just
going to be with us for a day, we would cram in as much ~s we could.
What we finally settled on was· that Paui would officially! open eight
storefronts in Indianapolis, two in Lafayette, give pep talk~ to the staff
in Indianapolis and Lafayette, and take walking tours throqgh the ghettos of both cities. Any time that Paul had left over was hisloWn. Then
we relaxed and talked and. joked. Somehow I got into a tpumb wrestling match while I.was trying to teach him a soul brother ~andshake. I
won three out of five.
I ...
I really didn't know whatt~ expe~t the next morning. 'ljhe chaos in
the Claypool, where we were to start the day with a pep talkto the staff,
was pure female hell. I never saw so many excited women iin one place
at one time. Paul was in a side room; pacing back and forth -and enjoying his; last moment of solitude. Then he stepp'ed out in~o the ll.1ain '
room and all hell broke "loose. One mightly gasp froffia hundred throats
filled the room. Screams and giggles and even one or twoh<;>wls. Man,
\Vomen are something else! I went downstairs to make sure tbe car and
the police escort were ready. We were using a station 'wag6n so that
Paul could give brief speeches from the tailgate. Lo and behold, everything went like clockwork at the first few storefronts. But this was early
in the day whenmost people were at work.

·
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Our troubles started when we approached a storefront near a supermarket. The crowd filled the parking lot and most of the street. It was
all the two motorcycle"'policemen could do to get us through. We even
managed to let the tailgate down. Maybe this was a mistake. The women
almost dragged him off. I guess that much concentrated femininity is
hard to control. Paul su:cceeded in giving a short speech and climbing
back into t~e station wagon. As I was trying to close the tailgate, a
couple of teenagers attempted to get into the car with him. They slammed the tailgate out of my hands, in the process gashing my left hand,
At the next stop I got to a drug ~tore anCi patchedmyself up. •
From then on the day slowly began to come ap~rt for me. We began
to run farther and farther behind schedule. But finally we were through
with. Indianapolis and ready to go to Lafayette. We stopped at a diner
toget some food. 'Luckily there was a liquor store nearby and we also got
a couple of sixpacks of beer. If the -day was going to get any worse, 1
d,idn't want to b€ aware of it.
Paul took a liking to the big motorcicles the police were riding, and
he persuaded one of the officers to let him drive one around the block
while we we,re waiting for our fqod. Several anxious minutes later the
officer began to look a little green, a color that didn't fade until Paul
finally got pack. Then we piled into the station wagon and promptly
got lost. By the time we !eached Lafayette my hand had stopped }iurt-ing, and.! had enough beer in me to make everything a blur. We cut a
few corners and managed to make it back to Indianapolis by nightfall.
I ducked out to the Antlers and into bed, vowing never to accompany
". . - '
anyone, anywhere, anymore.
After all this, the results of the Indiana primary were quite a blow.
But we were learning fast and we were more_determined than ever to
carry the campaign to Nebraska and Oregon. The majority of the staff
went to Oregon; the rest of us split up between California and Nebraska. My first stop after Indiana was Omaha.
_ Itwas.a rainy morning and I was about to adcompany the Senator'
into 'Omaha's ghetto. Here I was again, doing the accompanying bit
after..I had promised mys<Mf never again. This,time I had a lot of help.
Bob Paris and Dale Anders ate t~ugh Black militants, born and bred in
Omaha's ghetto. They had tried wor,king for Kennedy and found it not
to their liking. Now they were trying McCarthy. They had set up a
storefront in the ghetto and were getting the word out to the commun·
ity"about "Senator Who?"
Bob and Dale set up a rally for the Senator at-this headquarters on
o
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the same day that Kennedy was to vi~it Omaha's ghetto. It was going
'to be an interesting,hour. We planned for a brief stop at the hegdquarters to shake a few hands. We were hoping that the Senator arid Kennedy would meet, but Kennedy left before we arrived.
Things began to come apart before we even got started. At the last
l1!inute our driver got lost, so Bob got another car for us. However, he
couldn't locate another driver. "Look Bob, the Senator wi}] be down in
a minute. Why don't you drive us? You know Omaha andiWhere we're
supposed to go." "Bruce I don't think I should drive the 'Sen~tor, and
there's something else I think you ought to know." I was getting frantic.
and not in the mood for any more problems. "Bob, drive the car. I have
to get back upstairs and make sure the Senator's ready. Charlie Calanan
will be coming with us and Bill Briggs. Please get ready to move." "'But
Bruce-" "See you in a minute."
_
. I met the Senator and Charlie coming out of the elevaJtor. Charlie .
is the Senator's personal secretary and traveling companioni and he was
taking a dim view of the hasty tour we had planned. But everyone was
present ~md accounted for, so we got in the car and headed toward the
ghetto. Bob ran the first stop sign we came to, and it was then that we
discovered the car had bad brakes. The rain wasn't helping 1puch either.
, We crept through the streets. We didn't have a police escort since we#,
had planned tl1is tour on the spur of the moment. So much for my advance work.
'\Then we finally arrived at the headquarters, quite a crowd ~as wait. ing. Dale had been out in the community most of the day getting peo~
pIe. He even managed to convince the band that had bee~ playing for
Kennedy to come and greet the Senator and play for free. The Senator
seemed pl~ased an~ a bit more relaxed. The car\ride hadnrt been easy
on anyone s nerves.
'
%iIe the Senator was shaking hands, a woman came up ~o him with
a note from her husband, who had injured his foot in a law~mower. He
was a supporter of McCarthy and if the Senator had a little time to
spare he would feel most honored to have the SenatQr cOI11\e and shake
his h~md.· Since th€ house was only about a block away, the 'Senator
decided to walk. I told Bob to follow us in the car. "But Bruce, there's
something I want to tell you." "Look Bob we have it mademow. vVe'll
just take a short walk to this guy's house and have the S<mator meet
him, then we're home free. You and Dale did a great job on such short
notice. Ju~ follow slowly in, the car, and wait, across the s~reet." ':But
Bruce-" I had to leave Bob and get back to the Senator.
;
I
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j It was·starting to rain again and harder. Off we went, with the Senator
and the woman in the lead. We had to cross a street to get to the house.

, As the Senator and the woman stepped out between two parked cars,
Bob almost ran them dqwn. The woman almost fainted, the Senator
smiled and took her arm, and I almost had a heart attack. Bob didn't
look too good himself, though he did manage a sick smile. Another
handshake and we were in the car. The ride ¥tk to the hotel was something else. The brakes were almost totally gone now. But we did get the
Senator back in one piec~. "Nll right Bob, what is it that's so important?" "Bruce, I don't have a driver's license. Mine was revoked a
couple of months ago." I went to the nearest bar for a tall cool one.
Nebraska, turned out to be another defeat and another series of lessons. We had our noses bloodied again, but we were learning. And we
were regaining a faith in our system pf governme~t that many of us
had lost. The system can change, and it will change if we do our part.
And it can be done without violence. I guess. this is the greatest feature~
of the whole mess we call the American' Way: change, maybe slovr~}
change, but change nonetheless.

1.

I
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WORKING IN SENATOR MCCARTHY'S C~PAIGN quickly gives one a sense
of having landed in a science-fiction fantasy world, You thiink you know
where, when, and what you're doing, but things tend to <I1issolve at the
limits of perception, lending a shimmer of unreality. Mc<I:arthy's Presidential effort has not really been a campaign in the normal and traditional sense. Rather, it has been a sort of national Happening, bringing
the strangest of fellows to bed, assaulting common sense, and' assailing
logic with ultimate abandon.
,
McCarthy shouldn't have been ~unning for the Presidlel!cy at aJl. It
defied every tradition in the history books ,and upset th~ normal machinations of Democratic politics throughout the country. And if McCarthy does not now get the n~mination of hi~ party, 'dfspite leading
the popular polls, the reason wIll be apparent III the wr~ckage of the
party structure about him. The "movement" the Senator brought forth
£tom the body politic has, from the point of view o~:, the warty regulars,
grown into a rampaging virus rubbing rawly at every synapse of the
traditional political structure.
\.'
~ Even politicians who would not mind seeing McCarthy elected
President are terrified at the prospect of hundreds and thousands of.
McCarthy troopers storming ,into pr(:cinct caucuses, up~tting plans'
and structures which required generations to construct. '
'Politicians are, by nature, somewhat less than the most imaginative
members of society. Their normal bent is to seek security in formalized
struchues held together by patronage. The Kennedy brothers clevel- ,
,opec(l tpe art of dangling postmasterships before local chieftains, and
the ~uccess of the Kennedys is enough evidence that it is not your
idedlogy or the style of your campaign which upsets the local minions
of the party. Rather, it is how you play the game. The statie Democratic
chairman of Iowa, for instance, went on record to the effect that an
"Un-American" invasion had turned his precinct and count}! caucuses
inside out and wroug,ht havoc throughout the state. Who were these '
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un-American conspirators? They were the people of Iowa, the rank and
file, many attending a caucus for the first time in their lives. .
In the process, of course, the rank and file did not stop at;the discovery of the mechanics qf party politics. They went on to throw out
county chairmen, eleet new and unknown committeemen, and threaten
the very foundation of the traditional system.
Rare is the politician capable of anticipating such a development, of
,reading the runes on the wall and moving accordingly. Such a rare one
~iS Filo Sedillo, longtime chairman of Valencia County, New MexiCo.
Sedillo can hardIt be called a brash upstart, yet his votes provided the
, ,margin which produced a victory for proportional representation and
I;letted McCarthy 45% of the delegation at th6New Mexico State Convention. Whatever happens in the future, Sedillo and his crew will
be in the middle of it. But more typicany~ the tradition~bound county
chairmen and local political leaders in every ~tate reacted, to the McCarthy movement with somewhat the same em:otions they might feel
in the presence of the Black Plague.
I have no idea what will become of the McGarthy "movement." But
I am certain that it is far more important than any of the issues raised
in the campaign to date~mdre;importantthan early settlement oAthe
war, more important than relief for the ghettos, and far more impor, tant than the solution of the balance of payments proble~. For -in a_
way the problem 6f the ghettos am} the poor is linked closely: witlr
McCarthy's middle-class movement, though perhaps only a few Blacfs.
see it that way. And the exasperation ~nd helplessnes~ so painful'to-the
youth of the prosperous middle classrtJ.1ough we caIhhe problepl "alienation," is not, at base, mu'ch differentfrom the disfranch'iscment-of.the
'''' black man and the urban poor.
'
Assortedl Swedes and Frenchmen have been warning us for years that
our inherently most difficult problem 'will be the adaptation of dern.ocra.cy to a technological cmlture with ;:l population of hundreds of millions. Today, however, it is not only the Black and the poor and the
young who feel powerless to affect the machinations of the system. In
the last half of the 20th centu~ the smog-bound, tax-hounded, and
radar-trapped subu0anite also feels qlSt adrift in a sea of technocracy
I
where no one cares and, worse, no one listens.
_
, To my'way of thinking, the fail,ure of the s~tem to provide'a mechanism for the people to involve themselves, in the ordering of ,government and society is more to blame for riots, arson al)dcrime waves than
any immediate economic and social &privation. And George Wallace
1
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is ev~ry bit as much the benefactor of this upwelling ofjrustration ~s. ,
is McCarthy.
"
When Senator McCarthy developed the gall to toss is previously ,
untrampl.ed hat into the New Hampshire ring, I 'am sure hrhad little if ,
any notion that by his act he would arouse the unbounde energies of
countless'numbers of persons from:all w~lks of life':-po Clll of them
young-who had been searching, i~ tmconsciously, :for*lome way,to
make their mark on the social fabric.
:
At this writing, the campaign has done so well t~at cCart1Jy no
longer considers it "his" but rather the embodiment of th yearning of
millions to participate, to have a voice in the ordering of ~heir society. Time will show what will happen and the political ana!lysts will tell
us what it means. One element,seems most obvious: Americans want
relev;mt government substructures in which they can 'participatedirectly. This does not ,necessarily imply that the federal government
should be dismantled, for the stateand.Iocal governments Qf the country are uniformly less representat\ve and less adaptive than the federal.
Decentralization itself may not be the answer, if i~ res,ults only in
spreading the same problems. In some way we need ne'w institutions
to which the electorate can relate.
jPerhaps, ultimately, the message of the mass ,movement aroused by
M'CCarthy will lead to the presentation of plans to redr~w state lines
to: make them relevant; to establish regional substructurles; to abolish
cd$nties; or any number of <:>ther previously wild-sounding: notions. But
,tlie verdict is clear: Americans,. though they may not have a precise
n~tion of what they want, are fed tlP with govc;:rnment by negotiation
between interest groups and profession.al POI.iticians. Th~~' is not to say
that "politician" must remain a dirtyl word. The Cree s considered
politics the highest of the' arts of man. So does McCa hy, and the
results of his efforts imply clearly that many of us, would ~ike to accord
politicians that regard, were-it pos~ible.
,I'
Whatever the Senator's future, whether he is elected iPr~sident, Of
whether he even returns to the Senate, he has already mad~ this singular
contribution: he has given "yoice to the aspirations of America, and'
America will never be the same.
>
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I first heard that M'cCarthy would become a genuine Fandida,te for
the Presidency in November of 1967,
considerably befOlre
the formal
,
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announcement' and .long before many took 'the idea seriously (many

48

,

still don't).
.
I hear~ it from an unusual sour<~e, a man, who was virtually an
unknown, yet a man who may be one of the prime movrrs in seeking
a new kind of America in the years to come. His name is Allard}aowen\ stein, and I found him resPlendent in his usual dirty windbreaker and
-T-shirt in the student union at the University of Nebra'ska in Lincoln.
He carried a lumpy, monstrous bag, full of assorted propaganda and
ancient inscrutable tracts, but a bag certain to contain a "speech.
making" coat and tie somewhere in its intenninable depths.
Lowenstein h?d come to the university in his capacity as leader of the
n,ewly fonned "Dump Johnson Movement." This was not his name for
it ~ut that supplied by the press. which at that time regar~ed Lowenstem as fit only for a leprosarium.
.
An early president of the National, Student Associati'on, Al had
fought the far left in the formative years of the cou,ntry's national union
of students, then fought bitterly to prevent NSA's fall into the arms
of the Central Intelligence Agency. Meanwhil,e, he ,smuggled himself
and associates in and out ofSouthwest Africa, wrote a book about that,
.came to be close to Eleanor Roosevelt and Adlai Stevenson,aild served
on Hubert Humphrey's staff as an advi~or on inten!ational affairs. I
came to know Lowenstein through NSA, to which he often returned
to regale the youngsters wit;h marvelous stories and passionate pleas for
social justice. A truly outstanding public speaker, he moves audiences
as no 'one else in modem America.
In a way, Lowenstein invented the McCarthy move~ent, for it \vas
he who acted as the catalyst to 'bring ,aimless frustrations and rancor'
,,into the political system and poin~ the way to~ard effective and affirm'ative.effort. Few others beli~ved it could be done, and in San Francisco
.,. there was talk of blowing up Pacific Gas and Electric as the only way
to get the ~tablishmentto pay attention. .
,
The response to Lowenstein's effort was o.verwhelming, ip the sense
that it drew far more response from a much wider group than anyone
hadtanticipat~d. His effort led first to McCarthy's decision tllat it might
pe possible to do something by running in New Hampshire, and then to
the evocation of that mass movement wltich we now think o( as McCarthy's movement-though the Senator himself keeps attempting to
explain that it is obviously no one's' movement, that he is 'as much its
follower as its leader.
Lowenstein's New York organization grew by leaps an~ bounds
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it was capable of running full-page ad~n the Sunday Times. The
rising bitterness against the Johnson Administration so impressed those
who happened to be watching that it quickly became obviious this was
no ordinary fractious splinter wing of New York Reform Democrats
I
but a genuine force to be reckoned with.
McCarthy was, watching,' and listening tQ the reports of his own
.college-age children, predictably in the thick of it. When tHe effort grew
to respectable proportions, McCarthy brought' his hock~y stick down
from the attic and set out for the snows of New Hampshj*. ;
But the movement, as seems to be the fate of all social I ~pstitutions, '.
quickly became the victim of Parkinson's inescapable laws of bUjl"eaUr~t'
cratic behavior. Internal.mechanisms proliferated and empire-bui1ding
set in,until chaos became the norm at National McCart~y fOT President Headquarters. By the time the n~wborn "organ~tion" had
moved into its quarters in the Transportation Building in Washington's business district, three identifiable battalions had jIined up to
fight for contJ:ol, with nebulous and shifting sub-groups ~formation
each hour of the day.
,
,
~
The first and foremost, of the squads invelved in the, s~rife was, of
course, th~ .Lowenstein-oriente? Confere?ce of Conc~~ned De~o:. cratsjCoahtlOn for a DemocratIc AlternatIve group, whI<J:h felt, WIth
some justice, th~t it had invented the, whole thi?g. Se~ond,jMcCarthy's
Senate staff got mto the act, somewhat wondenngly and shghtly aghast
at the prospect of having tObwork with a group of urban 'ladicals over
which it had no apparent control. I
"
"
Relations between these twO' groups took on a curious pattern bearing some resemblance to the Paris negotiations with the North Vietr
namese, where ~IDissaries and messages are sent back and forth accord- ,
: ing to formal protocol but fruitful discussions have to w~t for coffee
I breaks and cocktail parties.
J
,
Thi1rd, a national staff coalesced out of the washin1n nebulae,
devel~ping its own independent stake in the affair~f the over-all
I ,operatIon.
_
! '. S~ll i~. the proce~s of formation at that time was a facti(1)n of unprei
dlcta~le Import whIch later became the key to much of thf campaIgn:
the student army, headed by Sam Brown, a Harvard divi,ity student
wl10 had. only recently lost a narrow' contest for the presidency of the
N~.tiqnal~tudentAssociation. ~llied with Brown and his 9ohortswere
the Washmgton student.es~bhshments of NSA and the tr.s.Student
Pr¢ss Association, which by that time, had' turned its Cpllege Press
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Service in'to a virtual anti-Vietnam and pro-McCarthy propaganda
organ. This, incidentally, created great difficulties for the studen~ press:
:large university members were calling for more vitriol~ while sm~ller
members pleaded for mercy.
. Historians may find it interesting that Lowei1stein )Vas the first' to
bite the dust as the campaign took form. The voluble, energetic and
boisterous New Yorker was more than McCarthy's nerves could take,
The Senator cannot tolerate table-thumpers, and Low~nsfein m~
the last of the great thumpers.
~
Early in,December at the Chicago Confer,ence of Concerned D roocrats, calkd essentially by Lowenstein, to launch the M.cCarthy cam_. paign, Lowenstein delivered a shouting, podium-pounping ,assau t on
the Johnson administration which brought the audience tQ ~ts fee and
to the' verge of taking to the barricades. All of this appaUea the 'mild
Senator from Minnesota, who vowed he would never agairr appear on
the same platform with Lowenstein. This was unfortunate, to say the
least. Lowenstein's brilliance and unique ability to int~ract with people
at all levels might have brought a greater coherence to the campaign
and avoided some of the staff-shuffling which afflicted it fight through
the California primary in June.
.
To head his national campaign staff, McCarthy picked Blair Clark,
an ex-CBS News executive. A genial man with the most affable of'
manners, Clark is in the McCarthy image, and wouldn't conceive of
pounding a table or raising his voice. But beipg a journalist first and an
intellectual second, Clark proved no more capable of arranging the
logistics ,and mechanics of a national campaigll than I would. His role, .
albeit a very important one, has been that of front man for the
campaign, presenting the proper image to the press apd public.
Into the organizati.on gap stepped Curtis "Curt'" Gans, another
product of national student politics, in this case by wayof the Univer·
sity of North Carolina, United Press International, and a stint,on the
staff of Americans for Democratic Action. -Gans is a unique individual,
and <me of the few humans able to subsist on a steady diet of Coca Cola
and cigarettes. His intensity is such that he radiates a field of acute
discomfort of sufficient magnitude to prqduce squirms and twitches for
blocks. Originally a participant in Lowenstein's effort to establish Support for an anti-administration position among DeJ110crats throygh0ut
the country, Gans eve.ntually assu~ed the position ~f chief of~taff in
the ~cCarthy campaIgn. Meanwhile, he had gone mto NewiHamp-
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shire wheq':things WJ1re toughest, marshalled the students amd arranged
the logisti~alpattern t~at was to bring off the headline-prodtcing result
for McCa~thy.
".
"
The st4dent troops were perhaps the key to New Hampshire. Perhaps. Th4 youth of -the country materialized out of thin ir in New,
Hampshire, coming by the busload, hitchiking, driving six 0 a Volksf wagen, even walking, to do anything they could, to help
Gans and
Brown organized the chaotic multitude into an effective fo e.
But still-::-perhaps. lIn retrospect it, is very difficult to' as ess the impact of the volunteer student army in New Hampshire, or in any of the
primaries. It may well.be that New Hampshire, like much10f the rest
of the country, was i~'hing for a chance to repudiafe the Jphnson administration's inept idance of 'foreign affairs-or, e~enmore likely,
wa~ appreciative of th ' opportunity to repudiate the tradidonal pOlitical system in general by voting for an "aI;lti-politician" who,Jppeated to
be running in defiance of the normal order.of things as muc~ as running
for the Presidency. With hindsight, it appears to me that ' cCarthY's
good fortune in New Hampshire, and later in Oregon, rest d more.on
his utilization of the mass media to present himself as a cog nt alternative to the :exisring situation and as an agent for alteration of he system,
than it did on mass canvassing or any amount of committe formation
or block and ward work. Re,gardless, the mass campaign 'effort did '
pr,ovide a~ involvement mechanism for thousands of you g people,
including some who had been on the verg~ of dropping ut of the
system altogether, and even a few who had toyed with viole t methods
to jolt society from its complacency. The McCarthy effoi't offered all
Qf them a means to make a dent in the social fabric withou rending it
, ~yond repair.
'
Should the result of this year's electoral process be simply the as-predlcted nomination of Humphrey and Nixon, tany of the~ ollngsters
wip, no doubt, plunge back into the depths q>f desp~ir, and the arguments of the Bay Area anarchists will gain new strength. Bpt, I hope,
~ significant number will come away with the feeling that tl\.ough they
may not have won the complete battle, their efforts contriputed to ,a
remarkable shift iItnational policy.
,
'
"
I
It is difficult now to recall the dark days of last fall, when tpc,country
seemed locked into a doomed spiral of escalation and killing ih Vi~tnam
and it appeared virtually impossible for the individual A~lerican to
! find a way to express his outrage through regular channels.
,
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Things have changed. Drastically. No matter who is II:0minated in
August, the America. of the fall of 1965·will be aimed down a far different road than it was ~ year pr~viously.
I
•

III

,

I

Nebraska is an odd place for a transplanted New Mexibn tb find
himself. When first offer d a job in the state, I hesitated~' telling the
employer frankly that,' there is a capital of the Flat Earth Society, it
must be in Nebraska. was, right about that, as it turned out. But the
job was too'good to ass up, so early in 1967 I landed in the Meat
Packing Center of the orld.
,-,
That I found mysel directing the Nebraska McCarthy campaign
effort "after only a year there speaks eloquently of the political condi·
tions in this forlorn and often forgoften prairie state. The fact was;'
qpite simply, that there was no one else with an established position
of some respect in the state willing to lend his name, to the cause. There
still isn't.
)
Kennedy's agents found not ample but sufficient numbers of henchmen in Nebraska, som<s.left over from past disasters (Nixon stomped
JFK by 'a landslide in Nebraska-it was Nixon's best state), some
attracted to the glories of Camelot, and some smelling postmast~hips
in the air. The Kennedy supporters included a few hardened pros who
thought they saw the handwriting on the wall and hoped to line up on
the winning side. They remained generally conservative Democrats
in a party10ng intimidated by the overwhelming Repu:blicanism of the
state. Augmented by teenyboppers, they were able to erect a passable
facade, pump it·full of cash (almost entirely from o~tside Nebraska),
_
and mount a respectable campaign.
But the McCarthy forces could tum up not,hing more thana few
colJege students and an occasional professor. Not a single politician in
the state was· ready to lay his career on the line for McCarthy-as Curt
Gans found out in pointed terms.
Gans made the first entre into Nebraska. His aggressive demeanor
and Eastern inte~sity evoked a negative response among Nebraska
politicians of such vehe~ence that, after a year in the state, I w~till
, hard put to explain it. One young lawyer, a liberal Democrat (in
Nebraska ~erms) and a potential Congressional candidate, claimed he
threw Gans out of his office.
As a result, the Senator's campaigns picked up steam in every state
except Nebraska (Indiana, though, was almost as bad), without a,single
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Nebraskan of any importance willing to lend even his name much less
work or money, to the effort.
,.
Part of the explanation for' this hismal state of affairs ies ·in the
nature of Nebraska's headlong rush toward, total entropy. Once, the
home of Midw~ern radicalism (now only dimly re mbered),
Nebraska was destroyed politically by the Depression and e political
exorcism to which it was subjected. in the thirties. During hose hard
years when plains ranchers were baling tumbleweed to ~eed gaunt
--cattle, a l~rge proportion of Nebraska's younger citizens. ttok off for
greener pastures in the West. Interestiagly, I met numbers of Nebraskans in Otegon, especially in east Slope irrigated farming ars, most of
whom vo-ived they would never return, except perhaps to . isit grandmother.~
,
In the ensuing tpree decades Nebraska became a place, i 'the words
of embittered ex-Nebraskan T~d Sorensen, "young men lea e and old
men~go t&die.'· Poignantly, Nebraska's famous men of the day are all
expatriates, the So~ensens among them. Denizens of the state poipt to
. Johnny GFon an~ assnrted .lesser Inminaries as the product of the
Comhuskfr State-none of whom has seen fit to make a ilife in his
native domain.
Nebras~a's newspapers and e.ducators 'recurrently decry he "brain
drain" wh.\ich cripples the economy and afflicts the cuItu life, and '
resolve to! mend the situation by creating new oPPortu~ities. 'But
seldom if ~ver does the resolve take concrete form. Salaries .are lower
than ii neighboring industrial areas, spending on educati n lags far
behind, arid money for public works is almost unheard of. 1fhose who
remain behind' fall essentially into two categories: those r.vho have
"made it"1. either by inheritance or good fortune, an.d those tho don't
have the money or the courage to strike out for new horizons
Obviously, a society where the power structure is ,compose of those
with a vested interest in theJstatus quo, and where all dissidents are
removed Qy exmigration, will not change at a particularly r~pid ,pace.
This is noir to say that there are no Nebraskans who long for their state
to get bac~ in step with the rest of the world. But they are few and far
between; tpey tend to become embittered and eventually throw in the
towel and Ihead for the rnameless suburban streets of Sunnyf.ale, California, or ~he like. Virtually all Nebraskans seem to be sa~.ng up to
retire in sOfrne other clime-preferably as soon as possible.
'
Omaha,'that astounding unmetropolis on the Missouri, is t the fore
of enervation. An urb which never quite grew into a city,
aha" i self
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Things have changed. Drastically. No matter who is nominated in
August, the Amedca of the fall of i968'Yill be aimed down a far different road than it was a year previously.
-

III
Nebraska is an odd place for a transplanted New Mexican to find
himself. When first offered a job in the state, I hesitated, telling the
employer frankly that if there· is a capital of the Flat Earth Society, it
must be in Nebraska. I was right about that, as it turned out. But the
job was, too good to pass up, so early in 1967 I landed in the Meat
. Packing Center of the World.
That 1 found myself directing the Nebraska McCartbi caPlpaign
effort after only a year there speaks eloquently of the pol'itical-conditions in this forlorn and often forgotten prairie state. The fact was,'
quite simply, that there was Ito one else with an established position
of some respect in the state willing to lend his name to the cause. There
still isn't.
Kennedy's agents found not ample but sufficient numbers of henchmen in Nebraska, some'left over from past disasters (Nixon stomped
JFK by a landslide in Nebraska..:....it was Nixon's best state), some
attracted to the glori.es of Camerot, and some smelling postmasterships
in the air. The Kennedy supporters included a few hardened pros who
thoughtthey saw the handwriting on the wall and hoped to line up on
the winning side. They remained generally conservative Democrats
in a party long intimidated by the overwhelming Republicanism of the
state. Augmented by teenyboppers, they w~re able to erect a passable
- facade, pump it full of cash (almost entirely from outside ;Nebraska),
and mount a respectable'campaign.
But the McCarthy forces could turn up nothing more than a few
~llege students· and an occasional professor. Not a single politician in
the state was ready to lay his career on the line for McCarthy-as Curt
Cans found o~t in pointed terms.
i
Cans made the first entre into Nebraska. His aggressive demeanor
and Eastern intensity evoked a negative response among Nebraska
politicians of such vehemence that, after a year in the state;· I was still
hard put to explain it. One young lawyer, a liberal Democrat (in
Nebraska terms) and a potential Congressional candidate, claimed he
threw Gans out of his office.
As a result, the Senator's campaigns picked up steam in every state
except Nebraska (Indiana, though, was almost as bad), without a single
<
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Nebraskan of any importance willing to lend even his name, Imuch less
work or mimey, to the effort.,
:
Part of the explanatio'n for this dismal state of affairs Hes ·in the
nature oe~ebraska's headlong rush toward total entroPY'f·nce the
home of Midwestern' radicalism (now only dimly rem mbered),
Nebraska was destroyed politically by. the Depression and th political
exorcism to which it was subjected in the thirties. During t ose hard
years when plains ranchers were baling tumbleweed to feed gaunt
cattle, a large.proportion of Nebraska's younger citizens to~k off for
greener pastures in the West. Interestingly, I met nqmbers 9f Nebraskans in Oregon, especially in east slope irrigated farming areas, most of
whom vowed they would never return, except perhaps to v~it
grandI
mother.~
.
In th.e ensuing t~ree decades' Nebraska be:ame a pla,ce, in he words
of emhlttered ex-Nebraskan Ted Sorensen, 'young men lea and old
: men~go tOt die." Poignantly, Nebraska's famous men of the <fay are all
i expatriates, the Sorensens amongJhem. Denizens of t~e statt point to
I Johnny ca. rson and assorted lesser luminaries as the prOd:.t ~f th.e
. Comhusker State-none of whom has seen fit to make a Ife In hIS
native domain.
.
Nebraska's newspapers and educators recurrently decry t e "brain
~drain" which cripples the economy and afflicts the cultura life, and
i resolve to mend the 'situation by creating new opportunities. But
I seldom if ever does the resolve take concrete form. Salaries are lower
than in neighboring industrial areas, spending oil education lags far·
behind, and money for public works is almost unheard of. Those who
remain behind fall essentially into two categories: those who harve
I "made it," either by inheritance or good fortune, and those who don't
I have the money or the courage to strike out for new horizons.
Obviou~ly, a society where the power structure is composed of those
with a ves~ed interest in the status quo, and where all dissidents are
removed by exmigration, will not change at a particularly rapid pace.
i This is not to say that there are no Nebraskans who long for their state
, to get bac¥. in step with the rest of the world. But the.y are ,f9w and far
betw.-een; they tend to become embittered and eventually thrrw in the
towel and head for the nameless suburban str~ets of SunnY'{ale, California, :or the like. Virtually.all Nebraskans seem ~o be savuig up to
retire in some other clime-preferably as soon as ·possible. .
Omaha, that astounding unmetropoli~ on the Missouri, is aIt the core
of enervation. ~n ~rb which never quite grew into a.city, 01aha itself
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is composed o~ thousands of transplants from the desiccated small'
towns of NeQraska and Iowa. A large proportion of its-residents, particularly young executives and professionals, see it only as a temporary
water~ng hole on the long trek to a more ,civilized place. Needless to
say, it is more difficult to mobilize political activity in a situation where
the majority of the population couldn't care less.
Those Omahans who remain behind, those who have little hope of
.departing for. California or Ihorida, gr9w d'eeply resentful of those who)
can pick up stakes. In turn,1 they become increasingly etpbittered and
. hostile towards the rest of the country and its problems, particularly the
eastern seaboard.
For years Nebraska took immense pride in being the "white spot"
of the nation, with no income tax and no sales tax, financing myriad
tiny school districts stricti y from local property taxes. The one-room
school house with the non-degreed teacher has persisted longer in
Nebraska than anywhere else in the nation. As a result, Nebraskans
don't know 'a great deal about the outside world, and don't especially
desire to find out. In this most of their news media reinforce them
daily. The Omaha World-Herald covers Nebraska and much of western ,
Iowa like a blanket. A wet blanket. The paper's prejud~ces and jaundiced world outlook are so inbred and traditional that its haff -wembers
are no longer aware,of it. Dozens of fairly talented young men toil daily
in its stifling mold, under the misapprehension that they are part of a
great metropolitan daily. Television in Nebraska is also thoroughly un·
. imaginative and it follows where the World-Herald leads, reinforcing
Nebraskans' fears and prejudices abou\ the real world o~tside their
boundaries. Even the state's seven educational TV stations fall under
this pall.
Partisan politics were destroyed in Nebraska during the thirties, and
have never recovered. Though the non-partisan League and many
weird offshoots of populism flourished throughout the plains states,
nowhere was such an imprint left as in Nebraska, m,ostly to the detriment of subsequent political evolution.
George Norris, champion maverick of all time, managed to turn
Nebraska inside out during his boisterous life. He is remembered
fondly as a man whq turned the national spotlight on the Cornhusker
State (every year an attem.pt is mounted to change the nickname'to
something "less corny"), but the remnants of his tenure have crippled
politics there. Specifically, Norris ramrodded the non-partisan uni·
came1il1 Legislature into existence, just in time to call its first session to
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order in a monstrous new capitol'designed f~r a bicameral egislature.
(The other, chamber is used for committee meetings and a ditions of
.
:'
I
'
proposed state songs.)
Most politically aware Americans know that it.is called s~mply The
Unicameral. But seetingly no one is aware that the Unicamleral is nonI
partIsan.
.' 4
.
~
Unica~era:lism has worked quite well, and has m,uch to r ammend
it to the other 49 bicameral states. But non-partisanship as been a
disaster. Without a recognizable party leadership in the, egislature,
party platforms are meaningless, party structures often irr levant. In
fact; there often is no party structure to speak of between gu ernatorial
and!or Presidential elections, and gubernatoJial candidates h ve learned
to ru~ as semi-nan-partisan candidates, though tainted wi h a party
labeI.lWhile in most states the legislature is the breeding lround for
po~itical.l,ea.d~rs of stature, Ne~raska's Unicam.eral. has failed a produce
asmgle mdIVldual of CongressIOnal or Senatonal tImber.
.'
Original approval o~ the ~on-partisan legislature may ~ave been
somewhat freakish, sin~e Norris managed to include it on~ the same
ballot wit~ rep1al of Prohibition a~d appr?val of pari-mutue wagering.
But Once m, It !has proved almost ImpossIble to remove, th ugh some
stalwart souls are still trying.
'.
. Non-partisanship hC\S made it particularly difficult for thj" minority .
Democrats to mount an effective assault on the statehouse With no·
structur~ through which to present a party legislative platfo m and no
party lo~alists on legislative committees, it is virtually imp ssible for
the party, qua party, to have a voice in state affairs. The m jority Republicanscontinqe to control the Unicameral, though omewhat
nebulously, and alt!iances are fleeting and shifting, with little regarCl for
party lines.
II
.
With such min~cule possibilities for effective action th~ough the
party structure, it is little wonder that most Nebraskans Igreet the
prospect of invo~vement in partisan p~litics with a massive yawn. Even'
the state's heavily Democraticwards tend to elect Republica~s, and the
current: five-man Congressional delegation is probably the njlost rightwing in the nation.
I
.'
·Frank Morrison, ~ Democrat, managed to serve two terms a$ gove~nor
of the state, at least partly on the premise of preventing i'dirty' old,
partisan politics" from encrQaching into state government. ¥orr~on's
tenure in the statehouse left the party exactly as he had found it< . impotent. And Nebraska's organized Democrflts have subsisted through
o
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the long, 'lean years on little more than crumbs from Washington in
periods of pemocratic control of the White House and occasional infusions of money for national elections.
The Kennedy team built up the most effective force Qf Nebraska
Democrats in many years during the 1960 effort. But the results were
.so depressing that Robert Kennedy openly hoped he would never have
to set foot in Nebraska again. But times change, andRFK found him- .
self back eight y¢ars later, winning a new sort ~f primary election largely
in a vacuum, strtiggling against thesttaw man of non-candidate Johnson
and a McCarthy organization crippled by a negative balance In the
treasury and the wound inflicted lhe week before in Indiana. '
Nebraska's wide-open new primary law, untested before 1968, was
an offspring of the 1964 Goldwater campaign. In Neoraska., as elsewhere, Goldwater's more hydrophobic supporters raided the party
structure, stuffing caucuses and blitzing conventions until they had
wrested ·control. No deviation from orthodoxy was permitted. These
Goldwater tactics appalled a sizable number of the state's mild Re-'
publicans. They were moved to support a wide-open primary, making
control of the party machinery essentially irrelevant to Presidential
pblitics. The new law was written in such a way that the Secretary of
State was empowered to place on the ballot the names of all and sundry
who appeared to him to be genuine Presidential candidates, as well as
those who organized any kind of campaign effort in the state and' ~sked
to be added. Only a formal affidavit of non-candidacy could remove a -'
man's name. Only Nelson Rockefeller filed such an ·affidavit. '
The nuwber of delegates to the national convent' n was setin the
law at two for each of the three ,Congressional stricts, plus 22 ltt
large. On the eve of the election the McCarthy amp was uncertain
that they had enough' candidates for delegafe to. ake up a full fslate.
Filing fees had been paid by the organization for abo t half'of the\slate,
composed of a motley collection of coll~e students, teachers r and
housewives. Then true to fonn (the strange form of the McOarthy
campaign, that is) a .group of people rushed in at the'last minute to
file as delegates for McCarthy at the precise moment that I had filea
an exact full sl~te. I had hoped to limit McCarthy votes 'to pfecisely
right number of delegate candidates, a technique which had paid off ,
in New Hampshire. We therefore wound up with a surplus of ~andi· '
dates in the at-large category and in one Congressional district:
But to go back in time, the McCarthy effort began in earnest in
Nebraska after Blair Clark's initial January foray into the wilderness to

the
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line up something in the state. He found a grand total of ve people
, willing to meet with him, two of them journalists who .co ld not become actively committed, and one of them my wife. One the other
two was a political science professor, David Evens, then in he process
of being fired because of a controversy at his college. The last was a
graduate student at the University in Lincoln who had earli r rounded
up a group of concerned students.
._
Clark was utterly dismayed at his fi;st encounter with I ebraska'~
a~a~hy. He could not fin~ a singh~ leader with. any politicallexpercience
willmg and able to put hIS neck on the choppmg block for McCarthy.
Thus it quickly became apparent that one of the tiny gr I up would
have to do the job, and having no children and no 90ntrac al.obligations, 1 was the only one who could undertake the task of becoming
a full-time McCarthy worker in the state. Thus it was th t a transplanted New Mexican with only a year's exposure to N ebras a, and all,
of that in Omaha, became Executive Director of the yet to e formed
Nebraska McCarthy for President Committee.
Fille~with foreboding, I agreed to take on the job. It s emed the
least one could do at a time when others, parti9ularly the Sebatdr himself, were risking their· caree.rs for the kind of America we bblieved in.
I asked the McCarthy orgaJIlization to pay my regular salah' for the,
period, so that at least I would be secure from sudden econorrlic disast~r
during the campaign, should it fold suddenly (at that time it Jould have
folded any minute). Half the salary wa~ paid, the rest is still only a
promise. \
Promises were also tendered of substantial sums to organize the campaign. Instead, small sums~arrived months later, and promiSes of certain amounts by certain dates were uniformly shattered dreams. By the
time the first dribble of cash came in from Washington, I had already
used upa g9.0d deal of my initial salary on postage and minor expenditures. ObVIOusly, little could be done with no .initial capitalization.
What was done was largely through the efforts of a few local McCarthy
supporters, chief. among them Warren Buffett, son of an isolationalist
Republican congressman from Nebraska, who raised a few hundred
dollars.
:
Charged with finding ~ "name" chairman for the state organization,
. I beat innumerable bushes throughout the state, finding only bushes.
Offers of sub rosa help came from a few insiders in the political structure, but nothing public or tangible. The sam~ attitude was expressed
in countless ph~ne calls to my home. Cautious Omahans' called to say
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.. they wou14 like to help McCarthy, but feared their neighbors 'might
not understand.
.
. In due course, David Evans, a former member of Governor Mor- .
rison's staff and a talented if about-to-be-unemployed political scientist
hopes for a future in state politics, was appointed Sta.te Chairman.
Literally, I had no c;me else to anoint, despite Evans' lack of fame and/or
,notoriety.
.
The main' corps, of volunteers came, naturally, fr0Il?- the University
in Lincoln, augmented by a few troops from the traditionally phlegmatic small schools of Omaha. Leading th~ students and faculty memo
bers at Lincpln were Michael Oldfather, a graduate student who had
formed a Nebraska chapter of Concerned Democrats, and Gene' Pokorny, the talented vice president of the University's student government. As in other states, the hard, dirty work of the caplpaign was done
by students, who worked long hours with considerable verv~.
In Omaha, surprising numbers of people seemed to materialize out
of the atmosphere as.the McCarthy campaign became respectable, or
,.. almost so, after,New,Hampshire and Wisconsin. An office staff was.
organized and managed to do a creditable job with severely limited
materials and funds.
We rented a small office on the ground floor of Omaha's traditional
"political hotel," the decrepit and crumbling Sheraton-Fontenelle.
(Jack Bell, veteran' Associated Press political writer, once remarked to
me while traversing the catacombs of the Fontenelle, "Gad, I was in
this place two decades ago and jt hasn't changed at all.") From our fomby-four cubicle we enjoyed an excellent vantage point for observation
of the truoks enloading coffers of gold for tl;1e large Kennedy 'headquarters upstairs.
What monqy we were 'able to raise came in by dribbles. We pub- .
.lished 'the same ads in th~ daily papers which brought in tens of thousands of dollars in the East, such as the "Your Children Have Come
~ Home" spread Ificturing McCarthy with beaming youngsters. Apparently most Nebraskans would rather their children didn't come
home. The ads brought in far less than their cost: In fact, ads costing"
as much as $1,500 failed to bring in $100 in contributions; ther~by
astounding McCarthy workers from other states.
Occasionally a courageous N<:;braskan answered an' ad or ~'mailer"
in an affirmative way-we did get a few hundred resp?n~es.B,?t at l~ast
three-fourths of the response forms were returned wIth\ t~e contnbution" section scratched out, indicating a willingness tp support Me-
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earthy so long as it didn't cost money. A number of forms also indicated an intention to v~te for McCarthy in the primary, buti appended
"please do not telephone me."
. This sort of attitu'de totally befuddled McCarthy workers from the
national staff, most of whoIlil had never set foot in the Midwest before"
much less in Nebraska. None of thtraditional methods of campaigning evoked tqe normal responses.eteransof the New, Hampshire
and Wisconsin enthusiasm found t. emselves, like fish out of water, in
the nation's leading hotbed of apathy. Yet curiously, the same national
campaign thinkers who had laid out McCarthy's unorthodox approach·
to politics attempted to attack the Nebraskaproblem through orthodox
techniques, leading to a predictable and resounding failur¢.
Actually, it may be true that Nebraska was .fpredoom d by McCarthy's defeat ,in Indiana. Coming only a week before th Nebraska
election, Indiana had exhaustea the campaign's resource of both
money and energy. None of the more experienced worke could be
spared for Nebraska until the fiHal wc:;ek, an'd promises of fin ncial help
were repeatedly broken. It may seem strange that money would ,be
promised, in definite amounts on definite dates,.when there was absolutely no certainty that it could be delivered. But the MCCilr thy campaign has been like that from the beginning, leading to co siderable
consternation among local leaders (such as myself) who h d gone in
debt on the basis of such promises.
Besides the utter lack of financial resources-only $2,ooo:had been
sent:to Nebraska ptfore the final days of the camp~ign.we ijound.ourselves totally unde staffed, ,:ithout sig~~can.t outside assist$nce until
the very last week. of the pnmary campaIgn, when workers Were freed
from Indiana.
Strangely, these ~orkers turned out to be almost entirely ~rom New
England, and they shared a near-total lack of cOIT).prehension ;of the
Nebraska situation. An attempt was made to organize the wo~king-class
wards of South Omaha 01;1 the same basis as New Britain, C.omnecticut,
with'disastrous results,. The same "organizer" managed to pqison relations with a local C(mgressional candidate by getting involve8 ina dispute over a storehont office, meanwhile spending cash on thdusands of
McCarthy yard signs which blew away in Nebraska's strongspiing
winds:
.
Student organizers sent' in to "take over" -the local operati~n did jU'st
that, driving out the local students who .had thought themselves i~
control. An entire cadre, <;If hard-working high school studen~s was ef-
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fectively offen d and sent home by the imported student leaders.
Some joined t Kennedy camp, where they ~ound that local people
were treated in
even more high-handed fashion. The young people
brought into N raska from past campaigns ~lso adopted a working
schedule which ften called for sleeping until noon and doing most of
their work betwe 1'1 10 p.m. and 4 a.m. Needless to say, such operative
techniques ~re not particularly effective in a community which rolls
up the sidewalks at9 p.m.
- •
Yet despite th~ many mistakes made in the Nebraska campaign
(item: Ii was called at 7 a.m. one morning by a mall' who wanted to
know w~at I planned to do with the rented airplane he had wanning
up on the runway-someone had forgotten he had rented it), a good
deal of optimism continued to warm the hearts of the Nebraska crew.
McCarthy seemed like a natural in Nebraska, on paper. From nearby
Minnesota, he had an outstanding record in most of the fields of tradi·
tional interest to the state: agriculture, economics, regional development, etc. It seemed difficult to imagine how Nebraska voters could
prefer Robert Kennedy over Gene McCarthy, and we thought we had
uncovered considerable anti-Kennedy feeling in the state.
We had. But it was confined largely "to Republicans. And it 'should
not have been forgotten that Nebraska's farmers are virtually 100%
Republican. The state's Democrats are mainly in the Omaha-Lincoln
metropolitan areas and are almost entirely working-class or lower-miqdleclass, largely uninformed, hawkish on the war and quietly racist,
as well as intensely contemptuous of "intellectuals."
The primary campaign of 1968 revealed, in state after state, that
McCarthy's support would come largely from middle-class segments
of society, where education and economic security are major factors,
and where support fqr the war is negligible. Nor did it seem likely to
the casual observer that Robert Kennedy could ,reach the lower-class
ethnic groups on both sides of the color barricade. But he could and did,
for a varietY of reasons, mo~t of them -involved with the' Kennedy
"mystique."
.
As a result of the historical process described above, Nebraska lacks
'the elements of the population which produced massive votes for McCarthy-in other states. Curt Gans recognized the nature of the situation
to some cixtent, and ordered an expensive advertising and canvassing
campaign aimed at'c;:onvincing Republicans to re-register as Democrats
for the primary.!
Predictably though unfortunately the cross-registration effort came
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to little. I doubt if more than a few hundred Republicansl!re-registe~ed
in the entire state, though many of them expressed a preference for McCarthyand they did, not have an exciting contest in the~r own party
(Reagan did get a surprisingly large turnout as a non-can~idate). For
in Nebraska, Republicanism runs deep. There are still sma~towns and
certain strata ot society in larger towns where it is not so ially acceptable to be anything but a Republican. It is unthinkable an utterly
foreign notion-for these people to register as Democrats, ven'tor two
weeks.
I
If my retrospective assessment of the situation in Nelfraska is accurate, McCa~thy probably did slightly better than anyon9 had a right
,to expect. He-polled more than 20% of the vote in a th~ee-way race
.' against .Robert.Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson. The fact t~at a fifth of
the state~s ordinarily highly-conservative Democrats casf th~ir votes for
the most unusual and perhaps the most radical candidate to present himself in a generation indicates a depth of restlessness and ~ desire for
'- change that" transposed to the nati~mal level, becomes highly signifi-

cant.·

I

,

I

'

Though it would be totally irrational to assume thatt'lMcCarthy
might have found a way to win in Nebraska, I think that he ,ight have
done better with a more e£!icit;lntly organized and finance camp?ign,
even though I am not convinced that campaign organ~'ions make
much difference. It is a cliche that 90% of what one does in campaign
is irrelevant-the prob!em being that you nev~r know wh ch ten per
cent is significant. In general; voters could not care less hO~ brilliantly
you think your campaign strategy is organized, or wheth r you have
just the right personnel in the right slots. Rather, they r act to the
candidate and the image he projects. This of course involves ~dvertising,
but probably much more important is the manner'in whicH the candidate comes across in newspaper articles and television new~programs.
The most arduous campaigner can never shake the hand of ~very voter,
even in a very small state. He reaches more voters in a two-rniinute news '
broadcast than he can in a month of campaigning on foot.
Thus the breakdown of traditional organizational methods in the
Nebraska McCarthy campaign had little impact. Since IliO one was
watching, the public hardly m'ssed it. But a series of foul-ups in scheduling and programming may ave weakened a potentially helpful adverti~ing program.
The first maneuver of McC rthy'snational staff on landipg in a new
primary state has usually been 0 try to displace the local or~anization.
-
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It happened in Wisconsin, it happened in Indiana and Nebraska, 'and
when I got to Oregon I found the State Chairman wandering about
aimlessly, wondering what was going on. But this displacement process
may be endemic in political campaigns, and the Kennedy,people had a
reputation for being particularly abrupt and brutal about it. The na·
tional staff always considers that It knows better than the local crew.
Sometimes it does.
'
However, the chief result of the chaos created in Nebraska, which
~eatured an abrupt shift of the state office to Lincoln and.a dispersal of
authority to vague sources, was to leave scheduling in total wreckage.
By the Sunday before the Nebraska vote, I found that, several key men
in the local TV industry had become so ~ildered by incomprehen.
sible sched~e changes that they refused to believe anything handed out
py the McCarthy organization. One station, tired of appearing at places
where McCarthy did not, folded up its equipment and stomped out of
a press conference vowing never to return.
Carefully cultivated 'relations with the printed press in Nebraska
. were shc{t~~d. by the national staff in the last week. The local crew,
particularly
State Chairman and myself, had outlined a series of appearances fbrthe Senator aimed at maximum exposure in areas of population concentration. Eventually the imported staff wound up follow·
ing essentially the ~ame eOlltfe, but ~nly after so many revisions an~
so much rescheduhng that tbe resultmg exposure was far less than it
might have been.
. ' ,
Of course no, one can ever be certain 'about such things. But it is a
fact that McCarthy got inferior exposute in'Nebraska, and much of the
press material turned out was' the tradilltonal political bornbast already
.,..rejected by the candidate himself as useless. He has said repeatedly that
his essential campaign technique has been to "walk around and let the
people look at us." Perhaps if he had done just that, and kept his un·
controllable staff and its internal warfare out of the state, he might have
done better.
"
Surveying the wreckage after the primary, I found that the office
crews imported from New England had actually thrown out mail con·
~aining requests for information and -some conifibutions, saying they
had no time to open it. Rented Hertz cars we~left in the Avis ,lot"
incredible hotel bills were run up where inexpensive housing was avail·
able, and I spent at least a week tracking down lost cars. I never did find
out just why that airplane was rented,
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Oregon was a very different story. While there, I Gould srrell impending victory in the air. M~Carthy actually drew large~ crow~s than Kennedy-that's the sort ·of state it is. In Oregon, th~ ,natioJllal sta,ff was
notable largely by its absence, as most had gone oil to !plunge into
California's own intermimible internal warfare. The Oregon campaign
turned out to be the sort of quiet, sensihfecampaign I 'Would have
liked to see in Nebraska, But Oregon had a large and prosperous local
McCarthy or§anization, sa,mething unthinkable in Nebras~a, and a receptive population. Conditions were strikingly different.
.In Californ~a, sq~a:bbl~s .and internal. dissensi.on ~~gaim preva~leL.
_ Smce Northern Cahformans hate Southern Cahfoquans, and sm
the Los Angeles liberal Democrats have been fighting each other for .
years, the situation rapidly deteriorated into a chaos ~eyond the com- .
prehension of the most astute veteran of political reporting. There has
never been anything like the logic-defying madhouse:set up in Westwood Village, where thousands of people wandered in and about at all
, hours, 'carting tremendous mountains of peanut butter sandwiches
through a forest of telephone lines, plywood planks, and exhausted
teenies asleep on tables. The fact that McCarthy did So well in C~lifor
nia (though the extent of his performance w.as instantly for'gotten in
the national emotional catharsis of the next few days) is indicative of
the axiom that campaign organizations, or at leasttheir outward manifestations, are irrelevartt to Presidential politics. Though McCarthy was
unable to gain much support from the Negro anq. Mexican population
of California· (the're are more IVlexic~ms in Los Angeles than there are
people in Nebraska), he almost won the election-meanibg that he
carried the white middleclass suburbs by landslide margins.. .
And therein lies the message and the portent of the Mcqarthy' campaign. It is significant that some of the same people who a~e attracted
to McCarthy might in othd circumstances gravitate to Ceorge Wallace
(many polls have indicated this). It is ev'ident that.a large segment of
the mClst broadly represent tive elements of the population is looking
for an alternative to the pre ent system of politics in the country.
It is
more
than the war. ar more, It is more 'than the di~cult state
I
•
of the economy or the pro lems of the cities. What .has h' ppened is ..
that much of, America feel adrift in the politics of the 20 h century,
There. is a despair"that poli ical activity as we have known i ~eems no
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longer to be relevant to the world about ps. The average citizen can
find no way to affect the political process in which he is inextrir::ably
,enmeshed.
McCarthy has brought these Americans a resurrection of confidence
in the ability of the nation to respond in a rational fashion to the wisHes
of her people. He' has shown that it'is possible for people, instead of institutions and interest groups, to influence the course of evept~ has
, ,re~humanized politics.
./ '":'
If I am not wrong, historians of the future will look back at the 20th
century and note that its greatest problem was the loss of identity in an
age of unbounded technological proliferation-the point in time when
men began to have serious doubts that they were capable of controlling
the society they had created. By reintroduGjng calm reason and personal
courage, Gene McCarthy has given many of us a new lease on life, made
it once again exciting to bean American~
,
Andas McCarthy hafsb often point~d out, the national hunger for
a new politics, a politics of decentralization and grass-roots qemocracy,
is not his creation. He has come to symbolize the movement, but he did
not invent it and he is not necessarily its leader. It is leader-less".ipa
sense, because it is so difficultto articulate.
'
_:,_,,.}
,Whether 'Mc;Carthy is nominated for fbePresidency
not,
s
will never be the same again. There are now thousands' 'an ho sands
of Americans who have been to their first precinct caucu ,th r first
state party convention. Many will be going to the national!
vention
this year for the first time. Some have become officers in their local and
state party structures. It is inconceivable that these thousands of par·
ticipants in the "new politics" will fold their tents and go home after a
setbacK. Such a rejuvenation of politics is still mystifymg to the country's professional politicians, but they will soon come face to face with
it in their own bailiwicks. I suspect we will not see many of them back
at the 1972 national convention.
As I write, the polls continue to indicate an outpouring of grass-roots
support for McCarthy through<!lut the country. Nothing like ithas ever
happened before. Willkie's nomination pales by comparison. The les·
son is that the·country is ready and anxious, to try something new-to
move in new directions and attempt to construct a place in the world
that is. consistent with our traditional notions of liberal democracy and
'the demands of today's w~rld. This~s a challenge to make America into
what we have claimed it to be, and ~ challenge to the Democratic Party
and the nation.
'
.-
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Clayton Roberts

~

The McCarthy Campaign in' Central Ohio

,
"YOU'R~ WASTING YOUR TIME,

Clayton. Johnson can't be stopped~ He
has the nomination all sewed up."
, So pronounced David Spitz, as I poured him a second glass pf
mulled wine. David is a good friend of ~ine and a professor, of
political science at Ohio State University. I had just told :him, on that
darkening afternoon in late December~ that I had attended a meeting'
the Sunday before to promote the candidacy' of Eugene McCarthy.
, Ron Bohlen and Bob Hagen of Cleveland had called the meeting in
-'Order to create a statewide org~mization to support Senator McCarthy's bid for the Presidency. J had gone, I had listerled, I had
joined.
THat I am a professor of history at Ohio State University, and not
of" political science, might explain why I agreed to work for the
Senator (and why David did not). We historians have not yet beeo'me
,behavioral scientists, for whom all things are "sewed' up." We still
believe in the play of the contingent in history, in the role of the
individual, in the possibility of change. But all this is too philosophical,
too abstract. There are more particular reasons why I decided to work
~or McCarthy. I was fed up with the war in Vietnam. And I could not
~tomach the prospect of a choice the next November between JohnSon -and Nixon. Perhaps David 'Spitz was right, perhaps Johnson
couldn'~ be stopped, but an honorable man couldn't live with himself unless he tried to stop him. That was my mood.
.
I aII1J1l scholar, not a politician. True, I love to talk politics at cockt~il parties, and have done so for years, but I neither canvassed. for
Stevenson !}or leafleted for Kennedy. And yet it might well have been
because I am a scholar that I entered politics. In the spring of 1964 .
I began to have doubts about the wisdom of our policies in Vietnam.
Articles appearing in The New Republic, a journal not greatly favored
in county court houses, first prompted my doubts. As a scholar will, I
went on to read Fall and Lacouture and Gettleman, and much else,
including work~ by such hawks as Douglas Pike. I read of the origins n
of the war, and of its progress, with a mounting sense of fascination
J
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and horror. Soon I began to speak out against our inv~lve ent in it,
first on the campus, then in Mebhodist churches, finally. efore Rotarian clubs. In 1965 I went to England for ~ year, only to' e accosted
in the Plough pub by two lecturers in history at Kingfs Coll,ege.
"Why," they as:\ced, "aren't you Americans doing more to end the
war in Vietnam?".
I '
, I,t, did ?ot really take the taunt of these two lecturer~
make me
work agamst the war, when I returned to Columbus m 1966. The
more I read about the war the more I became persuaded t t we were
waging it simply to prevent the Vietmi.mese from making ~ social and
national revolution of which we disapproved. In the narfe of anticommunism we were trying to bring history to a stop in Southeast
Asia. I saw that ideological passions had led us into the w r and that
national pride kept us there. Meanwhile, we lacked the r sources at
home to wage an ,effective war against poverty or to r quite the,
damage done by centuries of racial injustice. During the inter and
spring of 1967 I gave more speeches and wrote further arti .les against
the war. But as summer approached I felt that the time f r speeches
had come to an end, that the time for action had arrived. .
But what aGtion could one take? There was, Vietnam Su mer, and
I worked with that movement long enough to discover that Its nobility
was only exceeded by its ineffectuality. There was, of coJrse, direct
action: harassing naval recruiters, sitting-in at draft centers, ~isrupting
corps day, burning draft cards. But I do not believe in thjese tactics
and sought to diss~ade students, froin pursuing them. I tcild them it
. wasiarrogant for an individual to obstruct the government ip its wor.k.
If one did not like the policies the govemment pursued, then one
should join with others to elect a different gov~nment that would
pursue different policies. In a democracy there existed traditional
politiql processes for bringing about changes.
Butthere my argumJnt collapsed, for in the autumn of 967 there
seeme little hope that traditional political processes coul or would
bring bout change. Johnson vs. Nixon-what choice did th t give the
growipg number of Americans opposed to the war? At (j>hio State
Univ 'rsity, as at so many other universities, this was no! academic
matt r. The students in the Committee to End the War in Vietnam, •
who . I had harangued on the Oval in May, were now, in December,
nding naval recrtIiters in the Student Union. To ask them to
in a 'political process that offered only a choice betJ.een Johnd Nixon was ludicrous.
.
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Then Senator Eugene McCarthy stepped forward. Those not ~ctive
'in the peacefmovement or not active on college campuses can hardly
appreciate the magnitude of that event. Here was a politician brave
enough to risk' his reputation in the leadership of a movement that
some regarded as treasonous. Here was a politician willing to offe~·
dissent a means of political expr-ession. Here was a politician willing to
give loyal Democrats-and many,of us were loyal Democrats-a means
to work for change within Omi party. I have subsequently come to.
admire Eugene McCarthy for his- exceptional intelligence and humanity, but I knew little about him in Decemb~r 1~67' I would then have
supported Kennedy had he come forward. Indeed, my brother David,
/, who is a professor of histdry at Dartmouth tollege, was busy working
for Kennedy when I visited him that Christmas.
"Working for Kennedy!" I expostulated. "Why he isn't even a
candidate." My brother answered that he hoped Kennedy would become a ca·ndidate. Two weeks later I received a letter from my brother
saying he w~s working for McCarthy. After the New Hampshire pri·
maries he wrote me another letter, describing how he and others had
nearly carried Lebanon for McCarthy (to carry Hanover was nb problem). The letter ended, "Don't ever underestimate Eugene McCarthy."
,
But our problem in Columbus was to carry central Ohio for Mc·
Carthy; At the organizational meeting in December we had ca1;cused
by congressional districts. Since the 12th and 15th lie mostly in
Franklin county, which in tum is largely filled by the city of, Columbus, those of us from that area agreed to form one committee: the
Franklin County Democrats for McCarthy. We named Martin
Seltzer, a metallurgist from Battelle Institute, our chairman. It was a ,
happy clioice, since he has proved to be an able chairman. It was also
an appI:opriate choice, for Marty was president of ADA; a'nd in central
Ohio it was ADA that started, fl,lmished the nucleus of, and sustained the McCarthy movement. In the course of that movement,
incidentally, ADA tripled its membership.
We were all 'amateurs, but filled with enthusiasm. We were quite
.prepared to ·cq.rry both the 12th and the 15th congressional districts
for McCarthy, and at the same time to help elect a slate of delegates at
large for him. Our enthusiasm was a bit dampened when.Harold Ickes,
Jr. c~me to Columbus to survey the scene for the Sena(or. He asked·
all tHe hard questions. How much money can you raise? How strong
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is the local Democrat c party? Why do you think you ca carry the
12th? What is your sJpport in the 15th? How long do y u need the
Senator in the state? We gave the best answers we could and Ickes
went on his way. In t~e end, McCarthy chose to run in , nly five of
the 24 congressional dlistricts in Ohio, and not to cont~st~he slate of
delegates at large.
.1
But the 12th was rOhe of the five districts he chose. Qnly Harold
Ickes, Jr... can say why te, ICkes,. recommended the 12th, b~t I snspect
that the story of Bo Shamansky carried much weigh'. In 196~
Shamansky\ opposed nd defeated in th,e primaries th~ endorse4
Democratic candidate or Congress. He went on, of course to lose t~
the Republican incumbent in November, the 12th bein a heavily
R~publican district; b~t then w~ were only looking for ~t.tes in th~ /
pnmary. If Sham~. nskt, by pollmg 9,000 votes, could
over the
endorsed candidat~, tpen why could not McCarthy de egates, by
polling 9,000 votes, Wi,n over delegates pledged to Sen.at .r Stephen
Young, the party's favotite-son candidate?
.
Young's role created diffi,tulties, and probably explains why. McCarthy did not run throughout the state. young was an loutspoken
critic of the administration's policies in Vietnam; one co}11d hardly
find a more outspoken one. How in the world does one wage a campaign for peace against a proponent of peace? Yet the campaign had
to be waged, for Young, according to reliable reports~ was etommitted
to releasing his delegation to Johnson on the second ballott. a stalking horse for J~hnson, he had to be opposed.
I
1_ If on.e problem wa.s the favorite-so.n candidacy of Ste~h n Young,
Fsecond and fal greater problem was the conservativec aracter of
ntral Ohio. In its political climate it mnst rank with oran~.e county,
alifornia, and Dallas, Texas: Its leading newspaper, The i Dispatch,
[. as reactionary as Loeb's Manchester Union Leader, but ~ithout its
, ndearing eccentricities. Its;Congressman, a former FBI agelnt, has repeatedly won reelection by voting against civil rights, higfuer educaltion, urban renewal, and anti-poverty programs. This conservatism has
even penetrated into the consciousness of Dem~atic voters. Frank
Lausche, thari whom few Republicarts have a more Neand~rthal voting record, is their hero. So our pro~lem was formidable; yet it was
not insurmountable. It was not insunnountable because even the most
conservative Democrats, even Lausdhe himself, had come to have
second thoughts about the war. In ;1965 Ohioans saw the war as a
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crusade against communism; by 1967 they had come to call it Johnson's war. Our one hope to win in the 12th district was Johnson's
.
unpopularity.
One problem we did not face. We had no powerful Democratic
machine to overcome, for no such machine existed in Franklin county.
Our problem was to fill a vacu~m, not overcome a juggernaut. This
wa~ forcefully impressed on me one night in April when I went to
the Southern Hotel for the Young Dem's 'Meet Your Candidate
Night.' The ballroom was packed, and I thought to myself, all 'this
talk about the weakness of the Democratic party in central Ohio is
nonsense, look at all these people. Then half-way through the evening
tlfe incumbent County Engineer spoke. There was.a tremendous cheer
as' he went ~o the microphone. He must be the party's raconteur, I ~
thought. But he merely droned on for his allotred three minutes.
When he .fipished, to my surprise there was even louder applause.
Then members of.the audience began to leave, one here, one there; in
a few minutes nearly a third of the audience had left. Later in the
evening, when drinking a beer with Bob Shamansky -in the bar" I
suggested th~t 'they. 91ust have been employees of the County En·
gineer's office. "Of tourse they w~re," he said. "If you 'took all the
candidates from the ballroom, along with their wives, friends, and
employees, there would be no one left."
..
. The nature of our problem was clea.r: we must make Eugene McCarthy known to the voters before May 7th, the date of the p~imaries.
Finding a solution to the problem was another matter. It is a dictum
often repeated by political scientists that if you are going into politics
you need either money or people. We had no money, therefore we
had to rely upon people. We could I\ot reach the voter with full-page
ads in The Dispatch or commercials on WBNS-1V. We had, therefore, to send canvassers to every Democratic .household in the 12th
congressional distri~t, of which there were some 40,000. For such an
enterprise we needed canvassers, hundreds of them. For these can·
vassers we looked to the students of Ohio State University.
This was our grand strategy. But. there were of course some housekeeping chores to do first. We had to place on the ballot two names
of delegates pledged to McCarthy (whose name would fortunately
appear with theirs). The steering committee of the Franklin County
Democrats eventually chose Bill Davis~ president of the local chapter
of the NAACP, and myself as potential delegates. We placed Bill's
name on the ballot to .show -that the McCarthy movement really
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cared !about the Black community. I was
chosen
I
was kEown on the OSU campus, and from the campus we hoped to
draw ost of our resources. Placing Bill's and my names ~>nJ the ballot
was 90 problem at all, for by Ohio law, ?ne needs only.a hundred
name~ on a petition to place delegates' names on the ballot' A man in·
l
Cleveland found a hundred friends willing to place his name on the
ballod as a delegate pledged to the nomination or his wife for
President.
,
An~ther housekeeping chore was the opening of a headquarters.
This ~as made easy by the beneficence of Mr. Summers, owner of
the S~neca Towers Hotel, a keen supporter of McCarthy and the
neare~t thing to a Mycenas that we found. The headquartiers in the
Senec? Towers proved a success-people came in', bought bumper
stickets and buttons, took the literature, and joined the carPpaigm In
fact it: proved such a success that we resolved to open a secona headquart~rs, near the university. I undertook to find a suitable store front.
1tookla walkup High Street, which borders the university, a>nd saw an
empt}1 apartment that faced both on 13th and High, an ideal location..
Asign! gave th€ name of the re;Iltor, James Petroupolis, and his phone
numbfr. The !text morning I phoned. "Yes," replied a young lady,
"that premise rents for $85 a month.." I told her I would lilke to rent
it for McCarthy headqua,rters. "Oh!" she said, "I shall have to speak
.to Md ·Petroupoli~ about that. Would you call back later?" I called
back l~ter. "Yes;Mr. Roberts, Mr. Petroupolis is willing to rent the
premi~e to yOll for $300 a month." "$300 a month! I' thought you
said $~5.'" "Well, you know how it is," she replied, "a short lease and
all tha~." I refu~edto renfthe place.
..
Further search led to the rental, at $65 a month, of tmree small
roomsjfronting'.'on 1-ligh Street, several blocks north of the university.
Profes~or Sidn~y Chafetz of the Art Department made a gay sign, my
wife slkperintended
the staffing of the headquarters with student valI
,
unteers, and, we were i'n· business. I now believe in opening as many
headquarters.as one can find the means to staff, for the sale of bumper
stickers, buttons, and posters soon pays the rent. Headquarters become
center~ of recruitment and they make one's presence Jelt. .
But Imy story runs ahead of itself. Before we rented the headquarters, we formed the OSU Committee for McCarthy for President. I
qecame the chairman. We had two objects in view: to raise money
from the faculty and to recruit canvassers from the students. In both
we fell considerably short of our expectations.
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There are 3,3°0 faculty members, at Ohio State University and
3,7°0 teaching assistants. We placed a letter soliciting money in' the

1

box of each faculty member and each teaching assistant. The response
was disappointing. I had hoped we might get $1500. We got only
abobt $700, which was a mere $200 more than a far smaller faculty at.
Ohio W esl~yan had given on a first solicitation (though in fairness it
must be said that the Franklin County Democrats for McCarthy had
already solicited part of the OSU f~culiY): In retrospect, this disappointing result ~s not surprising. Conservatism has touched everything in c,entr~l Ohio, the politic?l parties, the churches, the labor
unions, the schools, and Ohio State University itself. There are
pockets of liberalism, even of radicalism, in the Hu~anities faculty,
but anyone who has ever sat in the Faculty' Council and looked over
the serried ranks of engineers, agronomists, home economists, and
pathologists will know that the liberals are an isla~d unto themselves
in this multiversity.
:
It was at this time that I discovered what :mig~t be called the First
Law of the New Politics, if it weren't already the First Law of the Old
Politics: to raise money, solicit personally. I sat down and wrote a
letter to every member of the faculty I knew, however distantly. If I
had ever sat on a committee with him, if I had ever met him at a
party, if I had ever played tennis with him, I wrote him. I wrote 80
such letters" addressing each acquaintance by his· fir~t name, as if I
had known .him all his life. The result was another $500.
Beginning with lists borrowed from the ACLU, the ADA, the Ohio
Peace Action Council, and the Worthington Democratic Club, the
. Franklin County Democrats for McCarthy gradually built up a list of
members. These members were solicited on four different occasions,
solicitations which yielded in all $8,000. In pursuance of the First Law
of Politics, Steve Jellin, an able young lawyer, personally solicited
money from wealthy, liberal-minded businessmen. There are some in
central Ohio, strange as it may'seem. From them Steve raised $1,000,
in contributions averaging $100. An art show bro.!Jght in $1,000; a
Tom Rush concert another $800. In all, the Frapklin County Democrats raised about $11,000.
But more important than raising money was recruiting canvassers.
.This was the second task our committee set for itself. One group that
we looked to for recruits was the Committee to End the "Var in
Vietnam, an organization of the most militant opponents of the war.
Bernie Rosen, a member of our committee and an Assistant Professor

.
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of Philosophy, attended one of their meetitigs, explained the principles a~d policies M Senator McCarthy, and sought their aid. One
studenti asked a question, none joined us. They spent the winter obstructing access to military recrui,ters. .
.
A different reception awaited us at 'the Campus Americans for
Democratic Action, or CADA. They invitep me to speak on McCar1thy. I did. They list~nep, asked questions, applauded, and offered
to help. Mitch Breece, David Williams, Leslie Busch, these were the
earliest heroes of the McCarthy campaign at OSU. I met Mitch
Breece the other da~; he was just back from helping, Allard Lowenstein carry J..,ong Island for McCarthy in the New York 'primaries. I
asked him iflhe had ever been a member of the Committee to End
the War in Vietnam. "No," he said, "I was just drifting until you
spoke to CADA about IVIcCarthy." When the history lof the McCarthy movement comes finally to be written, it may be discovered
that the Senator did not so much leaQ. the militants away from
1 ....militancy as rescue the drifters from aimlessness.
CADA had ~oo few members t~ furnish all the canvassers we
needed. To enl'st more we proposed to hold a great rally, with a
nationally fama s speaker from the McCarthy camp, someone like
Galbraith or Schlesinger (who 'had not yet deserted to, Kennedy).
Instead we got Zolt.an ·Ferency. We were told he was a l?Jood speaker
at a rally, and no doubt he is, but no one on the campus knew whgilie
was. \\fe, wanted a big name that would attract a .big crowd.. However;
we had to use what we had. We went ahead with the Ferency rally,
reserved Hitchcock Auditorium, which holds 700, ran· ads in the
student paper, and plastered the campus with posters. Then, on the
evening before the rally, Ferency called to say he could! not come:
..natIonal headquarters had ordered him to fly to Califormia to speak
i~ the Senator's place at a $100 a plate dinner. Our rage was only
assuaged by the thought that those who had paid $100 Ito hear the
Senator were much angrier. But such are the vicissitude~ of politics,
new or old. We went ahead with the rally, which drew! nearly 500
students. Of these, '2.10 joined the OSU committee for! .McCarthy,
and two-thirds of them indicated a willingness to canvass. I
-Looking back in sorrow, I realize that it was at this pdint that we
made one of our gravest mistakes. \Ve should have sat do~nthe next
day with the cards of these volunteers and then called each individual
and assigned him to a precinct captain. \Ve should then hav<t called each
precinct captain and given him the name of the student ~vho was to
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help him. Instead we relied on exhortations at the rally and ads in the
student pap.er to get them to the Senecil Towers on that first Saturday
of canvassing. Most of them never sh~wed up. True, it was .pouring
down rain that first Saturday, but then t~e students did not show up
in great numbers the next two Saturdays, when the weather, was good.
The only reason our canvass was not a total failure is that the
preI
cinct captains,stepped in to do the work. The whole enterprise was well
organized by Jim Turner, a law student at OSU, and Harry Rosenberg, an economist at Battelle. They named ward monitors, under
whom there,were precinct captains. I became a.precinct captain and
agreed to recruit others. I then discovered how tiring it is to spend an
evening on the phone. cajoling one's friends into doing what they do
not want to do but know they ought to do. If anyone wants a definition of the new politics, he can find it here, in the willingness of
ordinary people to act politically, not because they want to, but 'be, cause they ought to, because they have to.
I enlisted eleven precinct captains, almost all of whom were either
graduate students or young professors or their wives. I suspect that in
the end there were as many faculty members canvassing in the 12th.
district as students. Many of them came from the history department,
among them Dick Minear, professor of Jfipanese' history, and Frank'
Wong, professor of Chinese history. They left their stHdies because
they had a sense of historical development; they knew that America
could do only endless harm by trying to thwart the course of history
in Vie~nam. Minear and Woqg knew from their own studies that
. Vietnam had its own indigenous culture, its own values, its own'
needs, and that for this society the ideas of Walt Rosto:w and
McGeorge Bundy had no relevance. Many precinct captains came
from the English department, their sense of humanity as outraged as
the historian's sense of development. i\nd then we were all tired of
being lied to by Johnson.
But it was just then, on March 31st, that Johnson withdrew:The
steering committee of the Franklin County Democrats for McCarthy
was meeting when the news broke. JifQ. Turner came running in from
the TV-set on the mezzanine of the Seneca Towers Hotel. "J{lhnson
isn't going to run again. He won't even accept a draft." We were as
speechless as was Roger Mudd on CBS. After a half-minute's silence,
Marty said, "Hasn't anyone anything profound to say?" No one'had,
so we went home.
Johnson'S withdrawal and Kennedy's entry" transformed the Meo

I
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earthy campaign from a crusade into a popularity contest The questiont!I0w became: who was the most popular of the peace candidates?
The 'first place this was answered was in Indiana, and the vortex of
that campaign dragged us into it. It was late one Tuesday.night when
Katie O'Deane called me from Indianapolis. "Are you 'sending any
canvassers into Indiam?" I proudly replied, "Yes, we ,are ' sending
seve~l cars this weekend."· "Cars!" came the withering answer, "\Ve
want busioads." "Well," I said, "we have a contest here, and are
.having hard enough a time finding C,lnvassers for it."
"How naive can you be," she repEed, "don't you know that it is
easier to.get students to canvass outside the, state than where they
live?" Th"en she added, "Would it help if we'" sent Paul NeWIhan in
for a rally?'~ 1 said I supposed it would. And there followed a night of
phone calls,arranging for his appearance in Cincinnati, Columbus, and
Athens on Thursday. \Ve rented' Mershon Auditorium, which seats
B,lOO. \Ve gave the Newman ra~ly maximum publicity, but it soon
became apparent that the problem woul<J be crowd control, not empty
seats. The doors opened. half an hour te~ore his appearamce, and the
\
scream.s of the young guls as they rushed for the front,seats .even
frightened Donald Horton, the seasoned director of the auditorium. I
presided at the rally and made more malapr.opisms than I like to think
of, but Paul Newman was excellent, particularly when challenged by
a Black Nationalist. He asked for 2,000 volunteers; we go~ the names
of over 300.
"'
There followed an intense. competition between the Kiennedy and
McCarthy forces to see 'who could 'send the most students into
Indiana. For a moment it seemed to me \h~t politics was simply sen9,ing buses off from l:5th and High. By dint of 'phoning everyone who
had given his or her name at th'e Paul Newman rally, '!Ve sent 100
canvassers the first weekend, 200 the second. Some went bl bus, others
drove. StePhen. Scherer,' for instance, shaved his beard, lo~ded up his
car with canvassers, and drove off for Indiana. In Springpeld his car
caught fire and burned up. The ne~ weekend he went bf bus. That
second weekend we nearly had a revolt when some stud~~ts refused
to board buses for Logansport an.d Elkton because theYW.ished to go
to Indianapolis, where rumor had it there was going to b~ ~ Simon &
Garfunkel concert. I had instructions to send buses to Log~nsport and
Elkton first, and only then to Indianapolis. Hoping to Iget an the
Indianapolis bus, no one would board the Logansport and Elkton
buses. They stood sullenly on the side-walk. I had no chloice but to
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yield to student power and send the first bus to Indianapolis. Once it
had departed, the rest boarded the buses for Logansport and Elkton.
In the myriad activities of these weeks, in renting Mershon or'
placing a table in the Library or setting up a booth on the Oval, the
, administration at Oh!o State University proved most cooperative.
There may have been many reasoQs for this, but surely one of them
must have been the hope that we would drain off some of the frustrations that drive students to riot. As my good friend George Fischer,
whose affable countenaQce and good manners conceal the most radical
thought, said to Dean Bonner, "We want to help save the Establish·
ment."
But more than that, we wanted to win in the 12th congressional
district. The 12th' district extends fromMt. Gilead in the north to
Reynoldsburg in the south and encompasses most of Columbus east
of High Street. It is a mixed bag. There are tarmers in Morrow and
Delaware counties, OSU professors in Worthington, blue-collared
workers in Linden, Jewish businessmen in Bexley, and Blacks, rich
and poor, in the inner city. We made every effort to reach these
people through canvassing, through leafleting shopping centers,
through a speakers' bureau, through letters to the, editor, and through
\<lIlies. But it. was hard. The Dispatch would not print our letters, nor
did either paper act as if there were a campaign going on. No one
attended our rally org:mized in Mt. Gilead (quite literally no one; I
stood on a farm wagon in the market place and spoke to the three
persons who organized the rally). The Jaycees used' the speakers'
bureau and listened to me with mild amusement, but most of them
would choose betweeQ Nixon and Rockefeller. We sought to reach
the Black tommunity through the' churches. I spoke to the Baptist
Ministerial ,Alliance in the Shiloh Baptist Church on Mt. Vernon
Street (down ,,:hich Bobby ~ennedy rode two' months later to wild
applause). I earnestly told th,em that LBJ could not build the houses,
schools, and hospitals that the Blacks needed, as long as he kept the
war in Vietna~ going. They listened to me politely, but I sensed that
my culture was so remote from theirs that I had made no impact
whatever. I ought to have dramatized McCarthy's concern for them,
not analyzed their problems.
.
,
As the weeks passed, as March gave way to April "and April to May,
I 'realized that we were not doing well. On the campus we were, of
course.1 At class changes the Oval was a sea of McCarthy buttons. But
it is one thing to wear a button, another to canvass or leaflet, which.,
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really, were the only two ways we had to get to the vot~r. ,We dIdn t
have the meDney to run full page ads in The Dispatch
Ro~kefeller
has subsequently done.). We put some money into s~ot-announce
ments on rardio, but the main thrust of our campaign wa~ the canvass.
On the first Saturday we canvassed about 20% of the 110mes. In the
wealthier suburbs those sympathetic to McCarthy outnutnbered those
hostile to him by about 21 % to 19%, with 60% undeci~ed: In bluecollar neighborhoods, where canvassers were not always tell receiv~d,
it ran more like 23 %p against, 1 tID for, the rest undeqided. In the
inner city the better-off Blacks were slightly against u$, the poorer
slightly for us. But in every instance the 60% undecided fade the poll
nearly meaningle~s. The second Saturday we reached anCllther 20% of
the homes. By acci~ent ~e canvassed one precinct i~ BexlfY again. The
results. were a testImomal to the power of ca.nvassmg: tqe nu~ber of
undeCldeds fell from the usual 60%, and most of themlfell mto the
category of favorable to McCarthy. Canvassing proved valuabl~ in
Bexley and .Worthington, where it was done thdroughl~. But our resources were too small to make it effective throughout tjhe 12th congressional district, and we might have used our limited manpower to
better effect in leafleting every house. This was. particularly true in 00/ '
case, for we worked from old voters' lists, and many a, D~mocratIc
family had moved.
The canvassing went no better the third Saturday. In aU we covered
perhaps two-thirds of the district, but wit\1in precincts and wards. reportedly canvassed, many Democratic households were missed. We
supplemented canvassing by' leafleting the shopping centers, but ag;lin
the task forces. we sent out were not big enough. I went out the
evening before the primary, only to meet a colleague of mine on the
Faculty Council who said, "Professors don't do this sort of thing."
Polling day, May 7th, w~a~ uneventful. That night we;had an election night party at the Seneca Towers Hotel. When m~ ~fe and '1.
arrived two TV sets were blaring out a profile analysis of the Indiana
returns. They were not too encouraging, Kennedy appearing to be the
certain winner. But then we had n? Kennedy in our race, .so our spirits
remained high.We had only to get those 9,000 votes that Shamansky
had gotten and we would win. Someone brought in the Worthington
results, showing the two McCarthy delegates winning ~ nearly two
to one. But then came news from the Board of Elections that throughout Columbus. we were losing by nearly two to one. Just as Eugene
:McCarthy must wish that the whole nation was Oregon,So we wished
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. that the whole of Columbus was Worthington. But neither is true.
We left the Seneca Towers that night knowing we had lost.
It seems to be true of all McCarthy. campaigns that when the final
. returns are in the victories prove greater and the defeats less than
originally thought. This was true in Columbus When all the returns
were in Bill Davis had received 11,092 votes and I had received 10,737.
Together we had gail1ed 42% of the poll. We carried Delaware and
Morrow counties by 56%, Worthington Hy 62%, and had lost Bexl~y
by a mere 52% to 48%. In the 24th Ward, a lower middle-class area,
we got only 37%; in the 13th Ward, a Black ward in the inner city,
only 35%. In the 28th Ward, a newly built neighborhood which we
did not properly canvass, we received 38%. The only thing that saved
us from utter disaster was the heavy turnout of voters in Worthington.
In all this there is little to surprise one. McCarthy hgs always done
better in the. suburbs than in the city, and best of all where professional people live. Furthermore, the 42 % of the poll that Bill Dav:is
and I receivea proved to be exactly the proportion that McCarthy
w~:m in the 12 primaries that he entered, when totaled together and
~veraged out. That offered us some consolation.
.
>I': Nevertheless, we had not elected a dele~te for him, as had Elyria,
Cleveland, and Dayton, nor even an alternate, as had ,Cincinnati.
+.What went wrong, why had we gone down in defeat? There were a
number of reasons, of which the most important was the fact that the
Young delegates received both Humphrey and Kennedy votes. In
December we had r~solved to challenge Young, believing him to be
a stalking horse for Johnson. Had he remained so, I.believe we would
have defeated his delegates. But PJ;esident Johnson withdrew,. and
worse yet,' Stephen Young endorsed Kennedy, soon. after Kqlnedy's
entry. We were now in a threeway ra,ce, with the Young delegates
drawing votes from both Humphrey and Kennedy supporters. Tom
Wicker of The New York Times has lamented that Kennedy's entry
split the anti-administration vote; in Ohio we had ;every reason to
know this to be true. Senator Young, it is true, later withdrew his endorsement of Kennedy, but the fierce battle between McCarthy and
Kennedy in nearby Indiana bardly endeared McCarthy delegates to
Kennedy s~pporters in the 12th district.
Then there was the campaign of John Gilligan. His challenge to
Frank Lausche brought many more voters to the polls than we had
.' anticipate~, thus destroying the strategy of winnipg by getting 9,000 of
our supporters to the polls. That Gilligan would bring out voters who
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would also vote for McCarthy delegates, we 'knew, but the fiercen.ess of
the race also brought out Lausche supporters, and they were not our
friends. It is no acCident'that Columbus was both the orily city which
Gilligan faile'd to ~arry against Lausc~e and the only ciry in which
McCarthy failed to pick up even an alternate delegate. ;The conserva·
tism of central Ohio was too mu'ch for both.
Or did our mistakes defeat us? Where lay the expla.nation of defeat,
in tHe conservative opinion! of central Ohio or in the amateurish efforts of our committee? But"one migh.t also ask, where la}the explanat~on of the measure of success we attaim;d, in the growing disgust with
thewar, or in the resolve of our committ~ to work hard fmr McCarthy?
The relationship between political action and public o.Jl>inion has always fascinated me. Half-way through the campaign I began composing in my mind an essay entitled, "Historicism a~d the olitical Act."
"Historicism" is a word we historians use 'to describe a'p rticular view
of history, a view which emphasizes the l,lllconscious g owth of new
opinions. These opinions arise inevitably, and in turn ine orably shape
events. Opponents of this view see history differently.
ey see it as
the sum total of conscious decisions m~de by men, b !'ten acting
wisely or foolishly, bravely or cravenly, ambitiously or elflessly, but
always consciously. That the truth lay somewhere bet en both extremes, I had always suspected, but the McCarthy cam aign demonstrated it to me palpably.
"
Senator McCarthy often uses a phrase which I admire. He says·that
he-went into N~~pshire "to put our ideas to the t t." There is
a becoming modeSfy in this; there is also an appreciatio of the truth
of historicism. For Senator McCarthy kn?ws that the people exist, and
that his own judgrpents have no importance in ~istory u~less the people embrace them too. He went to the people b.ecause h~ s,spected that
they shared his judgments. ¥e found that th,ey did. As Murray Kempton-said, "He discovered us."
But Senator McCarthy also demonstrated that the political aCt is
,part of the historical process. On the 30th of Noyember he consciously
resolv~d to seek the Democratic nomination to the Presid~ncy: Robert
Kennedy, led by motives about which we shall ever dispute~ at that time'
decided not to seek the nomination. Had Eugene McCarthy not perfonped that courageous political act~the other half of the equation of.
history-countless millions who were disgusted with the iarrogance of
our behavior abroad and the callousness of.our conduct at home would '
have found no means to express their discontent-except in the streets.
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It was not Eugene McCarthy alone who decided to give the people
the means to express their discontent politically. It was Ron Bohlen who
~, chme down from Cleveland; it was Marty Seltzer who agreed to be chairman; it was Geoffrey Gibson who took over publicity; it was Linda Cary,
Geoffrey Cree, and Walter Chappalear who went to San Francisco to
canvass; it was Bill Krause, Mary Ann Wlosczek, and Bob Chelnik who
worked in Los Angeles after they had finished in Columbus; it was Bonnie Infante who started the sale of McCarthybuttons on the campus:
It was all <?f them, for they all agreed to d<;> th~ hard work necessary to
carry Eugene M~Carthy's candidacy to the people. Herder once wrote
that "All history is the history of opinion." ijut he was wrong. Opinions
may arise, but someone must act to give them political expression. '
By the autumn of 1967, for example, opinion had veered against the
war in Vietnam and against the neglect.of the poor and of our cities at
home. When it became evident that no other politician would step
forward to give this ehangingopinion expression, Senator El1gene McCarthy did. When it then' became evident that no professional politicians would come to his support, the amateurs'did. The people rallied
around him. With their help he nearly won in New Hampshire. With
their help he did win in Wisconsin, thereby driving Johnson from,the
race. With their help, and in combination with Robert Kennedy; he
showed in Indiana, Oregon, California, and South Dakota how out of
step the politicians had gotten from the people. He demonstrated it
again in New York, this time without Kennedy. 'The polls now confirm
what the primaries x:.evealed, that most Americans want new principles, -new measures, new values, and new men in the political life of their
country. The question to be answered this August is whether the politicians will grant it to them.
'
In 1910 in England the question was asked: "Shall peers OF people
rule?" In America, in the summer of 1968, the' question has become,
"Shall politicians or people rule?" Only the nomination of Eugene McCarthy can give an answer to that qtIestion acceptable to most Americans.
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" "THESE MCCARTHY PEOPLE,"

~in~esota Story,

aide~rec~I}tly,

said a Humphrey
"are mean
as hell!" If passionate convictiop and devotion to al cause are any measure, the man is right. McCarthyites mean business. Theipolitical amateurs of the "children's crusade"-students, clergy, facultly, housewives,
independents, suburbanites, ex-Republicans-have leailned their lessons quickly. Hundreds of thousands of Americans acr(>ss the nation .
wh~have nev~r before participat~~ in p.olitics have s..•.h.akIin the p.olitic~l
"pros" to theIr toes. (One doesn t\hear so much about e "chIldren s
crusade" any more, or about McCarthy'being a inere "footnote" in
history.) These citizens have shown tfiat the democratic system ca!1 be
made to work, and by, forcing-the administration to back down on Vietnam, ~hey have already changed the course of world history.
I am immensely proud of Minnesota's part in these dramatic even!s.
Those who think the midwest is all corn and conservatism should be
aware,that it.is Minnesota's uniquely liberal climate that has made it
possible for two men, both former college professors and both from the
same state and party, to contend fOF the office of the~residency. Indeed,
few states have sent so many well qualified people of both parties into
national political life.
'
Although Minne~ota is about evenly divided between rn~mocrats and
Republicans, even her conservatives are more liberal tham most liberals
elsewhere. Nixon has never had any real strength here, even among
Republicans, and polls show that MyGarthy stands slightly a~ead of
all present contenders for the Presidency in the state.
'
The Minnesota story of McCarthy's campaign for the Presi<;lenoy began in the spring of 1967, when Dr. Maurice Visscher of the University
of Minnesota called me to urge that we, to~her; shouldl. embark upon
direct political action with regard to the Vietnam war. ~t that time I
was president of the United NatiollS Association of M\innesota, and
n;:l Visscher, a political, social, and religious liberal, "yas associated
with SANE and the United World Federalists. We we~e olc:i friends.
At the 'bniversity Club we met with a handful of con ~rned faculty
members and a small group of politicians willing to risk their political
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futures. In this way we started what was then known as "Dissenting
Democrats."
"
It was om; conviction at that time (and still is) that.we_ co~ld work
most effectively within the Democratic Farmer-Labor party, 10 which
we had all belonged for many years. We also believed that there was
e'nough of a popular ground swell on the war issue so that, eventually,
a political figure of national importance would come forward and offer
himself as a focal point for our movement.
In September 1967 our first publismeeting was lleld iIi my church.
Al Lowenstein spoke and Dr. Visscher explained the purpose and organization of Dissenting Democrats, circulating an open letter to President Johnsonand pleading for funds. We explained that Minnesota
Dissenting Democrats was a new group being formed within the D.F.L.
to work for a change in U.S. pdli'cy in Vietnam. We pointed out that
similar groups -were being formed among Democrats in California,
New York, Wisconsin, Illinois, 'Michigan, and Iowa. \Ve stressed that
no matter what the public might hear or read, we were a political or·
, ganization.}Vithin the Democratic party. We poi,nted out that we were
not irrespomsible "peaceniks," nor were we working to "dump L.B.J."
We poiIl!ted out that we were seeking to work only in and' through the
Democratic'party to accomplish the return of our party to the strong
positions ~t had always held: opposition to military escalation and
"brinkmanship," and continued social and economic progress at home.
We pointed out that President Johnson's 'sharp decline i~ popularity
, was undoubtedly due to his Vietnam policies, and that this unpopularity constituted a threat to the entire Democratic party and all its candidates. We agreed with Senator Eugene McCarthy, who had recently
, noted lthat if there was no 'significant change in administration poltcy
on Vietnam, Democrats would be 'forced to seek new candidate~in
1968.
:
\Ve pointed out that Dissenting Democrats were not limited to the
alternatives of bolting their traditional party, staying home, or voting'
loyally for an incumbent they could no longer in good conscience support. We suggested that there is a far better means built into our familiar
p.olitical system: those Democrats who could not support the President's action in Vietnam could join with other like-minded Democrats
at the precinct, ward, and village caucuses, at the county and district
, conventions, and at the state D.F.L. convention, to.elect delegates to
the national Democratic convention who would be 'determined that a
negotiated settlement should be achieved in Vietnam. We felt that if
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we made these views known widely enough before the national convennon, and if enough of us hac} the courage to speak out, Democrats
. could once more vote their consciences..'
.
We felt thatth'e President would ignore his party at his 10wn political
peril, while a genuine chang~ in policy in the direction of :de-escalation
would prevent an open split in the Democratic party. But by using our
traditional means of 'b~ing heard, by working to elect dtlegates who
would represent our views, we would be ready to say to th~. national
convention, assembled to nominate a candidate for th ,Ptesidency:
"No democratic nomination is automatic. No man can qeal1 our stant dard again merely because he has done so before. Lead<mqip of the
rnagnifudeof the Presidency should never be offered as a reward for past
services." If neetl be, Democrats would be in a position ~o say: "Mr.
President, we tried to tell you, but you stopped listening." J\t that time,
we hoped this would never have to be said, but we felt that all Americans must know that. we meant business.
At our second pubfk meeting, Robert Vaughan spoke at the Uni-·
versity of Minnesota. He then aspired to run for the] Senate in California, and wanted to test the strength of a liberal appeall in Minn~sota before the California campaign.
:
[
Later, in October, a meeting was called at the hOIPe of State Representative Alpha Smaby to hear Al Lowenstein. Invitaltions to this meeting came directly from Alpha by phone. Present that night were about
forty people, whom Alpha referred .tq as party faithfuls. 'She wanted
people with some political experience who were ag~f'nst the war and
who might be interested in helping to organize the Disse¥ing pemo- crats. Some of these .party faithfuls accused Dissenijng qemocrats of
being a movement to "dump Johnson." The.re w€re those who did not
want to hurt Johnson or the party, only to change t~e policies. If was
good to have these views aired,but they really hag. no place in this
movement. No-one that night was ready to admit that this was a "dump
Johnson" movement, but I think that all of us who wantl:ed to work
for Dissenting Democrats wished to do exactly tha~, and as 'We came
to realize in later weeks that we were all of one midd, we admitted it .
freely. .
~
Lowenstein was great that night. He made it perfe¢t~lear that only
political action could c:hange the war policy of our cbuhtry. He talked
about ge~ting other concerned people ~o the caucu~es on IMarch 5th.
The thing he said that impressed I1)e mast was that "~his is, a c~mpaign
I
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for which we cannot plan ahead~that anything can happen-that
patience is a virtue."
We all know about the big chang~s that have caused major shifts
in strategy, but this advice seemed to apply to every level of effort as
we worked from week -to week. Often plans that we worked so hard
over were obsolete before they. could eve~ be effective. At the end of
October, a coffee party was .held for 1\linnesota's fifth aistrict repre·
sentative, Don Fraser, an extremely liberal Democrat:When he was
pressed on the war issue, Don responded noncomrnitally that we \\rere
only a handful of middlec1ass intellectuals, that we did not represent
any major segment of opinion across the country, and that, after all,
he had political debts to pay to his good friend Hpbert Humphrey.
By the end of October we had established a new Dis$enting Democrats headquarters at 1647 Hennepin in Minneapolis-jus.t three doors
from D.F.L. headquarters. Since we were, for the most part, political
amateurs, we desperately needed the adVice and direction of skilled
profesfional politicians. This came from a growing number of people
like John Connelly, Alpha Smaby, Esther Wattenburg, and a po)itical
"whiz-kid" from the University of Minnesota named Howie KaibeI.
•\Ve also needed leaders who could work in their local areas to get people out to the caucuses, as well as lists of names of concerned people.
So far, all we had to work with were the mailing lists of the second and
sixth wards, "Negotiate Now" petitions, and membership lists of or·
ganizations like the Women's International League for Peace and
Freedom, The United Nations Association of Minnesota,. The United
World Federalists, SANE, and so on. Names were also coming in 09
open letters to Johnson, but it was slow going. \Ve felt that a lot of people who were with us would never sign that letter and would only be
alienated by it. A break came when Alpha announced tha.t Eugene McCarthy was sending us his strip mailing list from \Vashington-probably 20,000 names. We were told that we could use. them as we wished,
but that no-one outside the Dissenting Democrats' steering coinmittee
was to know where the list came from. Professor John Wright drafted
a "Dear D.F.L.er" letter to go out with a contribution envelope, and
We mailed as many as we could affora.
On the night of October 30th, at a steering committee meetingat
Alpha Smaby's home, John Connelly received a call from Eugene McCarthy announcing that he had decided to run for the PreSIdency. The
steering committee resolved to endorse.SeFla~or McCarthy and changed
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its name to "Concerned Democrats," which '\\hs lat ,r changed to
"l\Iinnesotans for McCarthy."
>
'J
'
In November it was announced that H.H.H., would! speak before
the state central committee of the Democratic party on December 9th. ,
We countered with an arrangement for a J\IcCarthy fomm on December 8th, complete'with caucus workshops for pplitical novices. McCarthy came,.-and it was his first appearance in Minnesbta as a Pres,.:.1
idential candidate,
As it later turned out, the strip list from his o$ce wat,0f'little use,
l\lost of our ward coordinators were people who ~ad sig ed the open
letter. On January 6th Professo~ \Varrcn Stcnb9rg invi cd all of the
selected ward coordinators to meet. \Ve thought ive would be lucky to
get fifty people, but about'200 showed up-more ~han W{ had invited.
That day, for thc first time, the organization was But on t le ward level.
The caucus kits came out in February, and Hop liolmbe g acted a~ coordinator f?r the thirteen Minneapolis wards. Pnpfessof ;yarren Stenberg· did suburban Hennepin County communi~ics, si ply because
there was no-one else to do it. \Varren never gave, up. He kept coming
back and telling them that "you can do it" and "h¢re's ho ," They did,
too! 1\JcCarthy forces swept all of ]\Clinneapolis a~d S't. P ul, and all of .
their suburbs, containing. collectively more than half f the state's
population. Later we sent more than seventy busldads of tidents from
the University of J\Jinnesota into the \VisconsiIil prim ry, and they
were a significant factor in the victory in that stat¢.
For what it's worth, we lost our own state convention tI rough an unfortunate political system that overweights sparsely po ulated rural
areas. I t is a travesty of t,he ~mocratic' system that ',!,one CajWin the support of more than half 9f the voters and stilI lose cpntrol J a state convention: \Ve also lost the the state convention beqause ba, k in January
and February we had neither the money nor the peoPle~' go out and
organize the rural counties. If we could have pack~d 1\1£ arthy people
into those caucuses as wc did in the metropolitan areas, \\e could have
taken the state. That was our only hope, but it was impos ible to carry
out. Once the "out-state", p:lirty hacks wer~ elected as d legates supporting L.B.J., it was too late. Nonetheless, where~er we w re organized
we won.
T11ere were about 500 1\ fc<::arthyites and 600 J!himphr y supporters
at the state convention. Humphrey addressed th~ delega~s-rathcr at
length-pointing out that hc had always been a' leader in the liberal
movement. From tI)C back of the room came 'the sarJonic
cat-call
, .
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"Yeah I In 1948!" The incident is a fair indicator, I think, that increasing numbers of young voters today are simply not buying old politicians
of either party, no matter what their record.
,
There is no doubt that those who have brought ~bout .the new look
in politics, whether young or old, are angry people. Normally quiescent,
they have become involved in politics because they hilVe witnessed, they'
believe, no\hing less than the massive ,perversion of the American
')
..
dream.
Students of world history already label this age in which we live as
"The American Century." It has been. described as the age in which a
great technocracy came to dominate the entire world. McCarthy supporters prefer to think of this age, however, as the moment of truth for
the greatest democratic experiment the world has ever known. For it
is not yet at all clear whether this great power and civilization is de- vot~ to furthering the dreams at humanity and the common man, or
whether Am"erican civilization will now be simply another empire that ~
rOse and fell of its own weight, like many another before it.
..
But we are dealing with a colossus that doesn't want to be changed.
No system will change itself. Those allies of ours in public life, if they
really are allies, do_noLIl~~d_~dvice. They need constituencies. They
don't need study groups. They need votes. The next step after speeches,
marches, and protests is direct political action, and, when that doesn't
work, there remains only revolution itself. Meanwhile, we must each
of us do what we can, not in the name of any "ism" or ideology, but in
the name of plain human hope. This.is what the new look in politics
and the McCarthy campaign are all about.
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Lewis Livingstqn
Flortda: Pyrrhic Def~at.
To "STRAIGHTS" LIKE US th~ beginning was bizarre. There we were, five
obviously establishment types, all scrubped a~d necktied: confronted
by a hir~ute, sandaled trio who appeared not to have go~ten the word
about being clean for Gene. What brought us together; was summed
up in the stark poster which decorated the apartment where we met. It
was the now famous caricature of LBJ a~tride a moto!cjycle with the
- word "BULL" tatoobd on his fingers. What brought usl together was
hopb for an alternative to "BULL."
.
.
'~Actually, I'm for Dick Gregory," said the le~der of-th(l visiti g New
Le ists, "but McCarthy seems the least insane of all the nest." n that
no the Children's Crusade, Sunshine Edition, opened. It cli axed a
1
'
. ' ,
.7
litt e more than two! months later on May 2S, the day of lorida s
De' ocratic primary, !with a victory celebrationf victory because we had
onl lost.our county ~y a mere 700 votes after ~uckingthe sta e pr~ss,
the Florida Democra~ic establishment, and North Florida's k ee-jerk
conservative voters. '
Early on election night I joked that if I were ever to wjrite anything
about the campaign it would be titled something like "How To Win
An Election While Losing Your Wife, Job, and Academic Standing."
Fortunately the last three things did not happen; unfoJtunately the
first .•,did not either. As a political scientist com,.mitted to~ what Heinz
Eul1u has called "The Behavioral Persuasion,!' I should be 'expected
to rli:nder order, out of the chaoS' of the campaign by onducting a
clinical evaluation. My. own moral involvem~t, howevCfr, precludes
the intellectual distance necessary for that kin~ of study. [Neither can
. I report on The Big Picture, McCarthy's Strategy in Flori~a. The links
of our county organization, and Ii·· suspect tme links o~ most rural
c;punty organizations, were far too tenuous for i.US to have p~rticipated
in grand strategy. What follows here, then,. jrepresents a hopefully
balanced recollection, a string of anecdotes ~nd impressions of the
campaign from the viewpoint of a graduate ~tudent wh e~ded up
. being county co-chairman for McCarthy in FIOlrida.
Jon Shaughnessy came to Gainesvillet the seat of the niversity of
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Florida, w;th a co~ple of friends from Sarasota's Ne)v College, a title~
State Stu~ent Coordinator for McCarthy, and a name or two of some \
people w~o might be sympathetic. The name or two provided a few,
more' names ,and we met at the apartment in the scene described
earlier. S~ughnessy' s visit was welt-timed. It was between academic
terms. The chaff of the student body was at Daytona Beach, Fort
Lauderdale, the Bahamas. The wave of elation which had followed
Mc~arthy's primary victory in New Hampshire h,ad leveled to anticipation of Wisconsin. Most of us did not even know that Florida was
gomg to have a presidential primary, much less,that McCarthy or any
national candidate would enter it. We had been 'aware for months
that Florida's lam~ duck Senator George Smathers ,plann~d to lead a
delegation which would go down the line at the cqnvention for LBJ
and The War. But if primary history, was any clu9' Smathers would
have no opposition.
' '
Shaughnessy's disclosuie to us that McCarthy w<j>uld campaign for
the Florida delegation was,as the ad says, "A Breath of Fresh Air:' We
already believed in what McCarthy' was trying to d~. As Shaughnessy
, .explained the structure of.the Florida primar;, to us, we began to believe
McCarthyhad a chance, if not to win, at least to spoil Smathers' hopes
for a sweep'. (Although all of us present from the University of Florida
were grad~ate students in political science, only one of US had any
knowledge of Florida electoral politics; his knowledge, came from ex. perience in sweaty public combat, not from study.) We recognized that
jit would not be easy: Florid.a had changed drastically since the days
when it elected New Deal 'Populist. Claude Pepper to the U. S. Senate
in 1938. Still, we reasoned, a groundswell of disgust at the war, ~t the
Johnson style, and at the imIflobilisme of Amerkan politics was grow," ing. It could 'be tapped for McCarthy. Furthermore, on the local level
we knew that the faculty at the university were aghast the growing
prospect ot training students only to ha,:e them sent to .the Vietnam
charnel house. The professors, we hoped, would proVIde a modest
financial base for the local campaign. So we got in, telling ourselves it
was not a Quixotic gesture, but that we had the only chance available
in the South to register a meaningful protest against the one-way direction of America's roller CGaster policy at home and abroad.
Assuming from the first that we were alone on the campus and in the
county, we began recruitment. Such an assumption was not unwarranted: the atomization and apathy of the student body and a towngown relationship that is more chasm than schism prompted us to pro-

at
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ceed as if we were the only McCarthy group arqund. WI:: ere unaware
that the Florida Conference of• Concerned DeJjnocrats
ha I established
;
a local nucleus around P,rofessor Emeritus Geprge Fox, ~ former cultural attache at the U. S. Embassy in Rome \\jho was thoroughly disgusted with perpetuation of worn-out Cold-,War policies by the U.S.
After emerging in January with an enthusiasti¢ rally for S~nator McCarthy in Miami, Concerned Democrats moved during the next two
1 months to organize a slate of 61 delegates.
.
, Like most liberal movements in Florida, Con~ned Democrats ,was
centered in Miami. The slate was led by Allap Milledge~ a youtlJful
lawyer unknown in Florida politics. Gainesville was repre,sented on the
slate by two professors' wives (one of whom happened to be the cochainmin of the county Democratic Executive jCommittee). and by a
retired management consultant who recently hatllost a bid for elect,ion .
to the city commission. Th~ delegates, Dr. For, and a few other academes were the Gainesville McCarthy for President organimtion at· the time the student group was forming. It wa~ not altogether inevitable that the two groups get together, in vie)v d,f the peculiar way university friendships have of"being isolated ac'cor~ing to academic discipline. We sort of bumped into each other during the word-of-mouth recruitment phase, quite unaware of each other's existence till then, and
we agreed to have lunch together. .
.
that
there
was
a
"town"
prganizati~JIl,
visions
of
With thek'nowledge
campaign war chests provided by affluent me~chants apd professors
appeared before us, along with visions of mass rallies with local political
bigshots speaking for :McCarthy, etc. That was before lunch. Then we
learned that the town organization;like ours, consisted of an extended
friendship n~twork. In the few days since Shaughnessy's visi~, however,
we had amassed a list of about fifty students'and ~. few faculty who were
ready to work for McCarthy. \Ve scheduled a nleeting on campus and
many of them came.
Our immediate problem was to avoid conflict with sUIPporters of
Robert Kennedy. As the end ot .March approached and the dleadline for
filing in the primary neared, most young Kennl:1dyites were ,convinced
that the McCarthy slate would be the rallying point for t~e anti-war
'liberal vote in Florida. \0\1e had been assured by our own stat~ organization that Kennedy was not planning to enter the Florida p~imilrY. To .
.have done so would have meant disaster for hilmself and ~1cCarthy,
llnsid_ering the electoral impotence. of Florida hberals. .NerertheI~ss,
w~ Were confronted at our first meetmg by Kennedy supporters' claIms
.
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that the New York Senator would in fact enter the Florida primary. As
Frank Zambito, a fellow political science student, p~t it, the session
degenerated into a debate "over how many liberals can stand on a
Florida palmetto." The McCarthyites were cqnvinced that there was
room' for only one. For the time being the Kennedy supporters ac·
quiesced. So we passed out the few bumper strips, buttons, and propa·
ganda we had and made plans' to blitz the campus. A sympathetic book
seller had let us set up a booth in .front of his store where hundreds of
students were buying books for the opening term. \In three days we
amassed lists of about 500 names of prospective volun'teers and gathered
in nickel and dime donations totaling more than $100.
Normally shy, Zambito could have given lessons to Lyndon on arm
twisting as he conducted running debates and cajoled twenty-five cent
donations or commitments to lick envelopes from prospective workers.
We had expected some student support but not of the depth and scope'
which we received in those days. The "rah" fraternity and sorority types
were signing up, not only because this year involvement was "in:' but
because they recognized in the McCarthy campaign an absence of
those elements in adult society so well synthesized in the popular song
of the day, "Hello Mrs. Robinson." There were earnest hippies, patheti.
\cally offering to stay out of sight but demanding a chance to work for
il\kCarthy. A graduate student, seeing our puny poster above the booth,
walked in a bee line across the busiest street in Gainesville, oblivious to
traffic. Pulling up in front of us, he said, "I have to write a dissertation
this term. Gimme a button." Then he parted with a $20 donation from
his fellowship.
.
In those days we were operating more or less out of my briefcase and
using as a base the telephone of a Johnson-supporting but fair~minded
professor. A group of medical students had taken over a mim<:ograph
somewhere in the labyrinth of the J. Hillis Miller Health Center. They
ran off our press releases, letters, and so on. The future physicians were
aa anomaly: they were in one of the most conservative states, and repre·
senting the most conservative profession; yet they seethed with McCarthy sentiment. Several students spent ldng hours tracking down a
sympathetic realtor. who permitted us the use, rent-free, of a vacant
store. as headquarters for the campaign. Common to the medical school
group as well as to others whO'were joining the cause. was a revulsion to
the Johnson style, a disgust with the war, and a hope that somehow the
seemingly tired American political system could be made to function
responsively.
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..At the start, none of us, who were responsible for
things were.
really convinced of the a~age that campaign v9lunteers must be put. to
work immediately. Of our original band, the lone membch with political experience.had slipped into the backgroulitd-he too ~as writing a
di,sserhition. Since the rest of us did not really know what"fe were going
to do next, how could we effectively assign tasks to volunte~rs? We took
do.wn names, addr~~ses, Ski.lls, then t:old v.~lu!Ilteers wJ would be "in
touch" sooor \Vhen we did manage to get 'in: touch, Jlohnson had removed himself from the race and, like a festeri~g thorn, had taken with
him the source of student disco.ntent. Our b~ttalion of five hundred
was reduced to a'dedicated company of about qne hundred. That, however, was for the future. For the present we were about to get our first
less,on in Realpolitik from the KeI?nedyites.
It is safe to say that, before we had been recruited to work for McCarthy, many Glf us would have gone either way-to McCarthy or
Kennedy, deperlBing on who got to us first. Most of us who knew any'thing about Flo~da's voters felt that McC~rthv would have more success because he was nQt perceived as a radical.:Kennedy, although engaging at the time in one of his cyclic shifts to the center, nevertheless
was shackled with the ~'outside agit~tor:' image of his Attorney General
days-at least in Florida. Nevertheless, had both men !entered the
Florida primary, it would have cleft the embryonic lib~ral ,community
and guaranteed a victory for Smathers, a victorY which 'Jollmson could
have intlrpre~ed as a mandate. After the first few days of or~nizing, our
small group had invested that quantum of ti~e and emQtion which
transforms the fence sitter into the true believer: Thus we \'-iere shocked
and angered when the campus newspaper trumpeted hintjs that Ken- ,
nedy would come to the university in a ~days. Irnplicit.'tas the indication that a Kennedy slate would enter the primary.
.
A series of negotiations with Kennedy's student group g<\lt nowhere.
"Our group is growing geometrically," said one of them. iVe learned
later that this meant they had four the day before and sixteen the next.
Sandy D'AIemberte, a young state legisla"tor and, like Milledge, a IvIiami
lawyer, was leader of the Kennedy forces in Florida. He a9d the rvfcearthy leadershi~ c?uld not get togeth.er. At t¥e urging ~f ,our Miami
office and at the mSlstence of our towmes, we !{ook no achon. ~Iahy of
the wavering McCahhy troops had beert demanding a mer~r: the two
candidates seemed so close on issues and together were so far from
Johnson. If they clashed in Florida it wou,ld mean the end of any chance
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for the South to utter a protest; for Florida was the only Southern state
with a primary.
With nothing resolved we spent the weekend grimly anticipating the
promised Kennedy Rally. The money was there, turned on at a spigot in
Washington: in contrast,to our treasury of widow's mites. Thelcampus
was smothered with posters, the most expensive rock group iJ,1 town was
hired, radio time was purchased by the hour. We had fears of our
grbwing army being charmed away by the form rather than the substance of a Kennedy happening. The rally was scheduled for April!. On
that day, too, were to appear our own newspaper ads announcing the
.opening of our headquarters. In a masterstroke of bad juqgrnent I sug...~gested we call it, in the ads at least, a "dump Johnson" headq\,larters to
rally all elements. Naturally the ads were placed before the weekend.
Most Americans must have dozed as their President plowed through·
his prose that last night of Marc}l. Then suddenly he became A Great
American and quit. Our ads the next day looked silly. But the rally of
our nascent opposition suffered more. In~tead of the late Senator, there ,
was a taped long distance phone call from Ted Sorenson. The call had .
Ibeen recorded about an hour before Johnson'S abdication the night
before. Needless to say, it was less than timely. We pressed on. It soon
was clear McOarthy was to be the only national candidate on the
Florid~ pri\nary ballot. This meant a battle solely with the state's
Democratic party establisbment, tough enough, but at least the liberalS
were not rent by a IV1cCarthy-Kennedy conflict.
In Florida there is little outside a few urban areas that resembles
machine politics. Only in such places as Miami and Tampa does the
party form ipto those coalitions of labor, ethnic groups, and liberal intellectuals which characterize Democratic politics elsewhere. -Instead
counties. Congressional districts, or cities, are ruled (in medieval style
by the prevailing laird-be he sheriff, Congressman, commissioner or, in
one case, bank president. The Smathers slate included them all. They
were smug. They had no need to campaign. An in(ormal network of
tax assessors, court clerks, peace justices, and spoils system public employees would quietly put out the word to the regulars. If past primaries
were any indication, Florida votet~ just did not seeII\ to care about participating in the presidential nominating process. This perhaps stems
from the kind of paternalistic care the party establishment h~s taken in
the past two elections to see that there is no confusion brought by the
prcseace of more than one slate on the ballot. This year, however, in
addition to the McCarthy slate and the Smathers favorite-son slate,
"
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t~ere was a joker in the pack: twice defeated gubernatorial candidate
and Democratic maverick Scott Kelly had filed an ideologically mixed
, bag of. delegates who were identified on" the primary ballot as the "No
Preference" slate. This meant they h~d no unit preference as to who
was the nominee. These were the choic~s fot Florida Democrats.
Like the three slates, the Florida that confronted the slates was
loaded with contradictions. At one time it had been considered Oljle of the le~st conservative of Southern states. Since World War II, there
has .been a massive influ~ of retirees, industrial farmers, and midd1e
income business families attracted chiefly by the aerospace boom. Extremism flowered and along with it a conserva.t.ive mood which tolerated tight extremism while condemning direct action fIDr civil rights.
There were pright spots, nonetheless. Daytona Beach elected a Negro
city commissioner a few years earlier. But a few'blocks away lives Rev.
Wayne Pouchet, the former syrupy salesman'qf t1?e radical right on
H. 1. Hunt's "Lifeline." The state's intransigent judiciary provide,d
Gideon vs. Wainwright-, a test case which resulted in the U.S. Supreme
Court's extending the right of counsel to thepoof. Yet it was the first
Southern state to convict a white man of.first-degree murder for killing
a Negro. In Sarasota there is a vicious dial-a-hate operatiop. There isalso New College, which is earning a reputation as one of the most
innovativ~ institutions' of higher learning in the country. In the 1964
presidential election Florida was the sixth most conservative state, giving Johnson a bare 51 %. And we thought McCarthy had a chance in
the primary.
.
'We hoped that.voter apathy might work for us in a slightly different
way than the party regulars planned. By mobilizil'lg voters ,who go into
the booth but normally do no.t bother to press the· presidential preference lever we thought ,we could spoil Smathers' p,lans. Another reason
for optimism was in the structure 0,£ the primary',s delega~e apportionment. Florida gives 37 at-large delegates to toe statewide winner.
Another 24 delegates are chosen within Congressional districts, two
, from each. Smathers might be deprived of delegates from the Miami
and Tampa areas. In addition, there was the ~prawling Sc::cond Congressional District which included both the University; of Florida in Gainesville at one end and Florida State University in TaHahassee at the other.
If a Children's Crusade ,could be mounted to effect in Flmidait ought
to be here. Unfortunately the growing conservatism of Florida is intensHied in that 2,-county district. Whereas all but one of the "counties
voted Democratic in 1960, in 1964 with Barry Goldwate~ calling for the
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wagons to be drawn in a circle and for the U.S. to "lob one into th
men's room pf the Kremljn," sixteen of tho~e couD$ies hearkened an
defected to Republican ranks. The average drop i\t the Democrati
presidential vote that year in the district was 21 %. Our strategy had t
beta concentrate on the two urban areas, Tallahassee and Gainesville,
and consider, any rural votes as money from home.
Following our modest but enthusiastic headquarters opening with a
town meeting, tht! McCarthy for President Committee was formed by
combining the student and town groups. The lone townie who attended
the meeting was Chester B. Chance, a young lawyer. Because he was
the' only non-university person, he was elected co-chairman.. I was
chosen as the other co-chairman, primarily because I happened to be
. one of the few students present who had a car. Later our steering com. mittee grew to include a number of professional people from the comt munity, but at the start it was an all-university show. The addition to
the 'steering committee of a -merchant, doctor, or school teacher-anyone not associated with the university-was ,cause for a press release
which said in eff~ct: "See, we aren't all eggheads!"
From the start, however, it was apparent that academia was pverrepresented and that two disciplines dominated the committee. Among
the'students the leaders consisted largely of political science and history
graduate students, with the former slightly heavier in representation.
Among the professors it was the reverse but still political science an.d
history. There are some obvious reasons for this: historians and political
scientists presumably have more familiarity with the arcane vocabulary
of politics and, because, of their professional interests, are used to sorti~g out the ~otsam ape jetsam in the daily waves of political informa·
tion with which thJ media flood the electorate. In the case of the
political science students I suspect there was a suppressed desire to hop
in and do hand, to hand combat with the microbes of politics after
watching their behavior under a microscope for so long. There were
others involved too, of course: a biochemist and his wife who earned
their political spurs with the California Democratic Clubs; a pediatri.
cian whose political heroes were Herbert Lehman and Franklin
Roosevelt (a fact not guaranteed to make him widely popular with his
professional coHeagues); a Negro laundry owner-operator; an eI}gineer.
ing professor whose wife and the Senator's wife,Abigail, were girlhood!
friends; the wife of a graduate student w!th su~h cqmmitment she put
her youngster in a nursery for the duration of the campaign so she could
supervise the canvassing effort.
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From our tiny treasury we purchased' voter rolls for a couple of pre- .
dncts and began pho~ing Democrats. The pU11pose of this was to
identify Democrats wh<;J either were undecided or mildly C!:ommitted to
supporting McCarthy. Because of lohr limited manpower we wrote off
the rest. If a voter showed interest he received apacket of propaganda a
few days later. Our mail bill, $3 a day, was enormous compared to our
resources. The phone canvass also provided a read[ing on Florida voter
apathy. Nearly three quarters of those contacted, said tliley were undecided as close as a month before the election. This hel<il up through
the hause-to-house canvass and in the finafphone e.ffort on election eve
and election day. From the results it appears that the decision for most
voters was made as they drew the curtain behind them in ~he booth or
not at all. Only 62 % of the D'emocrats who voted in the primary voted
in the presidential contest. Why should they both~r? Florida's Democratic party elite had been..making decisions for the, rank and file for so
. long it was a hard habitto break.
The people who were trying to break the habit were a unique lot.
Gainesville liberals andt I suspect, their counterparts throughout the '
I South try to mak~ up in ubi(~uity what they lack in nUE·bers. This.
means that the same faces could be seen around the tables t civil rights
meetings, school bond issues committees, progressive ch rch groups
(there are some), and campaign committees for candidate~of a ~iberal
persuasion. It means that in the last week of the PFimary~ampaign, a
steering committee member :was so busy addreSSing.. himse f to several
other c~itical issues in letters to the editor that he nege1e ted to send
one for McCarthy. It means that conviction overruled t e practical
considerations of seeking votes in a racist white electoratie so that a
delegate was arrested (and duly identified as a McCarthy de1eg~te in '
the press) in a civil rights demonstration. In l:\n absurd example, it
means that one worker's sense of public duty to view,te1evilion's Public
Broadcast Laboratory (so it will get good ratings) ~verrod!e a duty to
attend'Sunday campaign meetings. The ultimatejeffect of aU tlrts is that
the "enemy" has an easy time because its consfituency takes cues on
~sues according to the cast of surrounding, characters. Candidate A
may b~ an unknown but if Mrs. X is publicly working for him it will be
known that he supportsissue~ 1,2, and 3 and opposes 4 and 5. This is
not to say that frequently Southern liberals do not engage in the same
kind of shorthand identification. But given the assumed differences in
sophistication between the liberal and conservative constituencies,dhis
cue-takiFlg appears to have a deleterious effect, on the progressives.

I
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Another effect was financial.. Gainesville's liberals had! beeh bled by so
many causes and caJildidates earlier in the year that, although they 'were.
as deeply committed to the McCarthy campaign as to any other, their'
resources were drained.
Midway through the two-month campaign there was a statewide
meeting in Orlando. Nancy Adams, the attractive executive secretary
of the state campaign committee, crisply and efficiently told countY
leaders where they were supposed to be in terms of campaign phases.
Coffers should have been overflowing with donations from McCarthy
teas' and cocktail parties. Thetdoor-to-door canvass should have been
underway, and' a complete file should have been developed on all
re~istered Dem~crats from the telephone survey. And so on. If the
county reports that followed Miss Adams' breakdown were any indication, McCarthy should have carried the state. All were of course over·
optimist,ic, prol)ably because we were all new to Florida politics. Never·
theless some great. news came out of the Orlando meeting: Senator
McCarthy would campaign in Florida. He planned to swing down the
slate for two days shortly after the Nebraska primary. A Democratic
presidential candidate 6f national stature had not campaigned for dele·
gates in Florida in twelve years..
"
The first hint of how the campaign was to be treated by the press
came in the' way the announcement was played down-page iC was
'about av~rage.· Although the Gainesville paper die¥- frontpage the
story, it was the exception. Even when McCarthy Itoured Florida,
drawing sizable crowds, the stories were played insid~. Televisipn reporters focused on the isolated hippies in the crowds. iNewspapermen
noted in every story that much of tIle crowds were umder 21 years of
age. The.press was chiming in with the Democratic establishment of
Florida.
'
Besides not taking the McCarthy campaign seriously in its news
columns the papers argued in their editoria~s that Smatlilers' slate would
"make the best deal" for Florida at the national convention. Even the
progressive St. Petersburg Times shoved aside its obvious doubts about
Vietnam and its antipathy for Smathers to urge suppbit for Florida's
Finest. The Times noted that this was the slate of Claude Pepper and
Sam Gibbons, the state's lonely nberaJs in the Congressional delegation. On the right, The Orlando Sentinel reminded its,readers that the
Smathers slate included Haydon Burns, Florida's ex-gOVernor, and Don
Fuqua, North Florida Congressman, both arch-consdvatives. Among
the state's major dailies, only dovish John Knight, Rublisher of the
I
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Miami Herald, declined to e1?,smathers. Presumably :he might
have
supported McCarthy
but
•
.
.

their disagreement
on II domestic
.
'
I Competing for national atte tion with Oregon's primary, which fell
on the same day, and with California's, which came a week later, the
Florida' campaign was lost in the news. Despite the canvassing effort,
McCarthy's visit to the state, and such news as local organizations
. could make on their own, many voters probably remained unaware that
they would have a chance ,to participate in' the nominatiIllg procesS'
, themselves instead of simply giving a proxy to the politicians. In Florida
as elsewhere McCarthy paid a further penalty for what one observer
has called "operating outside the constraints of'the old politics." When
the crusade bega.n in December, the press refused to take it'seriously.
Then came the victories in New Hampshire and \Visconsin, and Johnspn's abdication-a direct result of the McCarthy campaign. Yet the
press was committed to its prediction. With the exception' of al fewl
independent columnists, the press scrambled to make its prophecy selffulfilling. The victories were hollow, the malaise in the:political system
only transitory, said the papers. Amazingly, however, McCarthy senti- .
ment grew in the polls.
'
Roberto Ibarguen, a history graduate student, was our chairman for.
the northeast Florida boondocks. At county party ralll~s in the scrub
counfry he and a handful of students passed out literature. Frequently
one of our band went along to speak for McCarthy. Invarial1ly on returning to Gainesville, Roberto would remark on the polite lack l of •
interest with which he,had been reGeived: "It's Wallace Country." On
electionday, however, some 7,274 rural voters in our area pulled the
McCarthy lever. They did it with little or no prompting firom our .
organization and with precious little exposure to the qImpaign in the
F10rida media. As the returns came in on May 28 a cheer went up at
headquarters as the McCarthy slate carri~d Micanopy. This ris a tiny
farm community about fifteen miles south of Gainesvil~. It is even bypassed by the major north-south highWay of central Flcprida, U.S. 441.
Micanopy's sole claim to sophistication is a modest Cebter of Modern
Art. Net .McCarthy drew 64 votes there against 48 for Sm.athers and 15
for Kelly's maverick slate. No one had been ringing doorbel,ls for
McCarthy; no rallies had been staged (0 mobilize Mi~anopmns~ Yet
somehow the message got through'.
•
Where the message did not get through was in the ghetto. Although
Negro voting registration in Gainesville is notoriously, low despite a
~sues.
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black populati.on of about 25%, we had to rule out any rrgistration drive
because of time and manpower limitations. Our plan. was to canvass
Negroes just as we canvassed elsewhere, relying. on oUr't, lephone survey
first, then following up with house calls. On electioQ day we, would
attempt a house-to-house shotgun effort in the hard;core ghetto. In
middleclass Negro sections canvassers were well received. In the ghetto,
however, where there are few registered voters to begin with, apathy was
stunning. S!nce telephones are scarcer there, we reasoned that many
potential voters for McCarthy were not identified because we had not
reached them by the phone canvass. We hoped to find tpem on election
day when we w~nt indiscriminately from house to house. Some professionally done minority group campaign literature had finally arrived
a f~w days before the primary. We thoughti it could be used Ito good
effect in the ghetto. While our election day callback to McCarthy supporters w~s gding on, as many of us as Were available, I think about
thirty or so, went into the ghetto. The shock came with ,the returns.
Although McCarthy carried one Negro precinct, he lost in ~nother,
hurt chiefly by a light vote in the presidential race. The response of a
fiftyish man with whopl I unsuccessfully pleaded to come to the polls
;.vas typical: The bulk of his small disability check-his sole source of
income-went for rent of his neat but dilapidated home. He 'said, "1
voted for Roosevelt. I voted for Truman. I voted for Stevenson and for
Kennedy and· for Johnsan. I voted for them all. They all said they
were going to do something for us, but it didn't do no gool I ain't
voting no more."
It also is probable that a runoff for the Senatorial nomination be·
tween former Governor Leroy Collins and state Attorney General Earl
Faircloth hurt. Campaigning on "law and order," Faircloth struck a
chord among lower-middleclass voters. In- one p~ecinct of that income
group there was a 96% turnout for the Senate race, with Faircloth
topping the liperal Collins by two to one. While the presidential race,
drew only ~ 66% turnout, the vote also went two to one in'favor of
Smathers o~er McCarthy. '
:
The statiewide returns in Florida show we took a stomping. The
Smathers stalking horse sla~ got just $hort of half the tota~ vqte. Mc·
Carthy, holwever, did manage to pick up four delegates f~P3 South
'Florida, th~s preventing a Smathers sweep. Unlike other pri ,aries in I
which a ca,rnbined anti-establishment vote might be interpre ed as a I
mandate fqr change, this was not th~.case in, Florida. The McCarthy
slate polled close to '29% and the maverick Ke~ly slate got! abo~t 25%,

.
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denying Smathers a majority. But the meaning of Kelly's votes is unclear.By his own admission, Kelly's slate includes supportdrf of Johnson, Humphrey, Kennedy, and George Wallace. Thus the Kelly vote,
though probably a protest of sorts, cannot be married ideologically to
McCarthy's. Still the McCarthy campaign in Florida cannot The written
off as a defeat.
.
One dimension of the New Politic;; is involvemen~, and in that
sense the campaign was a success, even in Florida. B~side$· drawing
yqung Floridians into political work, the campaign may'well ~ave been
the force which caused a greater percentage of Florida Derno~rats who
went to the polls to participate in the presidential nominatiob than at
any time in the past twelve years. Compared to the t<?tal number of .
Democrats who voted in the primaries of 1956, 1960, and 1964, the
presidential vote was consistently low. Even a primary battl~: between
Estes Kefauver and Adlai Stevenson in 1956 elicited a vote from only
53% of the turnout. With Smathers heading a favorit~ son 'slate unopposed.in 1960 and Johnson's. slate unopposed in 1964, the presidential primary vote dropped to 34 and 35% of the tmjnbut.. But the
presidential vote of 1968 rose to 63% of the most hotly contested race,
the Faircloth-Collins contest.'
.
Without more data and a more thorough analysis it is impossible to
infer from this that the McCarthy grass roots campaign was solely. responsib~e. Other factors also were at work. For the first tiple, tllle gubernatorial race did not coincide with the presidential contest, Florida .
having shifted its governor's race to non-presidential years after 1964; In
addition, the nascence of the Republican Party in Flo:rida'may have
caused voting Democrats to participate more widely in the nominating
process. Furthennore such g:ross data as those cited above tend to be
somewhat unreliable because they deal with aggregates rather than with
the people who compose them. Despite all of this it may be well that
the change in voting was brought about'by,the presence ofa c:andidate
w~ose campaign from the outset has been ba~ed on returning to the
people control ?f th~ political sys.tem. PoJitical paternalism iIll. Florida
m~y have receIved Its most tellmg assault yet from the MlcCarthy
C3mfaign.
'
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(Stanley R. Mave~ty
The McCarthy Campaign in O'regon: Thb Euphoria
of the Ine~perienced Ooing the Impossible
OUT WHERE INTERSTATE 5 runs through Eugene, Oregon, and for a mile
or two changes its name to Franklin Boulevard, they're building a new
motel: "The Maverick, Opening Soon." It could be a political symbol.
Oregon is notable for mavericks, and here Eugene McCarthy was "the
man the people found."
The campaign in Oregon no doubt-originated with some hard thinking .by cool professional- heads. After the first headquarters were establis.hed, however, cal~s came .in from people who had never before taken
part in politics. A doctor in John Day, Oregon, a town of 1500, set up
a headquarters and pought his own McCarthy billboard. In Baker a
housewife established a McCarthy headquarters in a tent since no build,
ing was available. A lady history professor at Eastern Oregon College
set up the McCarthy headquarters in LeGrande with the help 00
former Republi~n coun!y official and of the President of the ~tpIdent
8ody, formerly the ,ChaIrman of the Eastern Young Repubhcans of
Oregon. One worker looking back on the campaign said, "Most of
these headquarters were self-starting as hell."
'.) The Astorll! group in the northwest corner of the state had an e~th~·
siasm all its own. Tugboats displayed their sign, "Fishermen for M~
Carthy." The McCarthy Astorians conducted a door-to-door campaign
in areas so thinly populated that the canvassers rode horseback. This
group, though self-reliant, wanted some supplies from state headquarters. To demonstrate their need they mairufa9tured their own cam~
paigrI buttons out of bottle caps, painted and fitted with a crude pin.
To, one of the workers in Eugene it was "a pretty crude affair, but
beautiful!"
With his oWn money a Portland lawyer bought a minute of radio
time to explain why he was for McCarthy. A man who came into the
Eugene headquarters said he traveled up and down the coast on business and would like some handouts. He got his handouts, contributed
$100, and did not bother to leave his name. In the Portland area alone,
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at least a thousand people volullteered their seryices. O~eil the headquarters was embarrassed because there was not' enough work to go
around. On one 09casion 3,000 fund-raising letters had to be sent out on
very short notice. Fifty of t~e people who liad telephbnecl in were
asked to pick up the letters at five o'clock and get them back before
noon the next day. Of the fifty who called\ fifty. agreed; and of the
fifty who agreed? not one failed to do the job-befote the deacInine.
'. In Oregon as well as nationally the McCarthy movemeqt has attracted a variety of supporters, among them, curiously ebough, Goldwater people who, according to one worker, like McCa~thy "because
he's sincere." And McCarthy's success in Oregon does show lilis ability
to get Republican votes. In Portland, Republicans called in every day
requesting instructions on changing registration. In fact, a woman who
had been answering such calls~UddenlY remembered, ''I'd better go do
that myself." She was not al ne: two other women w0rking in the
Portland headquarters were Iso disenchanted Republicans. In the
election the Republican vote f r McCarthy was heavy, both because of
such changes in.registration and by trteaits of write-ins.
Housewive,s were active everywhere. In Corvallis, hOII1le of'Oregon
State University, and in Ashland, home of a summer Shakespeare festival, the headquarters were established and manage? by hpusewives. In
Eugene a single bake ~ale netted $600. In Oakridge it was a housewife
for McCarthy who gave the town its first political headquarters: the
mayor dropped in for the opening, and it became a minor historical
occasion. But the location of the Salem headquarters C041d have been
asymbol 'of McCarthy's over-all campaign: on one side Ij)f the former~.
butcher shop was the U.S. Marine Recruiting Office, 0* the other a
very psychedelic poster shop.
'
,
The young were also active and everywhere. A man phoned in from
Pendleton and promptly became the Umatilla County representative.
This "man," it turned out, was a junior in a Pendleton' high school.
.. Indeed, the role of young people in the McCarthy campaign was and is
one of its distinctive aspects-even if it is exaggerated ~ the public
imagination. Obviously they have contributed what they could: energy,
persistence, and a high degree of mpbility. In the last !phase of the
campaign hundreds of students from Washington, Idaho, and Mon-.
tana poured into the state to canvass. In Portland eight hundred p'eople
volunteered accommodations, frequently including meals. One man
and wife came in and said they could take three or four workers, then
changed their .minds and said seven. When seven' arrived, their own
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seven children slept on the living-room floor so that the workers could
have beds. A Portland physician, Dr. James Van Pelt, volunteered with
other dpctors to give these out-of-state students whatever medical attention they needed. Since the group had the look of the Children's
Crusade, the fact that Dr. Van Pelt was a pediatrician was duly noted.
One young veteran from the Wisconsin campaign drove out alone to
the state headquarters and asked for work. He was given the job of
making financial arrangements with local printers for tampaign literature. According to those in charge, his,handling of the $7°,000-$80,000
budget was better than that of a professional since whenever necessary
he worked late into the night. The same mobility ·and enthusiasm
charac\erized Oregon students after the primary: Even though l it was
just before final exams, hundreds went south to work in the California
campaign.
In Lane County forms were mimeographed for statewide distribution' giving i~structions to Republicans who wantep to change their
registration. l-ligh school and college students diligently went through
50,000 copies cr-ossing out a word which had mistakenly been inserted.
Skip Bracken, a young Negro, was in charge of the campaign in Port·
land's Albina District. Early in the campaign, young canvassers found
a housewife there preparing dinner, so they helped her clean the fish
while they told her about Eugene McCarthy. The University of Oregon
headquarters had a sign, "Eugene McCarthy is a Groovy Trip," and
when the Senator was greeted in the rain by the largest crowd ever to
assemble at Eugene's Mahlon Sweet Aiq>ort, one supporter held a
"Make the Gene Scene!" placard. She was a grey-haired lady-:-yes, in
tennis shoes!
. Despite the ranga..,.of active participants-students, teachers, profes'sional men, housewiv~ rich and poor, young and old~even during the
two weeks when the national organization came into the state for the
final push, there was a minimum of jealousy and almost no .jockeying
for real or imagined prestige. Professor Allman provided this article's
.tIe ' hen he described the spirit of the entire operation as "the eu·
phori of the inexperienced doing the impossible."
e week before the election the Senator toured the state, doing the
al things in order to meet people and be seen by them. He rode a
re engine once and a canoe twice. He seemed to enjoy a McCarthy
breakfast ip Springfield, in spite or because of 'soffi,e noisy, freewheeling
children. He went to Salem to speak to the Poor People's Marchers. As
elsewhere, his presence in Oregon was a remarkable combination of
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composure and wit. He was at his best fielding questions air meeting
the unexpecte~. After a speech t~,the Portla~d ?i~ Clu.,~., with ~ime ~or
only one quesflOn, a man asked, Kennedy IS wmnmg the !pnmanes,
- and Humphrey is winning all the delegates: so what i~ your ~trategy?"
The Senator looked amused for a moment, then answered, "When the
time comes, the waters will part and we cap walk oveli dry-sq.od to the
Promised Land."
i
In Eugene he spoke to 7,500 in a many-doared basketballicourt. He
had just started to speak when a large d<;>g got on, t~e pl~form and
walked slowly towar~ the Senator. He stopped speaking, turned to
~ook at the dog, then incorporated~i~so skillfully into his speech that
It looked planned. A stud'ent fpund the dog on the call1pus the next day
and initiated him into the movement by pinning a ;well-earned McCaIilhy button to hi~ collar. It is alleged that during this same speech a
policeman stationed in one of theaisles spontaneously an~ ahnost hypnotically announced, as if he had been addressed personally, "Well, you
got my vote."
in his unpublished analysis of the Ore on campaign and primary,
Steven E. Deutsch has noted, "The po sad most national media continued throughout the campaigq. to gi e .ennedy a lead, although in
the final days the evidence was that it w u be close.l' On the night bf
May 28 the figures were: McCarthy, 45%; Kennedy, 39%;1 Johnson,
12%; and Humphrey, as a write-in, 3%. (The ballots, print~d long in
advance, named Humphrey, and Humphrey alone, for renomination to
the Vice Presidency. Here, the Veep did much better:) And in the-",-:~
. Eugene Hotel ·a crowd made up mainly of young l people who "had'· ."-: ..
worked hard and refused to believe the polls stood around with dazed
smiles-rather like Dustin Hoffman and Katharine /Ross in the final,
back-of-the-bus shot in The Gr~duate.
;
But no one can remember the vicfory oe'May 28 witho,ut also remembering the assassinatiop in Los Angeles a week later. Probably
everyone re~alls now, and always will recall, the pre~ise circQmstances
when he first heard about the death of Bobby KenneOy. No doubt, too,
we all remember various instances of what turned_out to be prophetic
irony. On the day of the California primary the Eugejne Register Guard
had the headline, "Do or Die Effort in California." fA day or two later
Newsweek .appeared. Among- the letters to the ed~tor was one- from
Jack D. Stevens, written during the enthusiasm im~ediately following
McCarthy's Oregon victory (which Newsweek had certainly not
anticipated) :

an
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Your "R. F. K.: Up, Up, and Away?" cover of May 20 has a sequel. On
May 25 Senator Kennedy spoke at the Rex 'Putnam High School in
Milwaukie, Oregon. A .large balloon broke loose and slowly floated
upward. All eyes followed it, including those of the'Senator, who said
with almost a sigh: "Sometimes 1 wish 1 were a balloon." The balloon
drifted to the rafters and broke with a loud bang. The audience sat in
stunned silence until R. F. K. quipped, "I wonder if that has any
special significance?"

To McCarthyites who had worked hard and long against the tremendous thru~t and charisma of the Kennedy campaign, who had felt the
tug of that magnetic personality as he told them that they should follow
him since he was politically viable and held the same goals and was
working against the same enemies as McCarthy':""for those who had
worked so hard against him, suddenly their victory was turned to grief.
In still another way the McCarthy victory in Oregon was made bitter.
After the results were in, NBC television carried an interview in which
Humphrey was asked about the Oregon primary. His answer was that
whiIJ Kennedy and McCarthy had been exhausting themselves for
thirty-five delegate votes, he had quietly picked up one hundred. But
the implications of Humphrey's remark and campaign are about to be
pitted • against the results
of our having. done the "impossible" in .
el
Oregon-and elsewhere.
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Beulah Roth
California: There's a Man in

My

Future

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS have changed considerably since I was a'child.
Looking back at the gaggle of Ptesidents through those years until nQW,
only two seem to be in direct fdcus. From my view from the bridge, as
it were, Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Rooseve1t stand out as though
none had come before them, and certainly none after.
'
But wait, I'm beginning to dip my toes into politics because I'm in
love with a wonderful man! His name is Eugene ~IcCarthy. H it hadn't
been for him I might still be a know-nothing lily of the field deprived
of that great joy of using my voice (sometimes soprano, sometimes alto)
with others to make a great big noise.
'
There were years when I couldn't make a sound at all, politically, that
is. I was an expatriate American living in Europe, tob far gone for an
absentee ballot. A Beverly Hills registered voter ~ho wasn'tt there. My
house was, though. And the Georgian chairs. And the lemon tree. But
I had to depend upon the Paris Herald and the Rome' American for 'a
short garbled account of what I most 'wanted to know. There is an unwritfen law'for Americans living abroad (at least! assumed ~here was)
about discussing any politics, Ours or theirs. MlY French anq Italian
friends politically aware of their own countries'. problems hwere even
more aware of ours.. Oh, how they tried to involv~ me in a polemic, but
Iremained stalwart, and continued to s~p my Pernpd.
Then tarough a series of events too disagreeable to discuss, I came
back to my beloved country, only to find it involvW in a series of events
too disagreeable to discuss. One afternoon, deeply depressed by the sordid situation, I looked for solace in a very special itype of Greek olive to
be found only on a certain side street in Rome and, mirabile dictu, in
a Greek delicatessen on Pico Boulevard in Los A~geles. I was offered a
cup of coffee in a gesture of welcome. When, I h~d finished with those
two ounces of noxious syrupy brew, I noticed th~ owner staJI'ing at me
greedily. "Your future, madame. I can read it in t~e coffee residue. Turn
the cup upside down .and we'll see." This is a v~ry Gre(fk cl!lstom, but
,beware, there may be a ~assandra in your cup! Fortunately l!1ine held
those very beautiful words: ·"1 see a tall, handsome, intelligent man in
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your future." The word «rich" was omitted; but who'was I to quarrel
with so toothsome a prospect? "In a moment~ I will tell you his name.
, 'Or, how: you say? His initials?" And there they were, highly legible in
coffee grounds spread along the inside of the cup: E.M.: E.M.? I thought
of all the crossings I had made on the Liberte and the lIe de France', on
'the Super Chief, on Flight 1 to New York, on the Rome-Paris Express.
Was it possible that I had met this E.M.? Ellis Montague? Enrico Mat·
tie1i? Edward' Molyneux? The thought troubled me for a long time;
then like all prophecies, this one fermented in my subconsCious. Sud·
denly, it was dear that my Greek seer's prediction meant Eugene ¥cCarthy. I
Euge~e McCarthy was definitely in l1).y present, and I had to make
.sure he would be in my future. r admi i~d everything about him: ~is
principles, his courage, his background, ut mOst of all, his rhetoric. It
was ,Miss Cora M. Barber, my English t acher in Brooklyn, N.Y., who
voted fOll a man,lnot on his record, but 0 his rhetoric. She insisted that
a man who split his infinitives and dangle his participl~s was not wprthy
of even a spare room in the White Housfj Ruthlessly, she gave Al Smith
a D, Calvin Coolidge a C minus, Herbe" Hoover a C, and Warren G.
Harding.3 mark somewhere in the mid' Ie of the alp:habet. I have no
doubt that Miss Cora M. Barber, were sh still on this lower level, would
not only have given Eugene McCarthy <Ii A in English; but she would
have added a plus for his record.
Abouta month before the California' rimary elections I became one
of the unsung heroines of any political c mpaign-a volunteer worker.
McCarthy G~mpaign Headquarters ban ers appeared on vacant stores
all over the city, like mushrooms after a hot damp summer. The cow·
ard's way out was to work some place near my home, but I chose an
area quite a distance away because they were short of help in that district. Until recently the Beverly and Fairfax quarter was almost 100%
Jewjsh, now the ratio has changed to 80% Jewish and 20% Hippie. An
unlikely brotherhood, but highly compatible. Pot roast mingles with
pot. Kosher neon signs blink harmoniously with,psychedelic lights. Old
men with beards discuss weather and war with young men with beards.
Flower children share the sidewalk with Jewish housewives. )The Free
Press shares the newspaper stand with The Daily ForWard, and The
Jefferson Airplane and the Mommas and the Poppas sing duets with
Richard Tucker and Jan Pierce. Oh, Fairfax Avenue is a wonderful
.place!
And so was Senator McCarthy's headquarters, because the wonder·
I'
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. ful people on that wonderful street helped in e~ery way they knew to
insure McCarthy's success in the primary. I coulq write a som~et to 'their
. devotion to licking stamps and ringing doorbells. A lot of'money was
collected there too. Working men's money. Pensioners' mon~y. Butch-'
ers'money. Synagogue money. Love-In money. Tightly budgeted household money. It was all given with such love and such deyot~oIi that I
could hardly see to write out a receipt because of the tears in my eyes.
Yes, they all wanted a receipt. .
.
The atmosphere in the'Westwood Village campaign headquarters
was quite different. The zeal and dedication were the same b1.ilt the cast
of characters ~hanged. Volunteers herewere college students, educators,
and upper-mfddleclass housewives from Brentwood, Bel Air~ and Beverly Hills. Then,. of course, busloads of students from campuses jin
Northern California came down to help with the workload of starrtping, addressing, telephone answerin~, and dooJ1bell ringing. There"always seemed to be a deadline or a printing crisi$, a misspelled name, a
Ichange ,of date, and a lack of funds. The grownup volunteers were
imaginative and resourceful, but a s:p1all eleven year old boy who came
in one day suprised everyone with his ingenuity. i
It was a Saturday morning early in May. I 'was struggling with the
ribbon on the ancient Smith Corona I was usiqg. Worn to a shred in
the center, brand new on the edges, it refused
move to the right or
the left. Suddenly a .small hand reached over imy shoulder, touched
s,omet~iI?-g in the innards of the machine.. ~Airacu~ously, the ribbon went
on it~meny way as typewriter ribbons were meant to do. "Anything
else I can do? I wantto ~elp:' asked the hand. I~ belonged to a boy certainly no older than eleven, an age which finds putting tacks on chairs
- and rubber lizarlls on desks a nice way to spend a Saturday mornIng.
"Anyone need ~elp?" I announced. There was no reply except a suggestion from a nearby fellow-volunteer, sotto voce, that the boy was a
mini-agent provocateur sent by the. Nixon people to undermine our
operations. But EtfiaI Longstreet, almost drowb,.ed ir papeFs and ,lists
on the balcony, needed help badly, even from' an agent provocateur.
She delegated him t~lsome simple sorting, part tif a major operation of
determining from lo~g lists of names WHO was to receive an invitation.to the recepti~n for Eugene McCarthy at:the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Newman. Names had to be chosen on the bflSis of importance, affiuence, and political affiliation. T~ey !then had to be alphabetized faultlessly, and arranged according to iip code and city. Finally,
, the enve!opes had to be addressed and the invitations mailed. The job
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needed a staff of ten experienced workers, and an Ethel had was one
little boy. But just as he had worked the'miracle on my typewriter, so
he accomp~ished another for Ethel. In a few minutes lIe had devised a
system which would facilitate the procedure for her. Then, quietly, in
a corner, he went to work himself. For the first'time ih that headquarter's history the invitations went out correctly az on time. The Paul
. I
N ewmans' party was a great success.
Film stars like Paul Newman, Barbara Bain, artin Landau, Barbm,
Streisarid, Walter Matthau, Jill St. John, Myrna Loy~ John Forsythe,
Carl Reiner, and so many others, are dedicated to Senator McCarthy
and his ideals. Mo~e like the "people next door" than ~ver before, ~ey
may even counteract the bad reputation Hollywood 'a~tors have had
ever since one of them, a bad one, became Califor~ia'~ governor.
And the film stars really helped us when we McC~rthy supporters
went into the night club business. 'Eugene's' was called a discotheque
to be chic, but actually it was an old-fashioned nigh~ dub with newfashioned music. There were some psychedelic light efifects, too, wl1ich
were rio good for the astigmatic customers, McCarthyites or npt. The
rash of celebrities at 'Eugene's' was so constant that soon tablereservations became as hard to get as third row center Jor thl;: Bolshoi Ballet.
Situated in the heart of Beverly Hills in a room graciQusly turned over
to us by the Beverly Hills Club, it became a Mecca fori visiting tourists.
People who had no more sense of social significance than my dog, gladly
paid the cover charge just to get a glimpse of Barbra Streisand. When
we added up those $5 bills, we found that Eugene McCarthy did more
business than Disneyland.
Through the inevitable grapevine of rumors which circulate among
tourists in ;hotel lobbies, two very la-de-da gentlemen from London
came to 'Eugene's' (THE place to see! So typically American!). If they
were expecting topless waitresses or worse, they were illifor a disappointment. But they were most amused by the unorthodox manner of raising
money for a Presidential candidate. And though we were "Yanks," they
were "terribly impressed." In a typically British way, "terribly kpressed" was an understatement, for it was the evening, now historic,
when James Baldwin, Bill Styron, and Ossie Davis stood in front of the
microphones and "told it like it was." The British gentlemen left wearing McCarthy buttons on their-Savile Row coats, and something tells
me that they still have them on, walking down Park Lane or lunching
at the Savoy.
Personally, I prefer bumper stickers. You never know. whom you are
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literally going to run into. It is"always somebody ~ice. In a way, a McCarthy bump'er-sticker pick-rip is one of the be~t ways to meet people.
Even bett.er than computerized mating. At least you start out having
one thing in common. And polit~cal compatibility can lead to's0¥Iething else. Some of my nicest frie~ds were bUmpeI;-s.~ickerpick-ups in
department store parking lots. One of them is a lady"'of a (::ertain age"
whose Rolls Royce was parked next to my Buick at Bullock's vVilshire.
Not only was, there a Mc~arthy sticker on her bump~r, all four doors
of the classic chariot were decorated with the l~rge flower decal which
had become the McCarthy insignia. We looked at each other with understanding, for the parking lot at Bullock's Wilshire was a notorious
NiXon stronghold.
.
"I was wondering,:' said my new friend," if you think my skirt is too
short." It was short. Not ostentatious. But it was short. "I really don't
Qlre," '"She added, "the shorter the skirt, the more likely we are to have
.peace." Her explanation intrigued me. It was based on a theory that
there is a direct relationship 'between the rise and fall of wOl\nen's hemlines and' wars, depressions, floods, and ether unpleasan~ disasters.
I.2ter that day, all through that night,'and again the following morning, •
arhyme percolated -in my head. Here it is, dedicated to Eugene McCarthy (who is a good poet) with the hope.thathe finds it af{lusing:
Cassandra, is it long or short?
What crisis has your seamstresswrought?
A rising hem forestalls disaster
A lowered one will bring it faster.
A centimeter here and there
Added by Pauline Trigere
A little inch, a mere'concession
May escalate a world depression.
Chanel, Courreges and. Molly Par~is
May your cuttings faU.upon us! "
If longer skirts are a prediction
(According to a fact or fiction)
Of coming famines, wars or stri~es.
Holocausts and broken dikes,.
Let this lady's kneecaps show
Keep my hemline on the-go,
And Peace will come, so say-the seers,
If ¥cCarthy holds' the tailot's shears.
I
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WHATEVER HAPPENS TO THE POLITICAL FORTUNES of Eugene McCarthy
. in Chicago in late August, the impact of his decision to become a 1968
Presid~ntial candidate will be felt in John M. Bavey~s Kingdom of
Conneclicut for years to come. "'Gone are the days of blind loyalty to
the party organizations:' says an experienced Hartford reporter, "and
. gone with them is the feeling of trust among Democrats." Bailey's
Knights gaze at each other uneasily across the Round Table. Too many
fances were broken in the spring tournaments. Too many of the challengers refused tp abide by Camelot's rules.
Those challengers first gathered together hlst winter to draw up their
own rules, soon after Senator McCarthy's November 30 deClaration of
availability. Driven to action by their opposition to the Vietnam war
and by their anger'over Black poverty, their response to his declaration
was immediate. Throughout December small groups began to meet in
Hartford ,and West Hartford, in New Haven and Woodbridge, in
Westport and GFeenwiq:h~n New Britain. Those iIi a~tendance were
middle-aged liberals left over from the New Deal, former Stevenson
volunteers who had infiltrated the Democratic 'organization after th~
disappointments of 1952 and 1~56, and Kennedy fans tired of waiting.
More import~ntly, there were tlozens of the young, ready to give pOo'
litical action a try.
Leadership was soon vested jn the Reverend Joseph Duffey, a Protestant te,acher at the Hartford Seminary, and Mrs. Anne Wexler, wife
of a successful Westport doctor. Both in their early forties, dedicated
and tireless, this pair emerged as a new force on the Democratic scene
in Connecticut. D~ffey is quietly eloquent, politically adept~ skillful at
reconciliatio.n. Apne Wexler is perceptive and toughminded, and she
has a smiling, handy charm. By the time a national McCarthy for President organization had been set up in Washington, the Senator's Con·
necticut suppdJ:ters were already organized and arming for six months
of joustjng with the man who is not only Chairman of the Democratic
State Committee but, since 1960, National Chairman as well.
Some of us had first jousted with John Bailey in 1952 when we
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fonned the Volunteers for Stevenson in Cotmecticut: This· was my
first exposure to him. I had a certain status as a Connecticut Yankee
when I was called to his attention in the Stev~nson campaign, and for
this my ancestors deserve some credit. One of f4hem settled in Norwalk
in the 1660's,' another entered the U.S. Senate in the 1830'S, and my
grandfather served as a State Senator a~ Hartford in the 1880's before
going on to Washington as Grover Cleveland's Commissioner of Patents. I was born in Norwalk, graduated from Yale, and returned to New
. Haven in 1949 to pursue a career in book publishing.
In addition, to this Yankee background, m~ Democratic Party credentials included a camRajgn stint for FDR iln Boston in 1940 and,
along~with FDR, Jr: anla Yale classmate, Jonathan Bingham, now a
Bronx CQiIgressman, I participated in the abortive New York 1948
scheme to secure the Democratic Presidential nomination fIn, first,
'Dwigpt..Eisenhower, and, second, Paul Doug~s. Those who went as
far ~ the Philadelphia convention of that year with these bizarre goals
in mind included Jacob Arvey from Chicago" Mayor William O'Dwyer .
of New York-and Connecticut's new State ChairmaJ;l, John M. Bailey.
It was the last time the King failed to identify the party's national nominee well in advance of the convention. In 1960 his headstart was, of
course, notable, and led to his elevation to the National Chairmanship
of the Party, as well as to five Washington po$i:s for his Connecticut
political proteges, Abe Ribic;off and Chester Bowles.
In the twenty years since Harry Truman's astonishing election, John.
Bailey has made himself seClue. He shoqhorned Bowles into the Connecticut governorship, lost him,two years later, then returned with his
Congressman Abe Ribicoff .to regain the State Capitol in 1954, and to
nail it down. with I\ibico£f~ reelection in 1958 by an astonishing plurality {)f 246,000. Bailey expertly handled the state's patron~ge, which:
Governor Ribicoff was happy to let him dispense. Ife also developed
the legislative skills which made him an indi§p~nsable off-stage ptes.ence in the State Capitol.
:
'
But it was in the selection of candidates that Bailey showed the
greatest finesse. Every two ~ears he managed a ;series of "consensus"
decisions at the Party's nominating convention in the Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford's concert hall. These decisions were reached in the
backstage dressing rooms of the "Bushel" rather than out front on,the
stage or in the audience. In one or another of those rooms many a disappointed aspirant has agreed to subside-and subsequently to ~ay so
from the rostrum, thus making unanimous the public decisions of the
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_ convention. The willingness to knuckle under, to forego the primary
as a weapon of,retaliation, to close ranks behind the conventionfs choice
-these,have been the rules of the game so well understood at the Round
Table:
King John, in his garb of modern politician, plays the game to win,
and in winning he has always recognized that comprJ!>mise is a lance,
consensus a suit of ~rmor. "You gotta do what you gottaCio," is his
favorite phrase in. Conne.cticut. He uses it constantly toe~plain the
lack of a job to a Party supplicant, to deny a nomination to a Party aspirant, to shift his support to a surprising choice.
I
In Connecticut, Bailey did' what he had to do in support of Adlai
StevensoJ.l in 1952 ~nd in 1956 and then became the firstur~an boss
to spot the 1960 winner-at least three y~rs ahead of time. Follo\\~ng
his elevation to the Washington scene, '1ie!1>ntinued to manage both
the ~ational and Connecticut chairm~~.~~~~s during the next eight
years, a task made easier by his devoted ally at home, Catherine Quinn,
who worked tirelessly for the Party, month in month out, always in
John Bailey's name, and by Lyndon Johnson, who was'-willing to have
Bailey renamed in 1964, but who made no heavy d(fmands on him
thereafter.
Then in January 1968 Bailey made the remark ,Eugene McCarthy
never fails to recall. "The Democratic National Convention is as good
as over," Bailey said. "It will be Lyndon Johnson again, and tnat's
that." In the next six months, eveq' time john Bailey thought'he could
clearly see what "you gotta do," the picture blurred. First came Johnson's With~rawal, a development Bailey had obviously not prepared for.
Worse, it happened just ten days before the implausible Connecticut
primary engineered by the McCarthy supporters in tl~irty towns and
cities. Then came Bobby Kennedy's assassination-leaving Bailey with
only two leading contenders. It happened just sixteen :days before the
Connecticut state convention.
These two events-the ~pril town pt;imaries and thie'June state convention-were the spring tournaments in the McCarthy effort in Connecticut. The strategy for these events was drawn up in January, The
problem was plain: how to break through the usual procedure by which
the Connecticut Democratic Party at its June convention in a presidential year "selects" a slate of national delegates dd then votes to
bind them to a unit rule. To allow this to happen in 1968 would mean,
simply, that John Bailey and his fellow bosses at the Round Table
would hand-pick the list of 44 fait4fu' Party members who, after the
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necessary convention rigamarole, would 'go off to Chicago bound to
vote as instructed by Bailey until rele~by hin.. Even Tom Dodd,
already a U.S. Senator, was forced to!oll~w this iTu~e in 1960 when his
preference was clearly for his old Senate buddy,:Lyndon Johnson. To
alter this process was the task Joe Duffey, Anne iWexler, and the new
McCarthy contenders set for themselves.
The obvious place to begin was to tackle the make-uH of the Hartford convention-to ,lace the delegations with '¥cCarthysupporters.
Nine hund,red and sixty delegates to the state convention were to be
named at Democratic town committee meetings.in March. Before the
Bailey forces realIy noticed what was up, over Qne hundred of:these
seats were won by McCax:thy supporters-in W((stport, New Canaan,
Wilton, Weston, Woodbridge, aethany. Next, the McCarthy com'mand went after the big cities.
Here the plan called for more complicated aqtion. It was outlined
by Geoff Cowan, a Yale Law School student, ata January meet~g in
the living room of Richard Sewall, a Yale English ,professor. The plan
called for the democratic selection of rival slates', of delegates to Hartford, and for petitions signed by 5% of the registered- Democrats asking for Party primaries to decide between these: slates and the slates
put out by the regular organization. It was quickly accepted and quickly
carried out. By the necessary deadline in early Malrch, the right to hold
primaries had been gained in thirt'y cities and t~wns, including New
Haven, Hartford, New Bedford, -!'J"ew Britain, Stamford, Gre,enwich,
and Hamden. The gauntlet had been thrown doWn.
Until-the President's spectacular withdraw,l on March 31, the "reg. ular" slates were viewed as- "Johnson" slates· because of Bailey's announced position. But by April la, the day the primaries were held,
the "regular'.~ sJates were being called "uncommitted" because. of the
President's decision not to run. It was too soon for it to be clear to John
Bailey "whafyou gotta do," despite New Harl\pshire and WisconSin.
(In F~b~arj; Bailey h~d exp~essed irr~tation ,;Vifhi Senator. Ribicoff fo,~
proclaImmga "neutral' pOSItIon for hImself. Nelfltral agamst whom?
Bailey snorted. Now it was Ribicoff's turn. "Uncommitted to whom?"
he is said to hav~ inquired.).
...
The McCarthy forces knew where their comm~tment lay, and they
persuaded their marlo come into the state, a week before the prima, ries, for rallies in Hartford's "Bushel" and New Haven's Arena. Land; ing at Bradl~y Field just. north of Hartford, the S~nator's airport press
conference did not endear him to the, King. "I'veah\:,ays thought," he
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remarked in response to a question, "that John-Bailey might turn o~t
to be like the Wizard of Oz: you pull aside the curtain and you firid
only a voice." Whether inOz or Camelot, Bailey was not on hand in~
Hartford that day-and Governor John Dempsey made no gesture of
greeting or hospitality, nor did Mayor Lee,of New Haven that evening.
The Freeze was on. In Connecticut, at the Round Table, it .is under·
stood that the Freeze means "Don't do anything until the word comes ,
from th€;1 King." Only Abe Ribicoff was strong enough, it turned out
in June, to express his own convictions.
Four thousand supporters of McCarthy assembled in Hartford that
day, six thousand'mo~e in New Have~ that night: ~e S~nat9r ha.s since
referred to these 'Apnl turnouts, whIch came ea~ly In hIS campaIgn be· .
fore the crowds had become large and responsive, as among the high
points of his spring rounds. Certainly th~y had an inspirational effect '
on the morale of the McCarthy workers and probably some effect on
the results at the polls a week later. In any event, the IvlcCarthy slates
were returned victorious in another string of towns across the stateadding one hundred and forty-five more delegates determin~d to vote
for Senator McCarthy at the state convention. The victory in many
towns" notably New Haven and New- Britain, was unexpected and
jolted the Bailey forces. For th~ first time in his regime, many of his
favorite Knights were Inot going to be seated among the delegations'
fanne4 out in the "Busher audience when Bailey's lieutenants can·
vened the convention in June.
In popular tenns, the McGarthy victory in the Connecticut primary
, was even more significant. Approximately 44% of the Democrats vot~
iug in the thirty cities that April day h~d indicated a preference for the',
Senator from Minnesota.
'
In the weeks th~t fqllowed, the McCarthy entrants in the'Hartford .
tournament made careful preparations. They met ill 1\J'ew Haven one
day in May to rehearse their strategy and to make a -f5ignments of the
roles they would' play in the Hartford conventiorl. AlImost three hun·
dred people gathered that day from all paits of the state at the Yale
Law School Auditorium to work in panel sessions and then to hear
Congressman Robert Kastenmeier from Wisconsin tell the story of the.
glories achieved in that state. They also listened to Joe Duffey present a
well c~nsidered plan for long-range maintenance of the position of the
McCarthy supporters in the Connecticut Democratic apparat~s. And
before they went home they fontributed a total of over $lo,ooO,which
waj sent that weekend to Oregon and California.
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Just as the-April primary had been jarred by thelassassination of Martit} Luther King, which took place five days earlier~ so the Hartford convention in mid-June was thrown into turmoil by the assassination of
Robert Kennedy. But again it was the Bailey forces who were to be left
in the greater disarray. The McCarthy supporters knew what they
wanted and proceeded to do what they had come there to do: to make
every effort to win fair representation among the forty-four delegates to
go to ChIcago in the light of the widening McCarthy support'in the
state.
.
The strategy followed in Hartford.was simple: to try to secure a vote,
if not on the main issue of pn::>portionC}1 repres~ntiation, then on some
minor issue that would perinit the size of the McCarthy contingent to
be measured.
The attempt to propose'a resolution in the Rules Committee the
night before the copvention, met with failure, although a minority positioij was recorded and was reported out before i the convention the
next day. And it ~as on this resolution. offered by the minority McCarthy group that the only chance <;>f measuring';our support \\fcls effected. John Bailey had estimated·that strength ati225 of the 958 dele- ,
gates present. Joe Duffey estimated it at 250. ~en the roll call was
completed on the resolution, 2&2 people had voted for the McCarthy
position. John Bailey and his Knights could be s~en on tqeylatfoml
poring over the adding machine tapes.' Joe Duffer and Anne Wexler
were figuring with pencil and paper from the other side of the platform. The arithmetic spoke for itself: 282 votes represented 30% of the
delegates present; 30% of 44 is 13. From that moment in the convention
the McCarth}Lsupporters demanded thirteen of the forty:four delegate
seats to Chicago.
!
As the afternoon droned on,' the maneuvering, began in the small
back rooms. Bailey began with five deleg~te seats; Duffey stuck to thirteen. Mter two hours of copferences, some of them conduCted in the
b~ckstage wings, others on the lawn outside, manyi, of them broken off
and then continued, the positions began to shifta Jittle. But Bailey refused to go above n~ne, and Duffey, who had secuied a caucus vote to
g~'as low as eleven, and then ten, .flatly refused to s~ttle for nine.
In the end, John Bailey tossed a piece of paper on the table in front
of Joe Duffey in an upstairs room. "Write out the !11ames of your nine
delegates," he said, "and le~ me ~ave it in fifteen minutes for presentation to the convention." If was as direct as that. "iY ou gotta do what
yougotta do." But Joe Duffey didn't have to do it a~d he knew it. After
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one more parley among his own people, he asked for time from the rostrum to present the McCarthy view. In quiet and considered language
he g~ve the reasqns fOf the decision not to settle for nine, and then he
and Anne Wexler walked down off the platform and up the aisle, with
282 McCarthy delegates falling in behind them. THe walkout received
national attention. It was instrumental in the decision in Ne~1 York'
state the next week to follow suit when, again, the McCarthy supporters were deprived of the just number of delegates interms of the popular strength they represented.
,
Later, at the alleged insistence of Hubert Humphrey, Bailey renewed
negotiatioJ.ls with Duffey. The McCarthy supporters were told,that,if
they settled for nine,
nine could include two to sit on the Chicago
... the
.
Convention Committee, one on the essential Rules 'Committee. After
some days of negotiations and conferences with his supporters, Duffey
accepted the niqe, but reserved the right to further, protest., The de·
cision to contimie the protest by'entering four more delegates a,s a chal,
lenge to the Credentials Committee was made in l<;lte June. Thus it is
that Connecticut is sending at least nine, and perhaps thirteen, delegates to ChiC?go pledged to Senator McCarthy: Chi~ago'representsthe
. Big Tournament. How the Connecticut McCarthy delegates will be
treat~d there, w,hat lances will be broken, and what the consequences
will be'in the long run for the Democrats of Connecticut, and for the
. Democratic Party, remain to be seen.
Whatever is to be decided will De decided in large part by John
Bailey, the ma~ devoted to winning and devoted to necessity. "You
gotta do what you gotta do." But what has to be done in Chicago also
, •
1-.
remams to lJe seen.
Beyond that is the larger question. Mark Twain stated it in the pref·
ace of his Connecticut Yankee: "The question as to whether there is
such a thing as divine right of kings is not settled in this, book. It was
found too difficult."
-
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Bert Lindsay
New Mexico I:
The Not So New Look in Politics
NEW}1EXICO, ACONVENTION STATE, is sending 11 of its 24 elected delegates to qhicago for Eugene McCarthy. (The national committeeman
and committeewoman automatically go.) There are many reasons why
we were unable to send more, but we did capture a larger portion of the
National. Convention delegates. than any other cOIJ.ventio~ state.
. In primary states, where I ~cCarthy and Ken~edy made a clean.
sweep, those who voted ·for a Fhax:tge needed only to get to the polls. But
in convention states they had to learn the rules, rnalily not even written,
and play a~ainst the home team and against home dmpires.
The "N~w Look" in politics in New Mexico, specifically in Bernalillo
County (which includes Albuquerque and contai~s,one-third of the
state's· population), became evident as early as ,1962, and Senator
McCarthy had a hand in this transition. A young ~ttorney, Henry A.
Kiker, Jr., son, of a. New Mexico Supreme C~urt Justice, was elected
chairman of his precinct (the equivalent of a ward i~ most cities) , then
Bernalillo County Democratic Chairman. This happe~ed in spite of
the open opposition of the establishment, including the entire Congressional delegation. Kiker promptly brought Sei)ator McCarthy to
New Mexico for a fund-raising dinner.
.
,A local headline proclaimed, "Henry Kiker Symbolizes Rise of New
Politics.'~ Now, si~ years later, one needs only to exarpine the McCarthy
Carnp.aign to realize how prophetic this was. But UI~like the rest-of the
state and probably most of the nation, the new p0l!tiis has been \yelcorned by many Albuquerque precinct organizations which helve been
waiting for a Bob Kennedy or Eugene McCarthy. "
..
Everywhere the McCarthy for President campaigin has been sparked
by "new" people, young and old. They shout at conventions, not out of.
rudeness btff in their insistence that they be hear~. They have littl.e
sympathy for the idea tha't precinct officers should be »ncommitted
delegates simply because they have served the party in the past. They
reject the timid and undecided. They see the issue~ as black or white,
and they are concerned with very few issues. From the standpoint of
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one experienced in politics, they are a breath of fresh air if they a,re on
your side; against you, they are a choking New Mexico dust storm.
But the McCarthy for PreSident story in New Mexico startC1d not
with the n~w blood but with bId : that of certain frustrated precinct
leaders, including myself. We were frustrated by the Vietnam war, and
the nation's apparent acceptance of it; we ·were frustrated by New
Me:aco's Congressional ~up~o~ ~or Johnson's priorities,. and
the
natIon's lack of progress m cIvil nghts and the"battle agamst pCJ)vertyi
we were frustrated by trying'to explain to ourselves and tQ others why
the Democrats were executing those Goldwater policies which the
~lectorate in 1<)64 had overwhelmingly rejected.
.
In the midst of this frustrationJ late in 1967, a few of us met with
David Martin from Denver. A group of Colorado libJals had recently!
organized a Kennedy-McCarthy movement, and he urged us to <ilo:the
same in New Mexico. Martin also urged us to send a representaliive to
the Chicago Conference of Concerned Democrats.
Several of us, as members of the New Mexico Democratic Council,
which is r,atterned after the California Democratic Council, had already received invitations, but no one had agreed to go. At this poin~
-four involved wives, after a leisurely tenpis arne, decided ''someo*
should say. yes. One of them, Marge~)rra ,was to this group 6£
female politicos what the wave of new faces h s been to the McCarthy
movement in general. She had been here onl a year and had not yet
succu~bed to the Land of Manana. For the ext few weeks she called
meetings, provided drinks, and even kept mmutes. The tennis foursome also solicited contributions, and the New Mexico Democrats for
Eugene McCarthy was somewhat backhandedly,·established.
Mea~while State Senator Sterling Black of Los Alamos had ~een in
touch -rth McCarthy's Washington office. He an~his wife came do;
to one pf the Frank-ealled meetings, where he was mformally.chosen 0
lead th~ fledgling organi~tion. At this same meeting I was drafted to 0
to Chiqago. Two days later I ~as in the Windy City.
.
Only three months earlier my family and I had dropped in to obs~rv~
the "Conference for the New Politics" wh~le passing through Chicago~
Some of their J?rocedures, especially their ·method of counting votes;
amazed us, but their youthful assessment'of our usefulness really set·
us back. We were told that since we were over thirty we were not to be
trosted, especially because we were tainted by participation in a political
organization. Therefore we should stand aside and let those in touch
with the world-as-it-really-is take over. Their objeCtions to this world
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focused on LBJ, but they were suspicious of both ~he liberal community
and ,the establishment. In fact, they made little or no distinction be-'
'tween the two. We defended ourselves by prom~sing·to bring an antiJohnson delegation from New Mexico to the Qemocratic National
Convention,' and we advised them to go to thGir' precinct meetings.
This drew hearty laughter, but we parted friends f
. I was anxious to try <Ehicago again, feeling much more useful this
tirt1e. It w!Juld be wrong to pretend th~t any of uS predicted ~he pattern
of events which were to unfold in the next few months. Nor were we.·
optimistic about what conld be accomp1.ished. But several precinct
leaders, including my,elf, felt that Chicago was ~ gamble which had to
be taken before we res,gned our party offices.
. .
I left Albuquerque December 1 and met the one-man Utah delegation, William Viavant, at O'Hare airport. Bill and I had shared experieJce~ in Texas which ar.e relevant to this sto~, alnd there is some New
MexICO background whIch should be summanze~ before we proceed to
McCarthy's nominatiort at Ohicago's Blackstone Hotel.
Late in 1962 Jack CaJPpbell, who had just received the Democratic
Party'sgubernatorial nowination, accepted Henry Kiker asa satisfactory
candtdate in the county chairmanship race, though he was clearly not
Campbell'~ real choice. The 'general election that followed was a tri;ump~ both for Campbell and for the new liberal leadership in Ber.nalill'o County. The usual shortage of Democratic votes in the consewative Heights area was cut in half, and metropolitan Albuquerque gave
Campbell a record 12,000 majority. But friction ihImediately developed
between Governor Campbell, who insisted on ¢autious, well-prepared
battles on few frontS, and Kiker who, with,his liperal followers, pushed
the new administra~ion for progress on all fronts. Liquor law reform,
long a nec~s.sity in the state, caused the biggest bfeaczcamPbell would
not touch It.
. '
. '
As the gap widened between Kiker's countY or anizationand the
Campbell state organization, the political fund~ for the county drastically shrunk. It was in this atmosphere that new-look Democrats
packed th.e Fraternal Order of Police Hall to hear Senator Eugene
McCarthy speak at a Roosevelt Day dinner early in 1964. His speech,
though low-key, was invigorating and effective. Also, his visit to Albuquerque was the beginning of a brief but genuine friendship between
himself and Kiker, and later that year when McCarthy sought the VicePresidential spot, he asked Kiker to form a Western States organization '
in his behalf.

I
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JThe New Mexico McCarthy effort in Atlantic City in the summer of
1964 centered in the group that had, several months before, led the
.... Chavez for Congress campaign. Fabian Chavez, then majority leader:
of the New Mexico>Seaate, had relied heavily on Kiker's support in his;
race against the establishment's candidate, Johnny Walker. Although
. losing by 2,000 votes statewide, he had carried every precinct in Ber-'·
nalillo County. David Kelsey, a member of Kiker's firm and prominent
in the Chavez campaign, was also on hand in Atlantic City. Though
not a delegate, he spent the week with the McCarthy staff-at the
Briganthle Inn. With Kiker and Kelsey on thei~ team, the New Mexico
liberals felt on the inside of a very outside shot at the Vice Presidency..
But t$e Atlantic City Convention went its preordained way. I must
admit t~at we felt a sense of victory with Humphrey's selection as Vice
Presic;le~t. Somehow- his evasive solution to the' Mississippi Freedom
P.a~ty .fi~t did not seem to blemish his otherwise excellent record on
CIVIl ngqts.
.
/
.
Awe~ after the 1964 presidential'election, Henry and Barbara Kiker
were ~il:(ed in 1m automobile accident which left the whole community
numb apd the New Mexico liberal political movement temporarily
paralyzel:I. In an effort to perpetuate the work as well as the memory of
these dedicated young people, the Kiker Lecture Memorial was established. S~nator McCarthy responded immediately with an offer to help,
and he was chosen as the speaker to,!inaugurate tlie Memorial in May

" 1965.

:

.

Then Jate in 1966 the Kiker Lecture Memorial Committee sought to
arouse {lie community about the dangers of the Vietnam war, Senator
McCart~y recommended and helped us' to obtain his fellow member
of the S~nate Foreign Relations Committee, Wayne Morse. Morse
spent a weekend in New Mexico and, as he told Robert Harris, he was
delighted to see the numerous "Kennedy for Pr,esident 1968" bumper
stickers in Albuquerque and Los Alamos. Harris had just organized a
homemade draft Kennedy movement. Later, when he became the
Be~lillo County Chairman fOli McCarthy, he financed SOme lagging
operations by selling his supply of Kennedy stickers to the rapidly
organizing Kennedy headquarters. This explains why local RFK sup. porters were able to produce bumper stickers on the day after Senator
Kennedy announced that he was ente~ng the presidential rac~.
It was Congressman George E. Brown of California who brought us
first-hand, on October 24,1967, the news that McCarthy was probably
going-to challenge the President. Brown was on the regular speaking
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circuit-Los Alamos, S.anta Fe, and Albuqu~rque-sponso~edby the
United Nations Association and the Kiker LeCture Memorial, and this
gave us ample time to discuss with him what we, 'as Democrats, might
,do to alter our nation's course. A few weeks later I was at O'.Hare airport
C?ica~o, meeting my counterpar~ one-man :delegation from Utah.
. BIll Vmvantand I had been Austm, Texas delegates to the 1952 state
Democratic Convention in San Antonio, and; ~e had joined therwalkout led by. Ralph Yarborough when the convention refused to go on
record as willing tb support the nominee of t1jl.e Democratic PaW:y. Bill '
a.nd I ha9 thus cut our poli~ical teeth fighting LBJ conservatives. The
Chicago ~onference brought back many memories, and we tried to
find the dne-man Texas delegation-unfortunately without succ~ss.
Next morning, Joe Frapk, who had come £rom Albuquerque on his
own, and I met Sue and Ted Finman from 1\t1adison. Ted, formerly of
the law faculty of the University of New Me~dco and active in Kiker's
victory; made !De masc~t of the large Wisconsin delegation and I attended their caucus, ~which included thirty .minutes with Senator
McCarthy. Joe, meanwhile, had taken up, with the New Yorkers
from his previous home.
~
The Wisconsin group was enthusiastically for McCarthy,.and their
optimism far exceeded' mine. They had already begun preparing for
their early primary by canvassing voters on the war.. and- this contact
with the rank and file prepared them for what the nation first heard on
the night of the New Hampshire pJimary. And it was difficult not to be
optimistic in Chicago on December 2. Five-hundred representatives
from 42 states generated their own excitement at the magnitude of
their undertaking.
"
\/
Saturday morning was consumed by som~hat disorganized rep~'s
from several states, among them my prognosis for New Mexico:
'
.

1

--\

.

\

New Mexico is b ., ally Johnson territory~'we went almost solidly for
LBJ in 1960 whe
'rest of the Democrati~ Convention was for John
Kennedy and ~dlainson. Our state party organization and Congressional del~~rtion arc- strongly for Johnson. We are a conservative
state. Bernalillo cpounty has a strong group' of precinct ~ers Sympathetic to a chang1 ~n po.licy. We also have se~eral campu~-onented peace
groups. We choo~e natIonal delegates at a sf;lte-conventlOn, delegates to
which are chose~ in,early summer at precinct meetings. Unless there is
a shutout, we will,have a few of them.
.
I am embarrassed how by my conservatism ~nd plead guilty'tdunderestimating my fellow Democrats and Eugene McCarthy. But one must
I
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,remember that this was four months before New Hampshire and •BJ
was riding high: In this connection,..! had several talks with Paul Weck
of the Albuquerque Journal who was covering the Chicago meeting for
The New Republic. We agreed that it would be fin~ if New Mexico
. cast its votes fOIi Senator Clintdn Anderson asa favorite son. '
After the formal adjournme4t, many delegates met to discuss their
state strategies. New Mexico was unusual iJil that a group of precinct
officials and the Bernalillo county chairman\ Bill Byatt, were already
sympathetic to the McCarthy effort. In addi~ion, we had a prominent
State Senator, Sterling Black, ready to head..ij.p a statewide movement.
Black and the rest of the original group were, of course, anxious that
the McCarthy campaign be a true ground swell of New Mexico'sentiment rather than an import from Chicago. They needn't have worried.
From December on, New Mexico Democrats for McCarthy began
appearing everywhere. An organizational meeting was held in Albuquerque an December <) and it drew more than 125 people from several
counties. Black was officially elected state chairman, and Marge Frank
and Alex Hachigian, who had both been serving orr a temporary basis,
were appointed secretary and treasurer. An initi~l budget of about
$2,500 was authorized, and donation envelopes and other literature
approved. Christmas intervened, but before the end of January, Santa
Fe and Los Alamos held similar meetings~ ,
Established Democrats first became aware of the strength of McCarthy's support OQ January 20 in Santa Fe, at a meeting of the State
Reorganization COIhmittee. About 100 Democratic party workers from
around the state'were on hand, and about 25 of us, mostly from Bernalillo a~d Los Alamos counties, proudly wdre McCarthy Duttons
which had just arrived from Washington. David Martin and Paul
Bechtol, the ntSwly appointed Rocky Mountain Coordinator for McCarthy, flew in to add some out-of-state prestige. Our discussions with
the party regulars were. very soft sell: they didn't laugh and we made
no converts. One professional was heard to mutter, "We're not going
to let anyone who's not for LBJ go to Chicago, are we?" Yet we did
hint that LBJ might not run again, and that our fellow Democrats
shpuld get.oll the bandwagon with a real candidate. We didn't really
believe this~ npr did they. And we were all [aware that the statewide
McC~rthy effort would have to be staffed py new people.
The next few we ks saw an intensification of this effort. My,wife and
, I visited Las Vegas and met some of our delegates-to-be. Most were
New Mexico Highl nds University faculty and peace group members
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and they approached the idea of working in the political arena timidly.
However, the, timidity vanished and the campaign soon caught on in
Las Vegas, as it did in other New Mexico towns., ,
'
,By early February large numbers of d!iion envelopes had been re- ¢ei~ed from a~ least a dozen communities, ha,.rles Williams, a~other
HeIghts precmct le~der, underto~k to 0 anIze the dgnors m the
southern half of the ~tate. Speakers from Albuquerque addressed wellattended meetings id Socorro, Portales, Las Cruces, and ~allup, while "
local people saw to It that most counti'es were beginning to get "coordinated" for McCarthy. Then two' weeks before the precinct elections, thanks to help from the nat,onal McCar~hy organizatibn, groups.
were established in the more rembte and sparsely populated counties.
At this writing, wnliam~ has just returned frbm a week-long trip to
'southern New Mexico to encourage our countY organizations there to
become permanent, so' they can, for instance" work for McCaithy'~_
reelection in t 97 2 •
~
-~-' ~:~_.
AlbuquerqlIeans Joan and Dave Thomas took on the job of supplyinga weekly McCarthy column for El Independiente, a legal newspaper
which carries local liberal columns. To jts regular circulation, which'
included a thous'and Democratic party offi.cial~, we added a thousand
McCarthyites. Fil<\Sedillo, the paper's owner'and Democratic chairman of nearby ~alencia County, has long been opposed to the war in
Vietnam; and i~ spi}e of old grievances, such as our disagreement on
reapportionment, w were beginning to think Of, him as a potential ally
when the chips were down. To the surprise of ijlany, Sedillo was to become the vi~al link i \ a coalition between the Kennedy and McCarthy
forces at the state cortvention.
'.
Sinc~ Jan~ary, to.o, w'e had been resourc.eful ~n our fund raising and
frugal m ou~ spendmg. 'We resolved our dIfferences on whether to use
: some of our money nationally rather than loc~lly by staging a cheese
, and beer party to aid the Wisconsin campaign. In March we received
detailed reports about the effectiveness of student participation, and
the local precinct coordinators, under Harris' whip, began to tool up.
An economics professor1qrganized a University of New Mexico student
grOUPj ~hile the ~hairn~an of the UNM Engli~h department lined up
the faeulty.
i
\
'.
. These oactivi~ies were' briefly interrupted by Kennedy's announcement that he whs now a candidate. We all loo~ed at each other suspiciously: "Are YO~ switcliing?" Very few of our inner group did. We lost
'0··

-

1

one member of Itbe steering committee and on" ~patbetic CountY
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Chairman, Bill Byatt, who had quietly be~n waiting for Kennedy to
take the plunge.
•.
\
.
State Chairman Sterling Black kept con~entrating, on the northern
areas, Williams on the southern, and Harri~ on Albuquerque. Early in
the spring we set up Santa Fe and Albuquelique downtown offices and
activated a statewide network of kitchens where typewriters were
pounded, file cards accumulated, letters dispatched, and fund-raising
parties planned and supp~ied. .
,
Many of our friends were aIreaay running
about to run for state
offices. Three months earlier we had a' pat answer for them: "You're .
wasting your time. Nov,ember will be an anti-Johnson landslide and no ,
. Democrat has a chance."· But with the possibility of McCarthy's lead·
ing the ticket, things .looked different. Dave Kelsey, now a precinct
chairman and a candidate for Lieutenant Governo~ was confronted
with a tough,problem about allocating his time. By June he had gone to
three states in behalf of McCarthy, at a considerable sacrifice to his
own..campaign, partly'because his wife kept telling-him, and us, "It's
more important to help Gene tha~ for me to be New Mexico's
second lady:'"
.1
. It was refreshing to those of us limited to the local scene to have
Kelsey's first-hand reports from where the action was. Each time he'
came back he passed out the latest'McCarthy ~uttons, and news-from
Indiana, Nebraska, Oregon. And of course th1'lnews £rom.Oregonwas
good: McCarthy was in the race to stay, and he would arrive in Chi·
.cago with enough detega~es to warrant serious,consideration. ",
Some of the New'Mexjco Kennedy supporters seemed undJly de.,:
,pressed by the' Oregon results. Though remaining friendly, thet were
resentful of what..we felt was~n a small victo.ty, though one we badly
needed. Moreover, time was r nning out. THere were hasty· strategy
sessions between leaders of t two groups, but no definite conclusions
emerged. In Bernalillo County the, Ken!1edy-McCarthy. people reo
mained cooperative-and competitive. Basically their friendliness was
both ideo~ogical and geographical: McCarthy was strong in the ~sen·
tially subhrban Heights, while Kennedy had ,a big. following in the
largely Spanish-American Valley. .
.
Sterling Black sU ggeS d that we might have the votes to win for Me·'
Carthy without a coalifon, and he had his counterparts in the KenJ ·
nedy camp. But many 0 US who led precincts <;livided between the two
candidates felt that an anti-Humphrey coalition would be unbeataJble
and, in the long run, better for New Mexico. TPe,i:efore these, Me·
, "

or

1
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Carthy-KenJedy sessions always- ended in a cOI1ilpr()mise: each precinct
. would h:,lve to decide for itself.. r
. ,
In the exclusively McCarthy strategy meetings we toyed with the,
problem of wHafwe would do if, ~lorie or in! combination with the
Kennedy forces, we had enough votes to control the state convention.
We fel .that we might be given no quarter if we failed to 'get control---=and we !had ample evidence of this from othel! states. Yet those-af us
experie: ced in New Mexico party battles felt !that in recent years we
~ad co !xed the established leadership into permitting fair state conventio s. As small,as this concession was in terms of ending the Vietnam
ar or nom_nating McCarthy, it was a victory we had worked
hard f! . Moreovet, to tu.rn around and do unt<j>.' them what they might •
do un 0 us didn't seem to square with McCa~thy's ple:l> for an open
nation I convention.
I
I'
Two weeks before th~ precinct meetings a group from Minnesota,
headed by Jim Goff, arrived in New Mexico. Cj>urs was one of the first
convention states after the primaries and it was important to the national effort to demonstrate that McCarthy could win in a convention
--as.well as In a primary election. They w~re a needed shot in the'arm and
with their help meetings all around the: state drew new faces.
Goff in p~uticulat pushea us into stepping up our activities. We had,
'never used the "boiler room" technique of massive phoning and .had·
relied instead on volunt~ers calling from their own homes. As he,made
clear, we needed a bigger headquarters, with six to eight phones .and
enough people to keep them busy. We also had a Wats line installed
in Santa Fe, and the New Mexico "telephone revolution" was under
way' As an appropriate prelude to this accelerq.ted can1fJ'lign Goff contracted for large advertisements in eight n€w~papers for fhe morning
'following the California primary. .
:
The tragedy of ~hose early W ~dnesdayhqurs in Los Angeles dis-'
rupted our campaign, as it ~id all others. Arpund the state the new
headquart~i-s quietlY. dosed. Most 'of the Minn,es.ota contingent headed
'
. home. Yet the precinct meetings were only ter days away.
I do not know how rapidly our activities re~umed statewide, but .in
Bernalillo County it seemed slow. Some of the issue-oriented Kennedy
.people came to McChrthy's camp immediately, but many more were
tOo'-disconsol~te toretuni ~o polibcs. In some areas the McCarthy supporters felt abandoned tithout their recent allies, though our' feeling
'of loneliness must have. been insignificant' cpmpared to theirs. But
gradti,lly the Ken*dy-McCarthy"cooperation resumed. J~:udy Ortiz, a
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Kennedy leader, party official, and 'now Black's successor as State Chair·
man for McCarthy, devoted the remaining few days of the campaign to
v,aluable ~tatewide efforts for McCarthy. And very few days remained.
Sajurday, June i 5, was the night of the precinct' meetings.)'he day
was a frenzy in Albuquerque's McCarthy headquarters-and it mlIst
ha.ve been the same wherever the new a~d uninitiated got set for their
• first real battles. Around rioon we rece,ived word that Senator McCart y
'himself would arrive for a victory r:;elebratiop sometime before mid·
night. We were, of course, pleased,1but too busy to do much more than
smile. The Senator's airport greeting and motorcad~, including dri~ers,
were left to admiring Republicans. .
.,
. .
. '
That night the Humphrey strength in the Albuquerque Heights just
, dfd not materialize, and the McCarthy majorities in those preCincts
• ranged from 2-1 to lO-i. An an,alysis of 20 Bernalillo,County precinctsshows 397 Humphrey votes ,to 1203 for McCarthy. The results Iweresimilar elsewhere-wherever people turned out in larg~ ~umbers -they
were for Eugene McCarthy.'
, ~' ,
. ' .
Only one Heights precinct went for R-uwphrey, and this was the
result of a new look in the Humph~ey camp itself. In fact, it was teo
new for ,the statewide Humphrey organization, ari<;l in the infighting
that always. takes place when one tri'es to eatch toget~er an amng
political organization, the pro-Humpqrey preciI}ct leader ~as labeled
"too much of aGrass Rooter." But the top Humphrey people themselves were fighting for their political lives to be elected delegates-and
often ~osing. For instance, the State Co-chairman for Humphrey tied
forlast in his-precinct..
.
I.
If Kennedy's death had not cripple9 ourjoi~t efforts in the Vall~y,
Bernalillo County, and probably most of. New Me?,ico, would hate
been an almost clean sweep, not through a coalition shutout by us, but
because overwhelming numbers of anti-admmistration voters would
have turned out for the precinct meetings. Eveci SO, only iI\.one of Albuquerque's Valley precincts did the Old Guard pull it, off in the old way.
Th~.precinct chairman, a symbol of everything that's wrong with New
Mexico's Democratic party, announced that an appointment ~bmmit. ,
tee had selected the d~legates and he would read the, list. There were
apparently no objections and the meeting ·.adjourned with no votes
taken.
The victory in Albuquerque was sweeter t}1an anticipated; and the
.. . Alvarado Hotel was packed with jubilant adxbirers when Senator McCarthy arrived about midnight. HespQke briefly from almost the exact
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wh.ere, he
a small gr<?up of
guests at the, iIf..'
" augurahon of the ~ker Lecture three years earlIer."
.
, But{)nly in Bernalillo County do'the party Fu1es call for an automatic
designatiOIl of the precinct delegates, ~s delegates to the sta~e conveil-tion. In the 'other 31 ,counties the precinct delegates gather one week ..
after their· own election to choose a co~nty dele~tion for the state
convention. Rarely are the i,ssues as clearly draWn as they were between
Humphrey' and McCarthy, but the indecision of some of the Kennedy
peop'le as to ~hethet to join with McCarthy ~r remain, unc;oJ!l"mitted
made it difficult to determine just how strong :we were or to guess accurately about what would! happen at mapy .of ~hese county mF~tings.
Ar.veek,later, at the Ber~alillo County "'Conv~ntion', Bob Harris was
Jo?kin§. !or an i~sue-and a I vote-which wou1d give us an"ace~rate
cou.nt 1f the firrri McCarthy ldele~ates. ~\rVe were daimjlg a?out ¥3,
and when the final tally was made III Santa Fe, McCarth'frecelveCI 199
"of the ;94 votes. In the fi!1al maneuvering we always lose °a few to the
"bag;' ~hough one never I,knows just how many go this way. My~best
guess is~that 30 delegates were switched by overt pr~ssures at the Santa
Fe State Convention.) B\lt Chairman Bill Bya~t" was 'ina democratic
mood a~d gave everyo~e a chance to quote Roberts Rules and to speak
for or against various idealistic res?lutions. The ~ounty convention was
afirst f()r at least 30% of the' delegates, and m~st of them wanted to
say som~thing. On the only question ofsubstanfe concerning delegate
strength, Bob fIarris. moved that Bernalillo Cdmnty go on reco~d as ,
favoring proportional allocation of delegates to [the National Conven-·
tion!. We felf, certain of carrying this, but were-somewbat surprised: to
have ~ seconding speech by the H.eighfs coordinator for Humphrey who
'had had troubles in his own camp. The motio~ passed unanitnously,
and Byatt later used this as his justification for trying-'unsuccessflilly,
as it turned out-to cast alI' of Bernalillo County's 294 votes in favor
of the critical resolution in Santa fe the foll,O\wng week.
The Santa Fe co~nty con~ention is a story:Ul',lto itself andc-an only
be na~rated by one who WClS in it all the way. The convention recessed
at 30 Sunday' morning still snarled in a cred~ntials fight involving
several large pro~lVkCarthy precincts". It reconvened twelve hours later. ,
The staying power of the mainly new people w~s s!1perior: a key vote
late th?t afternoon to seat a .predominantly McCarthy precinct, was
carried by one vote. And Fabian Chavez, the liberal defeated for Con~
gress in 1964, was among those who helped to ulIltangle the snarL .
Los Alamos, Se!?'ator Black's home, was the qnly other cou,~ty with
>
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a clear IVlcCarthy majority. The motion to take all 22 votes for'IMeearthy, though it won, was opposed more strenuously by some Me·
Carthy people than by the Humphrey supporters.
Despite Santa Fe and Los Alamos, the vital question relpained:
what would they do to our mine.riti~s in the other county conventions,
a~d how could we protect oUr maiPdties where they were sliin and.our
. people inexperienced? There waf"alsothe question of what lwe would
do to the Humphrex minqI!ties" if any.
The substance and fl::l\'.Dr Q!'the-r>WbI9m' that confronted u~ is best
told in terms of Dona Ana C6unty.A qUirter of their county delegates
,had not been, selected in precinct copve tions. This occurred mainly
in rural areas Or in small precincts, whic ,are traditionally over-repre·
sented. The week before the Dofia Ana County convention we did a
lot of phoning and travelling. Apparently we ~ad won a solid 40% of
the vote, a~d while the Kennedy people were still uncommitted, Me·
Carthy had a clear plurality of the delegates actually elected. But s~and·
ing in the wings were the organization Dt;mocrats, used to having
things their own way. And by skillful use of the unselected 25%, they
had a majority of the delegates at the county cohvention, all duly cer·
Jified and smiling in their seats. Of course, they 'could have shut tIS out
completely. Instead, they merely cut our strength in half, and the dele·
gation went 50 Humphrey, 20 IVlcCarthy: In politics on~ learns to be
thankful for small favors.
~,
It wa~ clear after the county conventions that we were short of a
majqrity at the state convention, and that only through a coalition
with all ~he Kennedy forces could we get control: But we still weren'
surejhow,many Kennedy people would go with us. At midweek representatives from Bernalillo County met with Va~encia County chairman Fila Sedillo, the owner of El Independiente, who had supported
Ke!1nedy for the same reasons we supported McCarthy. Sedillo agreed
to run for convention chairman, in the expectation that this would
weld the strongest combination of Kennedy-McCarthy forces.
"
It had been several years since a state conventi6n was held in the
inadequate facilities of Santa Fe's Sweeney Gym. However, because of
:M:cCarthy's strength in Albuquerque, the party hierarchy made the
move back to Sweeney where visiting gallery space is limited and where
Bernalillo County, along with the Santa Fe and Los Alamos delega·
tions, could be-and were-stowed away in remote bleachers. But the
most pernicious detail was the absence of any microphone in the bleach·
ers: without the bull horn which we quickly secured, Bernalillo Coun~
c'
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would have been almos~ voiceless, th~ugh by lilO me.ans soundless. On
top of these physical handicaps, some of the sergeants-at-arms.seemed
eager to badger the Mc~arthy forces. Add to this the delay in I seating
our large· dele~tion on the pretext that two fof the .§everal hundred,
delegates had been challenged and yau have 1jhe
settibg for the state
.
conventIon.
At 8: 30, that Saturday morning in mid-June,we held a militant caucus
for all McCarthy delegates to spell out our coun~er-tactics. The.decision
to back Sedillo for ,Permanent Chairman of the Convention was confirmed. This was to be the key vote, and we expected tb carry it, though
we were worrjed abodt the narrowness of our margin of victory.
We lost by approximately fifty out Qf 1250 votes. Sedillo il)1me~tely
moved a division ofthe convention on the basis of the vote. between '
himself 'and Dave Norvell, the victorious candidate for chairman. !hls
would have giv~n McCarthy one more delegate vote than we eventually
i • received. The motion was ruled out of order.
, Many felt that during this long Saturday attrition would ~ork for
our side, as it had in the S'anta Fe'county convention. The credentials~
fight over Roosevelt County, where the McCam:hyites had been'deftly
but brutally excluded, we lost by a smaller margin. Even so, not many
votes,were changed from Humphrey to McCarthy during these many
hours: In fa~t, my guess is that we were losing a few to pressures over
which we had nq control: But ,probably we were picking up some on
the 4,mpending key issue of proportional representation.
. 'fn~ decision to make this the crucial vote·rather than pushing for a
minority report from the Humphrey-dominated nominating commit. tee ~ame at Bob Harris's urging. It seemed our last chance. The motion
waspade by Jack \Vharton of Otero County and seconded by Charles
Williams. In a slow, noisy, and dramatic roll call, it carried by se"ln
votes. In a victory as close as this it is difficult to fault one's strate~,
and almost everyone on our side could-and d,id-claim some credit
for maintaining discipline in our own ranks and recruiting the outside
support so desperately needed.
' .
~
The~final vote ml.McCarthy-Humphrey was an anticlimax after the
apportionment figlit. The l\kCarthy-forces, with Kennedy help,' received 45% of the delegation to the National Convent~on in Chicago.
Though not worldshaking, this was a victory-ia victory that signaled
other battles to come.
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Sterling Black
,
,New Mexico II:
The Unconventional Convention
~

IN SEjPTEMBER 1967, MUCH DISILLUSIONED by the growing troubles in·
, side tille country and the prospect of further escalation of the dismal
Viet*m war, I read that, Senator Eugene McCarthy was considering
maki*g the race for President. Having recently taken a strong public
stand against the war, despite the fact that as a State Senator I had no
offici~l reason for jumping into the debate, I was as candidate-hungry as
millidns of other Americans.
. After discussing the pro's and cons, my wife and I decided to supp0r}
an~ work for McCarthy, if only for the satisfaction, .when the crisis
years lof 1967 and 1968 had become history, of having stood up"and
shouti::d our protest. On a business trip to Washington in November
I called the Senator's office and talked to his Administrative Assistant,
Jerry JEBer. I encouraged the Senator to run and volunteered my
servi~s. Shortly after he announced, almost 150 New Mexicans met
at th~ Hilton Hotel in Albuquerque to form the New Mexico Demo- .
crats for McCarthy, and I was formally elected State Chairman. I was I
givenjauthority to set up a state organization an~ to appoint additional
officers as th'e campaign developed.
_
.
The reaction which I encountered among my more cautious ac·
quaintances was mostly a cool ignoring of what seemed to them a
politically disastr.ous mOb' and occasionally an outburst of outright
disgust and disavowal.
'
Over the next few mo ths we began slowly to build an organization,
working out of Albuquerque, Santa F~, and Los Alamos. At our first
, meeting in Santa Fe, attended by about 100 people, I spoke for the
Senator. When the meeting was Qver I was told by an excited friend
that Chris Tijerina had attended the meeting. Chlis Tijerina is the
brother of fiery Reies Tijerina, leader of a militant Spanish land grant
organization, and the attendance of his brother turned out to be an
exciting side-light to our meeting. In Tierra Amarilla, some 50 miles
away and the site of the notorious courthouse raid of June 1967, a
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local jailer named Eulogio Salazar was murdered at about the time
our meeting in Santa Fe ended. The next day Chris Tijerina and his
friend Felix Martinez were picked up as suspects. They were promptly
released when a newspaperman informed the police that they had
been at our McCarthy meeting at the cr\.lcial time.
.
Our ccilnpaign for McCarthy inNew Mexicp paralleled the ups and·
dowt:ts of our candidate on the national scene-growing when things
looked prolpisiog and slowing when there was a lull. We had con:
stantly to combat the steady flow of material corning out of Washington to the effect that the Senator's campaign 'would never get off the
ground. It seemed that the Washington "expert observers" were just
as much out of touch with wbat was going on in the country ~s the
administration itself.,
'
A heartening sign was that Imy chairmanship was" treated with
friendly respect by my colleagues in the New :l\lexico Se~te-in the
regular'thirty-day session in the winter and again during a short special
ses~ion in May. Conservative Democrats and Republicans alike seemed
to acknowledge a distinctive McCarthy appeal: they may not agree
with him on this issue or that, but they like him personally. .,
In May and June our campaign was escalated by two things: a group
of turned-on Minnesota, housewives showed' up and began to find
allies for us where we never believed they cO,uld exist; and after the
tragic death of Senator Kermedy 'we saw a steady influx o( SpanishAmerican support, which we enthusiastically welcomed. These reinforcements continued to COl)1e in daily in the two weeks before the
precinct conventions.
These local conventions put us on the pol~tical map. Comm~ted.
McCarthy supporters showed up aU over, anq we probably.outI].urilbered the Humphrey pe~ree to two statewide in this first show
of strength. In Albuquerque we elected 205 out of 295 delegates' to
the County Convention, and after a"long and stormy session, 76 out
of 84 in Santa F~. In ~os Alamos, a town completely dependent on
government contracts, we had been worried because, of the approximately 400 people who had signed up to work, only about 150 were
actually willing to go to a public precinct me:eting and stand up for..
McCar:thy. But we still outnumbered the HUlITIphrey supporters two
to one, and we ended up with all 22 of the Lqs Alamo~.County,delegates to the State Convention.
.
The infighting at a precinct meeting Can be the height of personal
involvement. One participates c;lirectly and physically, sitting next to
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one's oppo:nents and being within. close range of on-the-spot hostility
and pressute. One has to 'Qe willing to incur the anger and resentment
of oldJrierids and neighbors who are not elected delegates to the next
'tier of conventions. One regular party, pro-status-quo man in Los
Alamos ahgrily exclaimed at the County Convention that the selection of delegates had nothing to do with McCarthy Of Humphrey~it
was a qUjstion of party tradition, of social tradition, 4: question of and
.for Los A amos people only.
-'
After the precinct meetings we began to find out exactly why all the
experts say that he who controls the party machinery controls the
fimil outcome. The old-time party officials finally awakened to ~nd
themselves being swamp~d by the McCarthy avalanche, and they responded in the old ways, Delegate lists were illegally left open 'for
se,:eral days after precinct meetings in an effort to, round up more
Humphrey votes. The bId-timers undertook a frantic search of county
registration records in an effort to prepare for credentials cOJ!lmittee
challenges. County credentials committees were stacked with Humphrey supporters. Attempts were made, in some plac~,successfully, to
throw out strong Mcqarthy precinct delegations, afterwards ~'coin;
prom~sing" by putting into the Humphrey delegations a few McCarthy
people to create a facade of fairness.
McCarthy supporters persisted, however, and after bitter fights in
many counties we came to the State Convention with 510 hard-core'
delegates out 6f 1256. We had. several plans for attaining enough addi.tional delegates to meet the magic number of 630, and we were pre- .
pared to fight to the bitter end; Many prominent old-time Democrats·
had fai~d to be elected delegates from either their precinct or their
county conventions. One of the principal Humphrey coordinators, a
prominent Albuquerqueari, had barely managed to be elected a
delegate, receiving the lowest number of "Votes of any person chosen
.from his precinct, and several other Humphrey coordinators and party'
officials were simply left behind..
The day before the State Convention I met with the Democratic
State Chairman and the HU~Phrey managers, but we failed 'to reach'
any agreement on our respccti e strengths and on how many delegates
each group should send to C icago. They refused, too, to accept my
cruciaa demand that the four-man New Mexico Congt-essional delegation must be counted in the Humphrey column in any,split. Despite
their confident ~stimate of their own power, we wer~ warned of the

"
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dire consequenc~s to the state should we win and then fail to name
the Congressmen as part of the delegation to, Chicago.
.
On the day of the Convention I got up v~ry early and attended a
, meeting of the Rules Co~mittee. My major victory there was to convince the Humphrey people on the Committee (i.e., ev;eryone but
me) that we really should permit delegates to carry signs on the floor
since we we're, after all, meeting for the purpose of deciding between
McCarthy and Humphrey. Later, at 8: 30 A.M., I spoke to a!l enthusiasticcaucus of McCarthy supporters at a ju~ior high near the high
school gym, where the Cpnvention was held.:We, heard words of en"couragement from Senator McCarthy himself on a telephone-PA
system. At the last minute the entire Berna;lillo County delegation
was challenged (remember, McCarthy had 205 of its 294 Yotes), so
" we asked them to remain in the junior high while a few of us went
to the gym t{) get the badges that would allow.them to join us: We
,'. succeeded..
But at ~weeney Gym I also found that we had been I,mfairly treated·
by tHe' Humphrey-dominated Arrangements Comrriittee. The Albuquerque, Santa Fe and: Los Alamos delegatipns, our strongest, had
been placed near the roof in balcony bleachers. There were no microphones, de~pite earlier assuran'ces to the contrary, and communications
would have been impossible between 'our people without walkietalkies. In, addition, the Humphrey group had appointed a large,
tough-looking, authoritarian type as Sergeant-at-Arl!1s. When I arrived
on th~ floor I discovered that he had confisc~ted all McCarthy signs
I and taken them out of the halh Myfitst fight of the day was a long,
loud, chin to chin argument with this mftn. I told him about the
decision of the Rules Cpmmittee, but he said he, would have to hear
it from higher authority. A little later I- got the word to him and he
reluctantly announced that signs would, after all, be permitted.
This character obviously enjoyed his position and he made announcements all day. He was constantly aft~r our people with the
walkie-talkies, and he wanted to throw out anyone from "out-of-state"
(who supported McCarthy), despite the fact 1ihat our staff had special
badges allowing them the freedom of the floor. After a couple of close
roll calls, however, when it began to look as if 'we might win, this
gentleman suddenly became friendly and told me what a loyal Democratic Sergeant"at-Arms ,he was, that he always attet:tded national conventions, and that
we were really on the'same :side.
,
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We took the initiative from the beginning, and. never really let it
get away. We immediately nominated Qur own candidate for permaneDt chairman, by a surprise grab for the mike that caught the officials
off balance, and lost by only about 40. votes. The McCarthy delegates
were loud and enthusiastic, and it was clear that we could win any
conte'st based on decible count or intensity of feeling. Our people were
politely silent for Humphrey's national campaign co-ehairman, key· noter Senator Walter Mondale, but wnen he had finished His speech,
· they responded with a thunderous chantst.1'We want Gene." Senator
Mondale was obviously surprised, and· he<'1uickly left the convention
Hoor.

~I

I

At noon I put in a pitch for our unseated Roosevelt County delegation before the Humphrey-dominated Credentials Committee, then
spoke to our delegates at another caucus at the nearby junior high. I
told them to be prepared to stay for twCl days if necessary, that we
could win by simply outlasting the opposition, They responded with
their usual high morale and dogged wil~ingness to endure any dis· comfort necessary.
.
In the afternoon we prepared a minority report to pe given by oqe
of our'two allies on the Humphrey-dominated Nomi9ating Committee, in case we could not block the presentation of thefn:iajority report. '
The Committee was apparently willing to give us sire delegates, but
Senator Joseph Montoya, presiding in' his unofficial, back room, had
reduced this to three. But this majority report never sa>V the light of
day. During the morning I had been offered six delegates as a compromise by a suave Humphrey man from Washington, b!tt ha~ told him
that he se~med to be suffering from the same lack,of qontact with the
country that afHteted others in the administration.;
. Our second major battle was to challenge the crud~ly selected proHpmphrey delegation from Roosevelt County. We c~nie closer than
in any such effort I've ever seen to uhseating them by:a roll call vote.
After I returned to my seat, having pleaded for a 'retuI1l to the people
of the Democratic machinery in Roosevelt County, their chairman,
who had declared that the state law didn't apply inljis county, told
me that I had heard only one side of the story, and thai he had merely
proceeded according to custOIp.
.
.l'
; Wanting to delay our fight On the Nominating Committee repo~t
as long as possible, since tiI1].~:.seemed to be on our side, we decided to
risk the battle for a resolutiotiasking fbr proportional representation.
It simply provided .that a poll ~of the delegates be taken and that the
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24 delegates to Chicago be named by me for :M:cCarthy and by John

QJ

Simms for Humphrey,. in direct proportion to the vote ~of the
delegates.
The roll call was a cliffhanger. As the certified public accountants
waited for slow-voting Bernalillo County, I' carried on a hurried conversation with Humphr~y's floor manager on how to interpret the
resolution if it Won. It did-by seven votes. At the end of the roll call
I was on the podium, trying to confirm our agreed interpretation. At
this point the chairman of Torrance County rushed up and announced
that he had cast his county's votes ba~kwards-that he really meant to
vote 9-2 against the resolutiou, even though he had requested and
received a rereading of the motion before his comnty voted. This shift
of a few votes would, of course, have been disastrous, and I immediately g,rabb"ed the mike and objected' loudly that the Convention
Chairman had already called the vote and that no .changes could now
be made. This precluded unanimous consent on ~he Torrance County
request, and their chairman abruptly subsided.
It was a tremendous victory. In something of;m anticlimax; w~ next
polled the Convention on their preference for/McCarthy or Humphrey, thus permitting delegates, for the first time ~n the history of New
Mexico, to vote on their choice for their party's nomination for
President. It was quickly determined that McCarthy should 'get 11'
delegates, Humphrey 13-:-this after Time Mag~zine had within the
week blandly predicted all 24 for Humphrey. In:a small room behind
the gym John Simms and I worked 'out the re~t of the details. He
agreed that the Congressional delegation wopld be counted for
Humphrey, but he requested that I "split" tfue Democratic State
Chairman with him in ~eturn. I had to refuse, qn the grounds that I
could never live with the McCarthy ],Jeople if I. split or took any part
of the State Chairman. So the Humphrey people were stuck with all
the big-shots, while I wrestled with the problem of choosifig 22 people
-each with half a vote-from more than a thousand hard-working and
deserving McCarthy eligibles:
Our success in cracking the formerly invinciple machine in New
Mexico proved the power of the new politics, and it has set the stage
for sweeping changes in the state's D~mocratic.p~rty in years to come.
!
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FOR ME, IT BEGAN ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, with more of a whimper
than a bang. I was profoundly discouraged. Four more years of the
Johnson administration seemed a virtual certainty and an absolute
disaster. Still, I couldn't quite join the ranks'of those who would vote
for "Anybody But Johnson"; some of the alternatives seemed worse.
I knew of Senator Eugene McCarthy's existence, bpt that was about
all, and his campaign seemed. unr~l. I didn'.t expect it to have much
influence on anyone or anything.
So I donned the button-the first was a small one murmuring quietly
"G~ne McCarthy for President"-with no bang of sudden hope but
with the whimper of a drowning man grasping a life preserver which
may turn out to be made of lead. In fact, the life preserver turned out
to be very buoyant. Wearing the button has brightened my life in ways
both large and small.
I acquired the button at 'a meeting of what was then the Dissenting
Democrats of Long Is1md. We live in,a place called Wantagh, a typical
middleclass suburb remarkable chiefly for neighbors who are willing to
mind their own business most of the time. \Ve didn't know what to
expect, nor even what Congressional district we lived in. It was exactly
two :weeks before the New Hampshire pr1mary.
.
Thejneeting didn't begin promisingly~ There was some coughing an~
foot-shuffling, and an air of indecision if not of downright suspicion.
Immediately after'the rather informal call to order, a rebellion in the
ranks broke out. An intelligent-looking, p~I'suasivcly-speakiBg, and obviously hot-temperecl young man insisted that this should be a gathering
of "dissenting democrats," with lower-case d's, and that our course
should be a letter-writing campaign to persuade Rockefell~r to run for
the Presidential nomination on the Democratic tick~t. I began to look
at my wristwatch, but our hostess finally persuaded the rebel that Dissenting Democrats was an organization de\,oted to backing McCarthy
and that it was now too late t~ change. He'left in a huff, although h~
wife remained.
•
After this explosion, relative quiet prevailed as the hostess tried to
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e~lain what the organization was ail about. nen Carl Bind6 arrived
and changed everything. Carl Binder is the rr}an who inspjred Jl1e to
join up, and he has become for me the first hero of the campaign and,
in a s~nse, its' first martyr. Carl is young, dyn~mic, clear-headed; as a
speaker he is at once forceful and precise. He was and is a Democratic
committeeman and he knows the party orga~ization inside out. His
ambition was to run for Congress from Nassaq County's 4th Congressional District, and he was a ered the nominat,ion on condition that
,he cooperate with the regular mac' . e refused, and ran as an independent Democrat against the, man chosen by the regulars. In the New
York primary, when other McCarthy supporters did "surprisingly"
well, Carl lost.
.
{
At any rate, he spoke convincingly about th nation's need for Gene
McCarthy and about our need to work within. he established poljtical
system to see that McCarthy was nominated arid
elected. 'A third party
L
.,
or any other form of maverick activity did nqt $uit him, and even c~;hen
he was convinced that the country wanted Mc~arthy. He did not: persuade me all at once, but his ideas made mor~ sense than anyt~ing I
, had heard recently and I figured they were wo~th a try.
1
I have been behind the button ever since, enjoying the view, which
ofcourse has gotten better all the time. Tho~h I've do~e very little
political work, my wife, another button-wearer, has done a lot: making
telephone,calls to strangers, ringing their door~ells, and other activities
she normally avoids. Even my eight-year-old ~on Michael has, put in
more actual labor than 1. He spent several homb stuffing envelopes and
sticking on labels at CDA headquarters in Ma~hattan-and I have yet
to set foot in that headquarters. He is a deservedlY proud button-wearer, .
for eight-year-olds, too, can have firm convictipns.
Thus~ aside f.rom acting as a poll-watcher thelnight of the New York
primary, I have done little tangibly to aid l\-fcC,rthy. But all of uS who
wear his button have ~elped by buttressing eacH other's hopes. Buttonwearers Shake each other's hands, and SOme not yet wearing buttons
say, "I hope he wins." I then sm~le back, shal<ie their hands, and tell
them that he will. You see, I have decided th~t Eugene McCarthy is
going to be our next President, and I tell people so. This shocks even
Some of the most faithful button-wearers, w)lo still see o'ur man's
chances as slim. Though I haven't reduced my ~ttitude to a ~logan, the
general idea is that if you bet on a long shot; you don't call off the bet
just when he is eiltering the stretch and running £aster than ev~r.
The real turning point for me-my momen~ of decision-came, at
I
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Walden Pond in Massachusetts. Walden is a far cry from ~ew York,
considerably farther away in atmosphere than in miles. It happened
that an emergency sent me to our printing plant in Clinton, Massachusetts, over the Easter weekend. I had to be there the Saturday before
and the Monday after Easter, which left me stuck that Smiday alone
and with nothing to do. Then, looking at a roadmap, I realized I was
within a dozen miles of \Valden, and I drove there in my rented car. It
was not yet officially "open" but many visitors were quietly and peacefully enjoying this quiet and peaceful spot. There were about twenty
cars and four of them wore '''McCa(thy for President" bumper stickers.
. I was delighted, encouraged, convinced, and I had a hunch that Thoreau
would have been too.
The McCarthy rally at Madison Square Garden was very dffferent
but equally encouraging. Someone there gave me a button bearing the
name ~f Paul O'D\yyer, an underdogdndi~ate for the U.S. Senate who
was vigorously working for McCarthy. Another O'Dwyer of some years
back had left an unpleasant aftertaste, and at first I pocketed this but·
ton. But immediately after Paul O'Dwyer's stirring and unequivocal
speech, I put it 'on, right below my McCarthy button-~y this' time a
large one. Afterwards, threading my way through the new mazes of
Penn. Station, I was approached by a well-dressed young man who asked
me diffidently if I could spare the .O'Dwyer button. He had to catch
a train to Philadelphia and had no other chance to get one. I gave it to
him. He thanked me and walked away. Then he came back and silently
handed me a small cardboard jewelry box. It held a McCarthy button.
one of the smaIl rectangular ones that are particularly ,handsome. I'm
sure ~elhad had to buy it, and I only hope he wasn't planning to give it
to hisjgirl friend.
.
AIl very well, but have i made any real converts? I know one that
I'm sure of. A fellow I lunch with frequently was a dedicated'hawk when
I first met him but he now regularly wears a McCarthy button and en·
thusiastically speaks out for our candidate. He has found the button
reassurmg in another way: it is no handicap to getting acquainted with
attractive girls.
Despite my one sure convert, I don't usually argue with those who
disagree with me. I'm not quick on the uptake in verbal ba~tles, and
I don't expect to remake the world. Luckily I encounter very few anti·
McCarthy people. Or maybe my view is distorted-the result of living
in,the suburbs and working in New York City. In the mass-market publishing industry we constantly have to remind ourselves that New York
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is"n~t the United States, that our "hip" and r's6phisticated" tastes are ~
. not necessarily thos~ of the entire COUI~try. lEI,have to remember this
in my job, I think I can remember it .about McCarthy. But if the Iowa
fa~ers are for him three to one, is there anything wrong in believing
,~,~
that the majority of the nati,on are too?
Besides, my personal contacts are not totally limited: For instance,
mystery and science fiction writers have congra.tulated meon my ':c;ou.rage" in wearing a l\!kCarthy button. (I'm nofnotably long on,political
courage, but if I have any I got it from McCarthy, and I'm morethan
happy to pass it along by displaying his name. on my lapel.) And then
there was t1}e birdlike lady who approached me in, a bank shortly after
New Hampshire and demanded the pleasure of shaking my band.
But I have wandered from W~ntagh to Walden and back witJ,out
giving a clear picture of what it's like in New York t~ese days-except
that it's a bright piyture. I see McCarthy buttons everywhere, and I've
hardly seen 1J»ttonS'for any other candidate an either side.
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MARYA MANNES

BALLAD OF THE BACKROOM BOYS
(Chicago, June 30,1968)

.

One little, two little, three little delegates,
Four little, five little, SIX little delegatesThat's what the boys in the back room count
\Vhile the cries of the people mount and mount:
"Give us a man who'll change our course!
"There's a wind blowing here with rising force,
"There's a ~ering storm and a rising tide·
"That only a new man, a free man can rider'
But the boys inthe backroom only hear
The click and:grind of the old machine gear,
They don't hear you or me at all,
They don't see the writing on the wall,
'Cause you gotta be deaf and you gotta be blind
If you wanta be one of the backrobm kind,
And live on favors and grab for deals
And never feel what a nation feels
That's sick of war and sick of lies
And craves for a man who has no ties
Except to the people-to us. I say
The old machine has had its day.
"'So don't let it staple and fold and swindle you,
Fight for a man who can lead you and kindle youSo the will of the people never more
Will be mocked and blocked at the backroom door.
If we can't choose a man for you and meWhere the hell is democracy?,
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Hayden Lynford
Chicago: Conventiojl Eve
~

How WILL ,THEODORE WHITE in his quadrennial project, The Making
of a President, report this unusual election year?~Will it be possIble for.
him, or anyone,else, to capture the spontaneousstyle a,.nd spirit of the
r-.kCarthy movement? ,It is \Vhite's capsulied-inoment·~:techniqueof
recounting smoke-filledbackroom meetings tha~ prQ..vid~e fascination most readers feel for his chronicles. It is in these meetings that the
political "masterminds" decide the winning ~tra~gy for a Presideptial
campaign. But the McCarthy movement ~as beel1.~lifferent.There have
been no Larry O'Brien's or Jim Rowe's :in, opr campaign with whom
Theodore White could talk and then portray as "wheeler-dealers."
Since last December, when the Chicago Conference of Concerned
,Democrats first endorsed Senator Eugene MdCarthyfor President, any
similarity between the McCarthy campaign apd a "professional" political organizati(j)n has been purely coincidental.. The word "professional"
is here used to con,note not only an efficient, well-financed machine, but
also a closed, rather dreary and uninspiring approach to the political
process. Yet this unprofessional tone has been. the virtue and the hallmark of our experiment in politics.
,
But back to Theodore White, l' can recall at the Concerned Democrats' Conference a rather. mild innocuous-looking gentleman at the
press table asking for credentials. Diane Weinberg, a pretty coed from
Cornell and one of the original fT}.em\>ersof the "Children's Crusade,"
was inspecting all press cards. The man preserited himself for accreditatipn, and Diane in her friendly but efficient m~nner said, "May 1. pleasc'
.see your press card?"
,
''I'm sorry, I don't have one."
<"Well, what newspaper do you write for?"
"Iidon't write for a newspaper."
"Well, w~at magazine do you write for?"
"I don't write for magazines.",
"Well, what do you write?"
"I write books."
'
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"Books about what?"
\
"13ooks about Presidents."
~ "
And suddenly Diane realized that Ted \Vhite waS Theodore White
and that this signified 'that maybe we had launched.a real Presidential
campaign.
Five months later I arrived back in Chicago to set' up my advance
post for Convention operations. I had no idea of how to pay for my
hotel room. It would be an understatement to say that the McCarthy
campaign suffered from a.lack of funds. My first step was a visit to. the
Chicago Hotel Bureau. They asked me about my budget; and since, of
course; there wasn't on~, I made~ up a figure. Upon hearing my imaginary financial allotment, they suggested I try the YMCA. Since-then I
have managed to reserve over one-thousand rooms for Convention
delegates, in all the better hotels.
Even so, the "new" politics in Cpicago are now emerging from extremely old surroundings. Our Convention staff'mciv~d into a blighted
building in the heart of the Loop fbi the sake of a low rent and a working switchboard. Chicago has had 'a long telephone strike, and only by
taking over cramped space from the Illinois McCarthy for President
l . Committee could the Conventioq Committee even begi~ to function.
Besides, there wasn't any other place---to go. As a rep~rter for the
Chicago American noted, she c;ouldn't realfy tell if the McCarthy headquarters was air-conditioned or 'not': it was too crowded. Meanwhile, the
Democratic National Committee had ~stablished its Convention operations last January in the opulent setting of the Conrad Hilton.
The .rationale. for selecting ~hicago as the Convention city is inter-'
esting. tThe two chief contenc1frs for host were Miami and Houston.
The first was rejected because Its time zone was not conducive to live
national prime television coverage. Houston had the Astrodome, but
there too television played a role in the decision. Party officials thought
that there would be no show for the public (little did they know) , and
that cameras panning on 40,000 empty seats would not produce a positive image of t~e Demo~ratic Party as the. "party ?~~l peopl.e."
Of course, the 'most Important factor mfluencm
e chOICe of the
Convention site Was Chicago's Mayor Richard Daley. Besides providing
$750,000 to the DNC, 250 free automobiles, and free use of Soldier
Field for President Johnson'S birthday--party, he also offered the Inter- I
national Amphit,heatre, which is sufficiently small to fill and yet large
enough to give the appearance Q.n television of containing big crowds.
This strategy may ultimately work to the benefit of Daley and the;
......
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DNC,since the galleries are not large enouh to get out. of cbntrol,
and there can be no repeat performance of the 1940 Willkie
demonstrations. ~
.
It was a warm day in June when Martin Gleason, the deputy of
Stephen Mitchell (McCarthy's convention~'
Chairman) and former
Illinois State Central Committeeman, and I ent to see Jqhn :Meek,
Coordinator .of the Democratic National Co vention. It got warmer
as the two men fenced verbally. Marty asked for definite assurance of
"just" and "equal" treatment-tor Senator Mc~arthY. Mr. Meek replied
that the privileges accorded to Vice'President Humphrey could not be
divorced from candidate Humpprey and that it was a "utopian concept"
to believe that he and McCarthy would recei e equal treatment in all
I
respects.
"
Then came a "very interesting" sequence pf letters and telegrams
between Stephen MitcheIJ and John Bailey. At one point in 'the ex·
change, Bailey wired, "More even than you, I am desirous of a good
Convention that will terminate with all Democrats supporting the
. nominee of the Qonvention." But it soon became 'clear that one a5'pect
of the Democratic National Committee's idea~of an "unencumbered"
Convention was to reserve all major faciliti~s so that no one else could
have access to them. It was their intentiQn "to engage all large meeting
places in Chicago and, if necessary, hold them idle during the National
'convention."
Throughout July we constantly called for a "free and open" Convention, and the McCarthy forces plan to proceed accordlingly. Our
concept of the "politics of participation" means that the qonvention
should be l~open" frQ..m the beginning; therefore we intend t~ challenge
not only the unit rule-and the designated Permanent Chair an of the
~onvention but a.lso many o.f the temporary rules. We will r~o comI bme our credentIals fights III such key states as Connect cut (John
Bailey's home state), Oklahomq (Fred Harris's home state) and l\finnesota (Humphrey's and \\falter Mondale's- home state with an
attempt to insure equal rights for all delegates by the aboli i~ of the
unif rule. We aim to win as many battles as possible on n~n-partisan
but politically "just" issues before any platform fights andjthe actual
nomination. We thus hope to achieve both the victory of au candidate
and the revitalization of the entire Convention process.
.'
.
Because of the Convention-open or c1osed:-Chicago is I becoming
the Mecca for, McCarthy volunteers from all parts of the country. They.
all seem to have a peculiar spiritual urge t<;> make a pilgrimage here to

I.

.;.

;
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support their candidate. I have received hundreds of lette:6s from energetic young students offering their services ,for our cause. One letter,
written by an exuberant high school girl from New Rochelle, New
York, contained a resume which proudly stated that she had traveled
to New H,ampshire, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania, and had supported
the Senator and worked for his cause since last October. I thought this
was especially noteworthy since the Senator declared his cand~dacy on
November 30th. But their zeal is boundless. One girl arrived from
Lincoln, Nebrast with 9 cents in her pocket; for ten weeks she existed
on peanut butter and crackers sent from Grand Rapids, Nebraska.
.Like that of these volunteers, the IQ of the staff members of the
Convention office is above average for a political headquarters. But we
still have only one trained stenographer in Chicago:' she has a B.A. in
Political Science and represents one-third of the ,total number of sten·
ographers on the National Staff here. ~ur Chicago office does, however, include a former night club manager, a White House Fellow,
and a Playboy bunny.
The Convention operation has not only served as a refugee center for
young people from across the country but also as a. dating agency. I
can reIll\ember one Friday evening when the Assistant Coordinator for
Transportation came to me and asked for Monday off. I told him that I
didn't think I could spare him-was it an emergency? "No emergency,"
he explained. "I met this girl last Monday and we are ge1ting married
in twq days." There was no allocation in the budget for wedding reo
ceptions, but we celebrated with watennelon1and good wishes.
'¥!e've come a long way sinCe we started campaigning in the wilds of
New Hampshire, when a 1:'Tational Staff member called information in
Concord to get the phone number of the McCarthy for President
He~dquarters. He was asked, "What is the party's first name and how
do you spell the listing?" Those were the days when our candidate
needed exposure. All of us, including our candidate" have been exposr
too much since then. But we have tried to make our society more cog·
nizant of its responsibilities and to remind it that it can function
ho~estly and justly.
.
•

•
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ROBERT CREEL!2Y

PIECES'
Why say to them
truth is confounded with opposition,
or that-or that what is
we~e a happiness.
\

Simple, to be said, a life
is nothing more than itself,
and all the bodies together
are, one by one, the measure.
Lif~ like you

.

(

f .

think you have
it till it isn't
-but is, inevitablybehind the scene.
I want to sing.
What makes it
impossible-so
that one lifts
that dead lJulk
'with such insistent energy?
Peace, orother, to all of it,
in all senses, in all places,
in every way, in all
senses, in all places, in
ev,.eryway.
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CONTRIBUTORS

iel sincemost 01 the anthors tell a good deal abouJ

themselves In theIr artIcfes.,)

.

~ MARK ACUFF was 9rganizer of the College Press Service. He then
worked for several new~ap. ers. Now, when he is nof campaigning for Me:
C-arthy, he is employed I~y t¥Northern Systems COII;lpany of Omaha and
he also does free-lance wfi~ing ...

aJ

~ J~HNI

grad~~~dd~rom Hat,vard last June. He is c~rre~tly working
1

ADLER
for Vista in New Jersey.

-«;.

~ STERLING BLACK is a, attorney and New Mexico State Senator. Unbl a
few weeks ago, when he1became a candidate for Congress, he was Chairman
of New Mexico Democrrs for Eugene McCarthy.

~ ROBERT CREELEY is a well known poet, short-story writer, and novelist
This coming year he wJ'I be Visiting Professor of English at the Universi~
of New M e x i c o . .
. '
~

JOHN CUMMINS is aniversalist minister in 'Minneapolis.

~

JOSEPV FRANK is Chairman of the English Department at the University
of New Mexico andeditor of NEW MEXICO QUAR~RLY.
o

~ BRUCE GORDON has worked for SNCC and CORE, United Airlines and
World Airway~ and Eug~ne McCarthy. He is about to receive a degree in
Chemistry from the University of California at Berkeley.

~ GILBERT HARRISON
is Editor-in-Chief of The New Republic.
,.
~

CHESTER KERR is Director of the Yale. University Press.

~ JAMES KRAFT, who designed the cover, is a graduate assistant in Fine Arts
. at the University of New Mexico.

~ R. W. B. LEWIS is P~fessor of English and American Studies and Master
df Calhoun College at Yale University-iIeis also a prominent literary critic.
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'BERT LINDSAY is a
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phy~icist with the Sandia Corporation in Albuque1que.

'LEWIS LIVINGSTON is a former journalist who iSI working on a· Ph. .
Political Science at the University of Florida. .
"

III

'J. HAYDEN LYNFORD is a public relations man and free-lance writer w 0' is
currently Assistant Coordinator for McCarthy's National Convention operatiOI,l.

.

'MARYA MANNES' is one of America's better known
commentators.

.

authors~

critics, and

'BILL MAULDIN is one of the more eminent political cartoonists in the
United S t a t e s . ·

'1

'S~ANLEY MAVEETY is a Professor of EngliSh at the University of Oregon.
, EUGENE' MCCARTIIY is the senior United States Senator from Minnesota
and acandidate f9r ~he Democratic nomination for President.

.

'ROBERT OSBORN is one of America's leading artists and illustrators.

~

Jashi~gton

h~

'JOSEPH RAUH is prominent
attorney who
\ong been·
active in AD~,"including s~rvice as that organization's NationaJl Chairman.
'CUYTON ROBERTS is a Professor of
::; BEULAH

His~ory at

Ohio State University.

ROTH is a combination jouFnalist, authqr, and housewife who now

liv~ in Los Angeles.
::; BEN SHAHN is

one of the twentieth century's great artists..

::; LARRY T. SHAW.is an editorfor Lancer Books in New York City.
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